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Chapter 1
Introduction, background & context

Chapter 1 of the Overdale Park management plan provides an introduction
and background to the parks management and illustrates the context of the
park within Redditch green space hierarchy. Corporate Council policy is also
described with an aim to explore how wider issues, borough wide and
nationally, influence our management of Overdale Park

1.0 Introduction and background

1.1 Summary of management plan

The purpose of this document is to provide direction and illustrate a
framework for the future management and maintenance of Overdale Park
from 2010 to 2015. This is the first specific plan for Overdale Park and follows
its construction from a neglected space in 2008/9 to an important local green
space and strives for continuous improvement.

The management plan draws upon various sources of information and refers
in Chapter 1, to relevant policies and documentation, therefore the plan is not
stand alone. It does however bring together information for effective
management into one document: where specific clarification is required the
plan aims to direct the reader to detailed documents and/or policy.

1.2 Format

The format of the management plan is in four sections and follows the
Councils agreed format for management, this provides the following:

A background and context to the park including the site history and
policy review:

A current position statement and assessment of strengths and
weaknesses based around the Green Flag Award judging criteria;

An assessment of long term objectives and future management needs
for the park;

A five year action plan for continuous improvement and
monitoring/evaluation.

The format, style and narrative of the plan are deliberately focused and
concise in order to facilitate supporting documentation for Green Flag Award
submissions and as a management tool for Council Officers, this format style
is the agreed standard for all Council green space sites and is deliberate,
policy therefore is consistent.
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1.3 Target audience and usage

The management plan is an agreed action plan for continuous improvement
within Overdale Park. It is a working document that is aimed at Officers of
Redditch Borough Council, park users and the local community.

The plan will be reviewed annually by the management team (comprising of
Parks and Green Spaces Manager, Parks and Recreation Officer, Parks and
Green space Development Officer, landscape supervisor and representative
of local community users) updating actions and progress towards a
commitment to continuously raise the standard and action where appropriate.

2.0 Vision

The shared vision for Overdale Park is;

To provide a quality community space, involving local people in sustaining and
improving a safe, well maintained green space

3.0 Aims

The following aims have been developed to reflect the needs of green spaces
within the borough; these aims are based upon ongoing public consultation,
Redditch Borough Council’s strategic ambitions and liaison with stakeholders.

To provide an accessible and welcoming park for all visitors and
members of the local community.

To continue to provide a healthy, safe and secure park for all users

To achieve a consistently high standard of maintenance and
cleanliness

To advocate and demonstrate sustainable environmental management.

To protect, conserve and promote the conservation and heritage value.

To actively promote and enable cultural awareness, community
participation and involvement.

To raise the profile of the park by informed marketing opportunities.

To ensure effective and viable management

4.0 Site name
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The park at its opening on the 27th June 2009 had no formal name, a poll was
taken of all those that attended and by far the most popular suggestion was
Overdale Park.

5.0 Location and size

Overdale Park has a total area of 0.81 hectares and is bordered to its north
boundary by Astwood Bank allotments and urban development.
Overdale Park can be found on OS Explorer 220, grid reference SP041625

6.0 Site description

Overdale Park provides varied habitat within a local setting, the site is
bordered on its south by mature hedgerows that were laid during the
construction of the site.

The park by design is constructed in two halves and provides areas of formal
interest, passive and active recreation, there are open mown areas, a variety
of trees, shrub beds, a naturally occurring pond with viewing platform and
remnant orchard.

The park ideally serves its local community its design provides open vistas to
all sides and therefore provides for a ‘safe’ environment, the formal area of
Overdale Park benefits from a circular DDA compliant footpath and there are
no steps or stiles to navigate.
There are no car parks that service Overdale Park; its context is that of a local
community park.

6.1 Background

Overdale Park forms a component part of 750 hectares of freely accessible
parks, open spaces, allotments, nature reserves, woodlands and landscaped
amenity areas within the Borough.

The park occupies a small area of 0.81 hectares

6.2 Context within green space network

The site forms a component part within the local urban fabric of Redditch with
a surrounding land use of mixed residential, buildings and farm land. Redditch
Borough Council has developed a hierarchy framework for all open spaces
within the Borough. This is based upon the open spaces needs assessment
summarised within the plan.

The table below demonstrates that Overdale Park has a local influence across
the borough of Redditch, recent surveys from neighbouring authorities show
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the Boroughs parks are popular green space venues; this may be a result of
the success of park events or portray the characteristics of the park.

Hierarchy level Sites

Sub regional Arrow Valley Country Park (north)

Arrow Valley Country Park (central)

Arrow Valley Country Park (south)

District Morton Stanley Park

Wirehill Wood

Southcrest Wood

Pitcheroak Woods

Neighbourhood Oakenshaw Park

Woodrow Park

Greenlands Playing Field

Batchley Pool

Brockhill Park

Lowlands Lane

Ipsley Alders Nature Reserve (WWT)

Feckenham Wild Moor (WWT)

Local Feckenham Playing Fields

Astwood Bank Allotments

Astwood Bank Park

Moorcroft Gardens

Callow Hill Village Green

Wharrage Brook

Crabbs Cross Playing Field

Oakenshaw Spinney

Birchfield Road Playing Field

Tilehouse Allotments

Plymouth Road Cemetery
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Hierarchy level Sites

Plymouth Road Memorial Gardens

Bridge St Allotments

Hawthorn Rd Playing Fields

Redditch Town Centre

Southmead Crescent

Terry's Field

Sillins Ave Allotments

Bomford Hill

Marlfield Lane (Edgeworth Close)

Tanhouse Lane / Wood Piece Lane

Jersey Close

Home Meadow Wood

Winyates Wildlife Corridor

Colts Lane

Winyates Allotments

Furze Lane Playing Fields

Abbotts Wood

Matchborough gardens

Stonepits Copse

Overdale Park

Hierarchy of open space within Redditch.

7.0 Access

Public access to Overdale Park is free and available 24 hours a day and 365
days per year.
Public access is provided in a number of ways.

Pedestrian

The nearest train station is Redditch Train Station, approximately 5.03 miles
from the park.
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Buses are available from Redditch bus station located at the Kingfisher Centre
which is adjacent to the train station, the number 70 bus runs regularly to
Astwood Bank.

Vehicles

There are no car parks serving Overdale Park and parking within the Astwood
Bank area is often difficult, a car park does exist within the vicinity off
Evesham Road around 10 minutes walk to the park.

Bicycles and horses

Cycling is not discouraged within the park although there are no dedicated
cycle routes, horse riding is however discouraged, no equestrian routes or
bridleways traverse the park.

8.0 Tenure

The tenure of land edged red on plan ‘Overdale Park’ within appendices is
freehold with the tenure of the land held by Redditch Borough Council.

8.1 Licenses

There are no identified licenses regarding the park

8.2 Legal agreements

Various legal agreements and consents authorising utilities to erect/lay and
use overhead and underground electricity transmission/distribution lines and
ancillary are in existence.

9.0 Legal factors

9.1 Byelaws

There are no current byelaws affecting Overdale Park.

9.2 Wider legislation

Overdale Park is covered by a legislative framework, which seeks to address
and control behaviour and activities within the Council’s green spaces. These
issues are actively promoted and enforced in partnership with the police,
community wardens and other council departments and responsibilities are
outlined in the table below.
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Legislation Relevance to green
space

Responsible organisation

The Dogs (Fouling of
land) Act 1996.

Dog fouling, fines
and disposal.

Redditch Borough Council

Crime and Disorder Act Community safety
e.g. anti social
behaviour and ‘sight
lines’.

Police, Redditch Borough
Council & strategic partners

Disability Discrimination
Act (1995)

Access and
participation for
disabled people.

Redditch Borough Council

Occupiers Liability Act Health & safety of
visitors.

Redditch Borough Council

Health and Safety Act
1974

Health and safety of
visitors and workers.

Redditch Borough Council

Road Traffic Act
(various)

Illegal access by
motorcyclists.

Police

Environmental
Protection Act (1990)

Litter, fly tipping and
abandoned vehicles.

Redditch Borough Council

Legislative framework

9.3 Public rights of way

A public right of way runs parallel to Overdale Park and runs the length of the
allotment site

9.4 Covenants

No covenants exist for Overdale Park

9.5 Designations

No formal designation exists for Overdale Park

9.6 Easements

No formal easements or way leaves have been located / identified other than
those for statutory services including easements in relation to Eon and Severn
Trent Water Authority that allows inspection, maintenance, repair, cleansing,
renewal, alteration, removal, replacement and enlargement of their services
with 24 hours required notice excluding emergency.

10.0 Local demographics

10.1 Introduction

Overdale Park has a local influence and attracts visitors from the local
community. A summary of the population and employment data relating to
Redditch and Worcestershire is outlined below.
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Figure 6. Age structure

Figure 4. River Arrow

Age structure

Figure 8. Employment

10.2 Population Data

The total Redditch population of 79,200 (2003) forms approximately 14% of
549,000 total population for Worcestershire. The figure below summaries the
population profile for
Redditch.

In comparison to the rest of
Worcestershire and
England, Redditch has a
comparatively young
population with as slightly
above average or similar
figures for the population
aged 0-59. There is a
significant less people in
Redditch in the range
between 60 - 85+ in
comparison to the rest of
Worcestershire.

10.3 Employment Data

Employment in Redditch is
centred on the manufacturing
industry (27.6%) and
wholesale/retail trade (18.7%).
The figure summarises the
employment profile for
economically actively people in
Redditch.

Unemployment in Redditch is
3.6% of the economically active
population and is 1% above the
Worcestershire and 0.2%
above the national unemployment rates

10.4 Social deprivation indices

The 2004 Indices of multiply deprivation (IMD) ranks 354 locations in England.
The table below summaries the districts in Worcestershire.

District Rank

Redditch 146th

Wyre Forest 162nd

Worcester 165th

Malvern Hills 241st

Redditch employment profile

73%

4%

16%

7% Employed

Unemployed
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Wychavon 272nd

Bromsgrove 293rd

IMD rank for Worcestershire

Although the IMD for districts in Worcestershire is comparably low in relation
to the rest of England, it is important to note that Redditch ranks highest in
Worcestershire.

10.5 Ethnicity

The table below outlines the ethnic mix within Redditch compared to the
Worcestershire and national profiles.

Ethnic group Redditch (%) Worcestershire (%) England (%)

White 92.7 95.5 87

White Irish 1.1 0.8 1.3

White other 1.0 1.3 2.7

Mixed 1.3 0.6 1.4

Asian or Asian
British

2.7 4.6

Indian 0.4 0.3 2.1

Pakistani 1.9 0.5 1.4

Black or Black
British

0.9 0.3 2.3

Chinese or other
ethnic group

0.3 0.3 0.9

Ethnicity

Although within Redditch the ethnic mix is predominantly white, there are
above average populations for other ethnic background in comparison to the
rest of Worcestershire.

11.0 History

Overdale Park is short on history and that which we now understand is
gleaned from local knowledge, prior to its development as a local green
space, the site was neglected with heavy bramble cover and a declining tree
stock, the site previously formed part of the neighbouring allotment site with
an area of rough amenity grassland segregated by mature but poorly
maintained hedgerow.

During construction there was evidence of outbuildings near the entrance to
Overdale Close and of a rough hard cored track, this would support local
knowledge that historically the site was the location of a farm with outlying
storage buildings.

The site is bordered by an active stream that runs through Astwood Bank, a
naturally occurring pond features within the park, this was found to be heavily
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contaminated on initial site visits and would eventually be re dug and planted
with marginal planting to improve quality.

The process of construction was relatively short with just 14 months between
initial site visits and opening.

The park was officially opened by the Mayor of Redditch, Councillor Malcolm
Hall on Saturday 27th June 2009

11.1 New Town Development

Redditch lies within the heart of England, situated in the North West corner of
Worcestershire, south of Birmingham, and designated in 1964 as one of the
Mark II New Towns by Sir Keith Joseph. At that time Redditch already
boasted a population of 29000.

The intention of the new town designation was to ease the expansion from
Birmingham and the West Midlands during the 1960’s.  Many new towns had
emerged from small bases; the requirement for housing land for the major
conurbations of Liverpool, Manchester and Birmingham had been a lingering
problem from around 1960.  Prior to Redditch entering the equation, sites at
Dawley, Swinnerton and Wythall were considered and subsequently rejected.

It was felt initially, that the ‘extension’ of Redditch would cause significant
erosion of the surrounding green belt, however the pressures of both housing
need and financial factors swayed the balance. Along with Runcorn near
Liverpool, Redditch was announced as a ‘New Town’ in January 1963 and
designated in April 1964.

12.0 National context

In developing a management plan for Overdale Park, the national context to
both policy and political agenda has been considered, demonstrating the
environment in which Landscape and Park managers operate.
A number of publications and policy guidance notes exist that provide
direction and may determine corporate aims and objectives. These
documents are summarised below;

Park Life, Urban Parks and Social Renewal
Published in 1995, the report provides an assessment of urban parks and
green spaces.
Green Spaces Better Places
Published in 2002, the final report of the Urban Green spaces taskforce,
provides a baseline assessment and a review of public open spaces.
Policy Planning Guidance No 17
With accompanying guide: Assessing needs and opportunities- sets
objectives for the delivery of high quality open spaces.
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PPG17 requires local planning authorities to demonstrate that open spaces
meet local demand through assessment of the following criteria ‘quality,
quantity, accessibility and primary purpose’.

Parks and Green spaces: Engaging the Community
Published in 2002, by Green space, this local authority guide outlines reasons
for engagement with and participation of the local community.

Developing Accessible Play Space
Published in 2003, by ODPM, a reference for stimulating and accessible play
for children.

Cabe space
Cabe continue to produce effective guidance in its desire for an ‘improvement
in people’s quality of life through good design’. These include guidance for
management, qualitative assessment and guidance for community groups.

13.0 Local strategic context

This management plan compliments the wider strategic context of other
Redditch Borough Council documents and Council policies.  It seeks to
achieve the objectives of the strategic framework by translating those that are
appropriate for the park.

The Redditch Local Plan
Redditch Play Pitch Strategy
The Redditch Borough Biodiversity Action Programme
Redditch Borough Council’s Corporate Plan
Redditch Community Strategy
Community Safety Strategy
The Redditch Agenda 21 Strategy
Comprehensive Performance Assessment
Redditch open space needs assessment
Best Value General Survey
Landscape and Countryside Service plan

A summary of how the management plan relates to these other strategic
documents and policies are given below, access to electronic versions of key
Council documents are available at http://redditch.whub.org.uk/home/rbc-
your-council-key-counci-documents.htm or by following links from
www.redditchbc.gov.uk .

13.1 Planning Context – Local Plan No.3

Open space has a formal ‘meaning’ within a planning context and is defined
within the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 (section 336) as ‘land laid out
as a public garden, public recreation area or burial ground’.

http://redditch.whub.org.uk/home/rbc-your-council-key-counci-documents.htm
http://redditch.whub.org.uk/home/rbc-your-council-key-counci-documents.htm
http://www.redditchbc.gov.uk/
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At the national level Planning Policy Guidance 17 – Planning for Open Space,
Sport and Recreation emphasises the importance of open space in relation to
residential areas. Specifically paragraph 17 requires policies to protect and
enhance the quality, character and amenity value of the countryside and
urban areas as a whole with a high level of protection being given to the most
valued townscapes, wildlife habitats and natural resources.

At the local level, Overdale Park is protected as part of the open space
network and designated Primarily Open Space (POS).
Local Plan no.3 contains adopted policies which seek to suitably protect open

space and where development does occur, suitably outline the levels of open
space provision that are required to ensure the level of open space provision
in the Borough is maintained.

At present, the Council is in the process of preparing its Core Strategy which
will replace parts of Local Plan No.3. As part of this preparation a draft open
space policy has been developed. Over time, the draft policy will be refined,
but ultimately designated open space and green infrastructure is of great
importance for protecting the environment, meeting recreational needs,
providing wildlife habitats and maintaining an attractive townscape.
Therefore the Council will seek to protect the Boroughs open space provision
in line with national policy.

13.2 The Redditch Borough Biodiversity Action Programme

In 1997, the document, Biodiversity Challenge - Worcestershire was published
and set the future direction for the County’s Biodiversity Action Plan process.
In 2001 The Redditch Borough Biodiversity Action Programme (BAP) was
published and takes aspects of the countywide plan and contains the
following.

A consideration of the role of biodiversity in the Borough Council’s
planning process to enable it to follow the Government’s Planning
Policy Guidance No. 9 on Nature Conservation.

A review of current conservation action in Redditch, including the
present state or potential of Local Nature Reserves, parks and other
open spaces such as allotments.

The detailed action required to improve the conservation status of
habitats and species that are distinctive of the Borough or have not
been covered adequately by the county plan.

Action programmes dealing with themes such as community
involvement and biodiversity surveys and monitoring.

An emphasis on community involvement including volunteer action on
site management, data collection and education to raise the profile of
biodiversity principles.
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Provide ideas on future requirements for improving the availability of
information to local authorities on important wildlife areas and species
distribution in Redditch.

The identification of areas where expertise on biodiversity in the
Council is not available and raising awareness among Council
Members and Officers is required

Within the Redditch BAP there are a number of key habitats that are
significant in the regional/county context, which are found in Overdale Park.
Habitat management is prescribed under HAP (Habitat Action Plans) and for
Worcestershire comprise of the following present within the park;

Veteran trees and deadwood

Ancient hedgerows

Ponds and lakes

Woodlands, wet woodlands and scrub

Open water

The Redditch BAP highlights a number of species, which are target species
within Worcestershire and are managed in accordance with SAP (Species
Action Plans), potentially relevant to Overdale Park, are;

Great crested Newt

Slow worm

Bats

Stag beetle

Brown hairstreak

13.3 Redditch Borough Council’s Corporate Plan

Published in 2007, Redditch Borough Council’s Corporate Plan 2007-2010
outlines the Council’s aims and objectives for the next 3 years and identifies
key themes developed from extensive consultation with our residents.

The main themes are:

Healthy Communities

Better Environment

Economy

Culture and Recreation

Safer Communities

Education, Learning and Skills

Connecting Redditch

The Council’s Corporate and Performance Plan identifies four priority areas:
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Improving the reality and perception of Community Safety

Protecting and improving the Environment and Transport

Promoting best standards and opportunities in Housing and Health

Providing a wide range of opportunities for Leisure

Within the strategic themes there are a number of actions in relation to the
environment, which in turn link directly to the Environment and Planning
Directorate Service Plan 2007-10, namely;

Provide cleaner greener and safer public spaces

Enhancement of the environment

Develop a programme of activities to improve health

The Directorate Service Plan personalises specific areas of priority and
provides the mechanism for effective efficiency and monitoring.

13.4 Redditch Community Strategy

The 20:20 Vision for Redditch’s Community was published in April 2003 and
sets out a ten-year vision to be delivered by the Local Strategic Partnership as
follows.

‘Our vision is for Redditch to be successful and vibrant, with sustainable
communities built upon partnership and shared responsibility. We want people
to be proud of where they live or work’.

The plan sets out seven key priorities:

Healthy communities;

Safer communities;

Better environment;

Education, learning and skills;

Economy;

Connecting Redditch;

Culture and recreation.

13.4.1 Better Environment

The community strategy goes on to set an aspiration for Redditch’s
environment and suggests that:

‘Our environment should be clean, green, accessible and community friendly,
where people value the built and natural environment.’

In relation to Overdale Park, the following objectives within the Community
Strategy are applicable.
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Conserve, promote and where possible improve Worcestershire’s
heritage and historical environment.

Value and where possible protect and enhance the diversity of nature
through policy guidance on landscape character and implementation of
the Worcestershire Biodiversity Action Plan.

Improve access to the countryside by improving the Public Rights of
Way network.

Maintain flora and fauna habitats in open spaces

Achieve a Green Flag Award by 2011.

13.5 Community Safety Strategy

Section 6 (1) of the Crime and Disorder Act 1998, updated by the police
Reform Act 2002 (section 62), the Cleaner Neighbourhoods and Environment
Act (section 1) and the Police and Justice Act 2006 (section 22 and
schedule9), imposes a duty on selected public organisations (including local
authorities, Police forces and authorities, Fire and Rescue services and
Primary Care Trusts, known collectively as ‘Responsible Authorities’) to
cooperate locally to develop, publish and deliver a three year Community
Safety Strategy.

The strategy describes how the responsible authorities will work together to
reduce:

Crime and disorder- must be preceded by an audit of the area

Misuse of drugs, alcohol and other substances in the area

Anti – social and other behaviour adversely affecting the local
environment

Publication of this strategy must be preceded by an audit of the area, and
must follow consultation with the whole community. The support provided by
all our partner agencies in producing the Audit and this Strategy report,
illustrates the commitment and strength of partnership working in Redditch.

‘Keeping Redditch Safe’ is the current Community Safety Strategy. It covers
the period April 2008 – March 2011 and sets out five priority areas in which
Redditch Community Safety Partnership (RCSP) aims to make a difference.

The priorities are:

To keep Redditch safe – by reducing recorded crime by 17.5% by
March 2009.
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To keep communities feeling safe - by reassuring communities the
Redditch is a safe place to live, work and visit and by encouraging
communities to work with RCSP to further improve the quality of life in
the Borough.

To achieve cleaner, greener and safer public spaces – by reducing
levels of abandoned cars, graffiti, vandalism and fly tipping through
environmental changes, education and enforcement.

To reduce the harm caused by drugs and alcohol – by improving
education and prevention work, enhancing treatment programmes,
tackling drug and alcohol related crime and building more effective links
with local communities.

To invest in all our young people – by offering a wider range of
activities, sharing information better, introducing early intervention and
reducing persistent offending.

The strategic assessment and partnership plan will continue to take into
account the local community safety situation and set out how RCSP aims to
improve this.

In addition the partnership plan will be influenced by the content of the
Worcestershire Local Area Agreement (LAA), an agreement between Central
Government and local public authorities about local priorities and how they will
be delivered. The Safer Communities Block lists the following priorities directly
relevant to RCSP:

To reduce the fear of crime

To reduce the harm caused by illegal drugs and alcohol

To build respect in communities and reduce anti-social behaviour

To improve the quality of life for the people of Redditch by reducing
crime and deliberate fires

To reduce the harm caused by young offenders to the wider community

13.6 The Redditch Agenda 21 Strategy

Published in 2000, this document outlines, Redditch Borough Council’s local
commitment to the Earth Summit held in Rio in 1992. The strategy outlines a
number of actions in relation to sustainability and quality of life around the
themes of economic growth, social development and environmental
implications.

The continued management of Overdale Park in its relation to green space
within the borough has a clear role to play in meeting the demands of Agenda
21 and the following actions with the strategy are relevant.
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Set appropriate standards for the provision, protection and
enhancement of green spaces, including play space in urban areas.

Review the potential to reduce waste production within Council
buildings and services.

Investigate ways of reducing water consumption.

Investigate ways of reducing energy consumption.

Investigate ways of improving river quality and reducing water pollution.

Improve environmental awareness of local employers.

Support and implement the Safer Routes to Schools initiative.

Ensure that employees switch off lights and electrical equipment when
not in use.

Raise awareness amongst employees with regard to sustainability and
encourage RBC officers to initiate sustainability projects.

Switch to fair trade beverages for council meetings.

Promote sustainability through all work areas.

13.6.1 The Nottingham Declaration

Redditch Borough Council made a commitment to the Nottingham Declaration
on climate change on the 24th April 2006, to summarise this commitment, ‘the
Council acknowledges the increasing impact that climate change will have on
our community during the 21st century and commits to tackling the causes and
effects of a changing climate on our borough’.

13.7 Assessing Redditch’s Performance

Redditch Borough Council undertook a place survey between September to
December 2008, the survey took the form of a postal self completion
approach as prescribed by the Audit Commission and the Department of
Communities and Local Government.

From 1560 respondents the following data is summarised;

77.2% are satisfied with their local area (NI5)

73% were satisfied with Parks and Open spaces, a 5% reduction from 2006/7
where 78% felt satisfied and 75% in 03/04.
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43% of respondents used parks and open spaces at least once a week, 26%
about once a month, 14% within the last 6 months with just 5% never having
used a park or open space.

Use has risen from 64% to 69%, residents in Redditch make greater use of
parks than the average county resident (65%) and compared to Ipsos MORI
district average of (61%)

This data portrays a mixed message with most importantly the satisfaction
score falling by 5%, in contrast to an increase in the number who visit and
who visit often.

13.8 Redditch Open Space needs assessment

Redditch Borough Council commissioned Scott Wilson Ltd and Community
First Partnership in 2004 to undertake an open space needs assessment
throughout the Borough. The assessment aimed to fulfil the requirements set
out in Policy Planning Guidance 17 and its accompanying guide; Assessing
needs and providing opportunities, a companion guide.
The assessment provided key information regarding the Boroughs green
space that included;

A review of national policy

A review of local policy

Qualitative audits based on the Green Flag criteria

Quantity and accessibility

Community consultation and barriers to use

13.9 Consultation

The assessment used key consultation data derived from a household survey
conducted in 2004 and a comparative user survey in 2003. The data along
with qualitative scoring demonstrated frequency of use, methods of travel and
travel time as follows;

2004 2003

No. % No. %

Base 286 100 100 100

No reply 25 8.7 0 0

Walk 158 55.2 36 36

Drive 117 40.9 59 59

Cycle 17 5.9 5 5

Bus 2 0.7 0 0
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Travel method

2004 Travel time Travel distance
(based on 3km/h
walking speed and 48
km/h driving speed)

Walk 15-20 minutes 0.75 – 1.0km

Drive 10 minutes (up to) 8km

Travel time and distance

13.10 Best Value General Survey

The Best Value Performance indicator BV119e is recorded every two years
and the results are outlined in table 14.

Performance indicator 2000/01 2003/04 2006/07

BV119E: % satisfied with parks and
open spaces

67% 76% 78%

Best Value Performance Indicators

The percentage satisfaction score for the landscape and countryside service
has increased by 11% since 2000/01. Redditch is now within the national top
quartile of local authorities.

13.11 Worcestershire Cultural Strategy

The Worcestershire Cultural strategy sets out a broad vision as follows:
‘We will celebrate our cultural heritage, landscape, town’s villages and
waterways for residents and visitors,

Through cultural activities, drama, visual arts, local and family history
projects, environmental activities, events and festivals we can explore
our rich natural, built and industrial heritage and introduce new
generations and visitors to what’s around them and why it is so special.

Making it easier to enjoy Worcestershire’s landscape and natural
resources whilst ensuring we conserve them for future generations

We will bring organisations together to better manage access to the
countryside, encourage responsible outdoor sports and recreation,
encourage visitors to a wider range of places and use cultural activities
to promote understanding of the environment and countryside issues
and make sure that future generations can benefit as well’.

The Worcestershire Cultural strategy is to be reviewed every 3 years.
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13.12 Green Space Strategy

Following substantial corporate review the management of parks and green
spaces is now a shared service operation.

The Parks and Green Spaces Service manage both Bromsgrove District and
Redditch Boroughs green spaces as a bespoke team.
The management of parks and green spaces was traditionally and
Environmental Services role and officers undertook management as part of
area working and within the wider remit of all environmental operations.

The Parks and Green Spaces Team are now tasked with moving the service
forward both on the ground and strategically.
To accommodate both our strategic requirements and to ensure effective

service delivery in 2012 the Parks and Green Spaces Manager and senior
Parks Officers will produce a Green Space Strategy.

The strategy will provide the strategic vision and enable site management
plans to be specific and further detailed to the space, following recent Green
Flag judge’s comments.
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Chapter 2
Where are we now?

Chapter 2 of the Overdale Park management plan sets out the current
position of the site’s management using the framework of the green Flag
Award. In addition, a SWOT analysis is undertaken to assist in the
establishment of aims and objectives for Overdale Park.

14.0 Introduction

The Green Flag Award and the accompanying guide, Raising the Standard
2004, provide a useful tool for assessing the quality and performance of open
spaces. This chapter outlines Overdale Park’s current position in relation to
the award criteria.

For each criteria heading, the current management approach and service
delivery is summarised with strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats
identified.

15.0 The Green Flag Award

The Green Flag Award was launched in 1996 with the aim to recognise and
reward the best green spaces in the country.

In 2009/2010 a 1000 parks and green spaces successfully achieved the
award and now fly a Green Flag or Green pennant, the vision is that 50% of
our green spaces reach the standard some 15,000 sites.
The award requires successful achievement of both a desk and field
assessment of the following criteria;

A welcoming place

Healthy, safe and secure

Well maintained and clean

Sustainability

Conservation and heritage

Community involvement

Marketing

Management

From 2009 the award has been managed by a consortium of Keep Britain
Tidy, BTCV and Greenspace, collectively known as the Green Flag Plus
Partnership on behalf of Communities and Local Government (CLG)
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16.0 A welcoming place

16.1 Welcoming

Overdale Park strives to be a welcoming place for all visitors this is achieved
in a number of ways;

Clean open access points

Vistas

Open accessible footpaths

High levels of maintenance

16.2 Good and safe access

Overdale Park provides good and safe access for its visitors by;

Highly defined footpaths

Devoid of steps and stiles

Clear sight lines

Barriers preventing unlawful vehicle access

16.3 Signage

Signage within the park is bespoke to the nature of its local setting, although
not to the corporate standard, signage clearly states owner/manager, a
summary of activities either permissible or discouraged and contact details,
both telephone, email and web.

Due to the size of the park there are no directional signs; vistas are kept open
to allow for the majority of the park to be viewed from location.

16.4 Equal access for all

Equal access for all is promoted within the park by the following measures;

An even, accessible surfaced footpath

DDA compliant gates and access

Hardback seating
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Swot analysis

Strengths Weaknesses

Defined, accessible footpaths
Appropriate local facilities
DDA compliant
Defined entrances

No interpretation on site
Lack of link footpaths

Opportunities Threats

Increased interpretation
Increase footpath provision-provide links

Lack of focused investment
Budgetary constraints

17.0 Healthy, safe and secure

17.1 Introduction

Redditch Borough Council has a duty of care to ensure the health and safety
of all members of staff and visitors under the Health and Safety at Work Act
1974 and the related guidelines. The authority has a corporate health and
safety policy and this is interpreted at an operational level in the form of risk
assessments, procedure notes and operational manuals. The Environmental
Services Directorate are committed to health and safety and each member of
staff has a health and safety induction upon joining Redditch Borough Council
and each job description clearly defines the individual’s responsibilities in
terms of health and safety.

Risk assessments and managing health and safety is the responsibility of
each service manager and this is supported by the Council’s dedicated Health
and Safety Officer and an Officer in the Cultural Services Directorate with
expertise in health and safety in relation to leisure facilities. In general terms
this achieved by:

Risk assessments;

COSHH Assessments;

Safe working procedures e.g. reporting and monitoring accidents;

Safe chemical storage, application and disposal  (where chemicals are
used);

Specific training and certification e.g. PA 1/6 and Chainsaw;

Defined roles and responsibilities;

Effective communication methods;

Emergency procedures;

Effective reporting and investigating procedures;

Recognised First Aiders;

Manual Handling Procedures;

The provision of safety equipment and consumables;
regular inspection regime.

17.2 Equipment, facilities and events
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There are a limited range of facilities within Overdale Park, these facilities fall
mainly in one Council service area and is covered by an appropriate risk
assessment and/or current inspection regime.

Facility Regime Procedure Responsibility

Footpaths Inspection Regular
inspection-
scheduled
maintenance

Wayne Beard,
Landscape and
Countryside
Officer

Benches Inspection and
annual risk
assessment

Repair or
replacement

Wayne Beard,
Landscape and
Countryside
Officer

Bins Inspection Annual review
and/or damage
replacement

Dianne Downing,
Waste
Management
Officer

Signage Inspection Regular
inspection- ad-
hoc cleansing

Wayne Beard,
Landscape and
Countryside
Officer

17.3 Visitors

As well as in house procedures, Overdale Park strives to provide a healthy
and secure venue for all visitors by providing quality facilities and activities. At
present this is achieved by the following:

17.3.1 First aid and accidents

There are no current permanent site based staff at Overdale Park, due to its
size and hierarchy, this obviously reduces the availability of first aid cover
within the park.
The park does receive regular visits from grounds maintenance, forestry,
waste management staff and its close vicinity to neighbouring properties and
an allotment site will obviously help to raise an alarm if necessary.
Contact numbers are advertised on the main welcome signs to the park and
office staff have access to direct dial numbers in case of emergency.

17.3.2 Emergencies

Emergency call out. Redditch Borough Council has a 24hr emergency
callout system called ‘lifeline’ which can be contacted using the council’s main
number. Landscape and cleansing crews are on callout to respond to
dangerous trees, blocked gullies/watercourses and hazardous litter (non
chemical).
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Abandoned vehicles. The council has an agreed procedure for the collection
of abandoned vehicles. In general terms if a vehicle is considered to be
dangerous it will be removed from the park within 24hrs.

Hazardous litter. Redditch Borough Council has an agreed procedure for the
collection of hazardous litter. In general terms hazardous litter e.g. broken
glass on a play area, will be collected within 24hrs.

17.3.3 Personal Security

Community safety within the park is very subjective and is discussed in
‘Community involvement’. However, the park is promoted and has a
reasonable number of visitors, which in turn improves the feeling of safety and
security. Liaison with the Police is undertaken by the Council’s Community
Safety team and any information passed to relevant officers for action.

17.4 Dog fouling

Overdale Park is a designated open space and therefore the Dogs Fouling of
Land Act 1996 is applicable. The Council’s approach to control dog fouling
within the park is threefold;

Facilities

Signage and dog bins are located at strategic points throughout the park.

Promotion

Environmental Health Officers promote responsible ownership through local
media and also at council led events.

Enforcement

The Council has full time Enforcement officers who are responsible for
cleansing, fly tipping and dog fouling. Redditch Borough Council takes active
steps to enforce the law and has successfully prosecuted dog owners,
enforcement officers are able to issue a fixed penalty fine of £50.00 should
they deem it appropriate to do so.
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Swot analysis

Strengths Weaknesses

Robust inspection
Response times for litter and
hazardous material
litter and dog bins

Some responsive services
Lack of full time site staff

Opportunities Threats

Pro active promotion regarding
enforcement issues
Increased partnership with friends
group/voluntary wardens

Lack of focused management
Budgetary constraint

18.0 Well maintained and clean

18.1 Litter and cleansing

Redditch Borough Council is responsible for the cleansing of all areas within
Overdale Park and this is undertaken by the Environmental Operations Team.

The table below summarises the cleansing schedule for the park;

Operation Frequency

Litter Bins
(empty and re line)

Twice weekly

Hand litter pick/scavenge pick
through wider park

Twice weekly and ad hoc

18.1.2 Monitoring

Redditch Borough Council has a proactive monitoring system for litter and as
part of the Councils commitment to providing a cleaner, safer and greener
environment employs a dedicated Officer to assess litter pollution. This
involves random site inspections and monitoring litter coverage on an agreed
scale.

Enquiries/complaints by members of the public etc are recorded on a
computerised system (M3), which generates work tickets, in addition to the
scheduled cleansing that takes place if needed.

18.1.1 Graffiti

The Environmental Operations Team undertakes graffiti removal, the council
has an agreed policy to respond to and remove racist graffiti within 24 hours
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18.1.2 Provision of litter/dog fouling bins

Redditch Borough Council has a house style of litter and dog bins; there are
currently 7 bins located within the park, 4 dog bins and 3 litter bins.

18.1.3 Enforcement

The Council employs enforcement officers who use relevant legislation –
mainly the Environmental Protection Act 1990 and the Dogs Fouling of Land
Act 1996 to improve cleanliness levels.  Whilst the Council does not have a
target for the number of Fixed Penalty Notices issued for acts of littering/fly-
tipping or dog fouling, this tool is used where needed. The Enforcement
Officer pays regular visits both as part of routine inspection and in response to
specific enquiries/complaints.

18.1.4 Hazardous litter

Overdale Park is regularly inspected for litter, operatives will respond within
one hour of receiving an emergency work ticket or telephone call to remove
litter that is deemed hazardous (emergency cleansing includes glass and
sharps etc)

The park benefits from its location and regular contact with users, this
relationship serves to quickly identify and respond to littering incidents.

The Council operates an out of hour’s service for all environmental services,
which responds to any cleansing emergencies outside normal working hours.

18.2 Grounds maintenance

Redditch Borough Council operates a comprehensive grounds maintenance
schedule and is responsible in brief for 750 hectares of public open space and
16km of hedgerow; the component part of the grounds maintenance within the
park is deemed scheduled maintenance. The council operates its own
environmental operations service that benefit from specific expertise that
includes both arboricultural, horticultural and environmental service and
benefits from operatives with distinct specialism’s.

18.2.1 Pre planned maintenance

Redditch Borough Council has a comprehensive ground maintenance
schedule; the following table outlines the key tasks undertaken by the South
Area Environmental Operations Service.

A1 Hand mow Cut to maximum height of
40mm at 14 day intervals,
from April to October.

A2 Box mow Cut to a height of 20mm at
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7 day intervals with hand
held boxed mower, from
April to October. All
cuttings removed.

A3 Turbo mow Cut to 75mm with tractor
mounted machine, at 21
day intervals from April to
October.

A4 Gang mow Cut to a maximum height
of 20mm with tractor and
gang mower attachment,
every 10 days from April
to October.

A5 Meadow grass mow Gang mow every 10 days
during April and May, then
leave to grow and cut with
forage harvester to
remove all arisings at end
of August. During
September and October,
gang mow every 10 days.

A6 Hydra mow Cut narrow, uneven and
sloped verges to height of
75mm, on 3 occasions
from May to October.

A7 Shrub areas Cut out all dead or
diseased wood to nearest
live bud. Remove suckers
at the base. Cut up to one
third of older wood to
100mm above ground
level, to encourage new
growth. Pruning to take
place between November
February.

A9 Strimming Rough areas where
mowing unsuitable, cut to
100mm on two occasions
during May/June and
September/October.
Edges strimmed to 50mm
on two occasions during
May/June and
September/October.

A10 A-A-A-A-A-A Hedge cut one side Cut to a maximum height
of 3m and maximum width
of 1.3m, on one occasion
in June and again in
August/September. Prune
out brambles, self sets or
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suckers at the base.

A11 B-B-B-B-B-B Hedge cut one side
and top

As above, plus cut top of
hedge to extent of
previous seasons growth.

A12 C-C-C-C-C-C Hedge cut both sides
and top

As above, maintaining a
hedge shape with base
one third wider than the
top.

A13 D-D-D-D-D- Summer prune Prune back 100mm
behind path or road edge,
up to a height of 3m, on
one occasion in June and
again in
August/September.

A14 Hand weed Remove all self sets,
suckers and brambles,
without disturbance to the
roots of planted material,
at discretion of
Supervising Officer.

A15 P-P-P-P-P-P Ditches Strim back all sides of
ditches to 1m beyond top
of bank. The base of ditch
cleared of silt, branches,
bricks and other debris.
Operations to take place
between November and
March.

A16 Rose beds Prune during March,
removing all dead,
diseased and weak shoots
and suckers.

A17 Bedding Plant summer bedding
during June, weed every
week, and water twice a
week. Plant winter
bedding during October
and weed every fortnight.

Landscape maintenance key

18.2.2 Variation works

In addition to the regular pre planned operations, variation or ad – hoc works
are also undertaken. These are determined by the Area Landscape and
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Countryside Officer and are issued at his discretion addressing health and
safety issues, emergency works or seasonal variation as an example.

18.2.3 Monitoring

The relevant area supervisor from the Environmental Operations Service
undertakes monitoring of grounds maintenance operations. Each operative
also has performance related weekly tasks, which are connected with a
schedule of rates and standard minute value. These are monitored to ensure
work is completed on time and to an agreed standard.

Swot analysis

Strengths Weaknesses

Scheduled maintenance schedule
both landscape and cleansing
Use of specialist machinery
Dedicated team

Some inflexibility within schedule
Varying responsibilities

Opportunities Threats

Increase schedule
Voluntary litter warden scheme
Additional signage/promotion

Budgetary restrictions
Increase in customer expectation

19.0 Sustainability

19.1 Environmental policies and resource conservation

Redditch Borough Council is committed to sustainability and this is recognised
within the Council’s LA21 Strategy (see section 13 and appendix 1).

The policy sets out the Council’s approach to environmental sustainability and
the following practices ensure that the objectives of the strategy are achieved.

19.2 Pesticide and peat use

The use of pesticides including herbicides, fungicides and insecticides are
regularly reviewed and used in accordance with manufacturer’s guidelines
and the relevant regulations. Pesticide use within Overdale Park is restricted
to rare applications of glyphosphate to control invasive weed growth in shrub
beds and along the kerbs and channels of hard surfaces.

Peat based composts are not used within Overdale Park.

As part of the Landscape and Countryside Improvement plan a borough wide
pesticide and peat use policy is currently in draft format.

19.3 Arboricultural and woodland management
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A specialist arboriculture team from the Environmental Operations Service
undertakes the arboricultural maintenance within the park.
Currently the maintenance is determined by an annual visual survey

conducted by the Area Landscape and Countryside Officer and supported by
the Council’s Arboricultural Officer.

Arboricultural arisings are taken to a central store away from public areas and
periodically sold for firewood.

19.4 Resource conservation

There are a number of initiatives developed to ensure effective and
sustainable resource management

Green waste
All green waste generated from the park is chipped and re used as either a

mulch or footpath surfacing throughout the boroughs green spaces.

Litter
The reduction of litter is promoted borough wide and through council led

events

Maintenance
The grass cutting regime within the park is reviewed by the landscape and

countryside officer and manager on an annual basis, the balance between
high maintenance and the promotion of beneficial habitat through relaxed
frequencies is considered along with other sustainable management
practices.

Swot analysis

Strengths Weaknesses

No peat use
Environmental policy

Some rigid maintenance practices

Opportunities Threats

Total eradication of pesticide use
Recycling opportunities

Budgetary restraints
Lack of corporate commitment

20.0 Conservation and heritage

20.1 Nature conservation

20.1.1 Introduction
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Overdale Park plays its part within the fabric of the boroughs green spaces
that provide a haven for wildlife and contain a wide variety of habitats
important for biodiversity.
The park is owned by Redditch Borough Council and under the Councils
Biodiversity Action Plan ‘the Council has a commitment to manage the park
with regard to wildlife and habitat’. Wherever possible the enhancement of the
park for wildlife value in accordance with the BAP is a priority.

20.1.2Habitats

Hedgerows

Overdale Park is bordered by hedgerows that compliment the character of the
park and would have historically marked field margins.
Through casual observance sections of hedgerow contain many different
native species including a quantity of regenerated elm.

All of the hedgerows have been laid in the traditional ‘midland’ style thus
promoting young vigorous growth and helping to sustain an important wildlife
habitat.

Ponds and streams

There are two small ponds in Overdale Park and two active stream courses,
one pond bordering the allotment site has been planted heavily with marginal
varieties of plants and now serves as a wet area adjacent to the stream
course, this in the hope of filtering contamination that appears to be sporadic
within the stream but as yet has not been successfully identified.

A large percentage of our ponds within the borough, over 50% have been
found to contain the protected Great Crested Newt, all our significant ponds
have been surveyed and recorded.
During the initial survey of the site and prior to its construction no visible signs
or evidence of great crested newt was evident; both ponds were heavily
contaminated and littered.
The management of the ponds and water courses on site is ongoing with the
responsibility falling to the landscape and countryside officer and the
landscape and biodiversity officer.

20.1.3 Flora – Vascular plants

A full inventory of vascular plants is included within the appendices.

20.1.3.2 Fauna

Birds

A full inventory of recorded species is included within the appendices.
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Reptiles and Amphibians

There has been no specific surveys relating to reptiles and amphibians, it was
considered prior to construction that the park may provide suitable habitat for
slow worms, however there was no evidence found during initial surveying.

Invertebrates

There are currently no specific surveys for invertebrates, as the park develops
and matures, casual observance may help to build up a record.

20.1.4 Biological recording

The Landscape and Countryside Service currently has a service level
agreement with the Worcestershire Biological Records Centre. The centre
acts as central depository for all biological records; however in some
instances information is scarce.

The Landscape and Countryside Service has recently invested in a Biological
Computer Records programme known a "recorder 2002".  The biological
records will be regularly updated for each park and wood to assess
management changes.

Further records need to be collected for the park to strengthen the
management focus and to establish sustainable wildlife habitat management
for the future.

Swot analysis

Strengths Weaknesses

Variety of habitat
Sustainable management

No specific surveying or monitoring

Opportunities Threats

More contact on a County level
Improve monitoring
Target specific BAP species

Loss of specialist post (biodiversity
officer)
Budgetary restriction

21.0 Community involvement

21.1 Understanding our users

Overdale Park is an important local destination that serves the community of
Astwood Bank and provides the opportunity for both active and passive
recreation; it is identified as of local significance.
Understanding our users is vital to inform not only the future management of
green space but as an evaluation tool for performance.
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21.1.1 Visitor numbers

Overdale Park is a new green space serving the local community of Astwood
Bank and at this present time no data is available regarding visitor numbers.

It is a desired action to undertake visitor counts during the life of the current
management plan; this however will be at a recognised point highlighted
within the action plan.

21.1.2 Household survey

Undertaken in 2004 to inform and guide green space policies for the local plan
and prior to the construction of Overdale Park.
The survey recorded the hierarchy of the Boroughs green spaces and
provided vital information as to visitor trends.

Travel time

The table below summarises the travel time visitors/users would be prepared
to walk or drive to various types of open space within Redditch.

Level Travel Time (minutes)

Walk Drive

Sub regional

Arrow Valley Country Park 20-25 10 >

District

Morton Stanley

Ipsley Alders NR

15-20 10

Neighbourhood

Pitcheroak Woods

Arrow Valley CP North

10-15 10

Local

Astwood Bank Park

Overdale Park

Brockhill Park

Lodge Park Pool

Oakenshaw Woods

Wire Hill Woods

Southcrest Wood

5-10 Less than 10

Travel times to parks and open spaces
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Comparative visits

Users of open spaces were also asked to identify which other spaces they
frequented across the region. The table below summarises the responses and
provides interesting comparisons between other parks.

Other parks visited Number Percentage

Arrow Valley Country Park 832 71.8%

Morton Stanley Park 663 57.3%

Lickey Hills Country Park 402 34.7%

Pitcheroak Woods 282 24.4%

Sanders Park, Bromsgrove 181 15.6%

Stratford Parks 143 12.3%

Waseley Hills Country Park 119 10.3%

Worcester Woods
Countryside Centre 76 6.6%

Telford Town Park 25 2.2%

Sandwell Valley 12 1.0%

No reply 128 11.1%

Comparative visits

21.1.3 Customer enquiry/access

The Landscape and Countryside Service in 2006 purchased a new software
system (M3), the system in essence contains two parts; the front end service
is used primarily by the Council's Contact Centre and enables initial enquiry,
this then provides a link to accessible information for the Contact Centre that
may include information on scheduled maintenance, capital projects or
emergency procedure. The front end of the system can also generate
enquiries for Officers and give the customer specific reference and response
times.
M3 also has operational links that enable the customer to access information
via the internet, which will allow for remote access to the system to view their
enquiry independently and to track its progress.

21.2 Events and Activities

Overdale Park is a new open space for Redditch and is of local context, it is
hoped that in the future the park is used for local events and activities and this
aim is reflected within the action plan.

21.3 Non users
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As part of the household survey conducted in 2004, non users across the
Borough were asked to give reasons for not using parks and open spaces, the
issue of not ‘feeling safe’ was investigated further and the following table
summarises the reasons for non users not wishing to use parks and open
spaces because of personal safety fears.

As part of the household survey conducted in 2004, non users across the
Borough were asked to give reasons for not using parks and open spaces.
The table below lists the main barriers to use for non users;

The issue of not ‘feeling safe’ was investigated further and table 25
summarises the reasons for non-users not wanting to use parks and open
spaces because of personal safety fears.

Response Number Percentage

No reply 87 53.0%

Young people 'hanging
around' 52 31.7%

Vandalism / graffiti 32 19.5%

Young people drinking 31 18.9%

Drug use 30 18.3%

Lack of site based staff 26 15.9%

Lack of CCTV 22 13.4%

Drug dealing 20 12.2%

Being harassed 19 11.6%

Car vandalism 18 11.0%

Lack of lighting 17 10.4%

Drunk adults causing a
nuisance 16 9.8%

Lack of other users 15 9.1%

Abandoned cars 6 3.7%

Non users- safety barriers.

21.4 Community involvement and participation

Community involvement in relation to the management of open space is vital
and determines the continual improvement, development and vitality of the
space.

Borough wide there are many friends groups and volunteer groups, with an
increasing amount of council owned open space managed in active
partnership with recognised community groups.
.
The council operates several volunteer groups that work throughout the
borough; a midweek conservation group, a partnership with BTCV (British
Trust for Conservation Volunteers) engaging with young people classified as
NEET (not actively engaged in education or training) and a partnership with
HMP Hewell that provided participants with environmentally based project
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work and placement, these specific groups would on occasion undertake
project work within local venues such as Overdale Park.

The local community were heavily involved with the decision making at the
conception of the park and had the opportunity to allow the space to be
allocated for development if they so wished.
Open public consultation was undertaken alongside specific engagement with
key groups such as the local school, allotment holders and residents of
Overdale Close and Chapel Street who border the park, this engagement
continued throughout the construction of the park.

The views of the local community were canvassed during the opening of the
park in 2009, along with the opportunity of naming and future planning, a
mailing list was collected which will lead to the development of a specific
friends group in 2010.

21.5 Appropriate provision for the community

The park provides an ideal facility for the local community, this is summarised
below

Facility Target audience

Meadows Study groups/passive exercise

Benches and vistas OAPS

Pond and dipping platform Study groups/passive exercise

Circular features Young people

Swot analysis

Strengths Weaknesses

Local setting
Strong and responsive structures
Access

Limited range of use and facility

Opportunities Threats

Increase use
Undertake annual visitor survey
Greater contact and partnership with
users

Budgetary restriction
Lack of resources

22.0 Marketing

22.1 Marketing and promotion

Overdale Park is not widely marketed and is categorised as a park of local
importance indicating that its users are almost exclusively resident within the
neighbouring vicinity.
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There is interest to include Overdale Park in the annual garden open day held
locally within Astwood Bank and for several other local events held in what is
recognised as a village community.

22.3 Education and interpretation

No specific interpretation exists within the park at this current time, the variety
of trees, hedgerows and pond would provide an opportunity to explore this in
the future and would provide an opportunity to work alongside local schools to
further develop both education and interpretation, the park is in easy walking
distance from Astwood Bank First School and could provide an interesting and
varied education venue.

23.0 Management

23.1 Finance

The Landscape and Countryside service operate to a fixed annual revenue
budget, in relation to Overdale Park fixed costs are derived from scheduled
maintenance, an allowance of ad hoc works and related administration.
Capital costs are subject to internal and external funding bids, section 106
payments would be applicable to the park, the initial budget for the
construction of the park was financed through section 106 and internal capital
investment.
The table below itemises costs, however at the time of writing the park has
received one full season’s maintenance and was subject to contractual
snagging during part of that period, due to its new construction the park may
not require ad hoc works.

Expenditure Cost

Scheduled maintenance £1711.80

Ad hoc works No costs at present time

Administration £188.29

Capital (external) Initial construction (s106 funded)
£40,000

Capital (internal) Initial construction cost £35,000

23.2 Personnel

The management of Overdale Park alongside the boroughs green spaces is in
essence a multi discipline task and involves the co operation of both
managers and officers alike. There are three contributing council departments
who in turn hold varying responsibilities within the park; the Landscape and
Countryside service, Leisure Services and Waste Management.
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A management team meet regularly to discuss all specific management
issues, holistically for the boroughs green spaces, management plans are
also reviewed annually by the same team.
Day to day management of the park is identified below, the majority of
maintenance follows a set schedule that includes a monitoring procedure, ad
hoc works are issued on a semi regular occurrence and follow the same
procedure.

Post Post holder Responsibilities

Parks and Green
Spaces Service
Manager

Karl Stokes Management of
Landscape and
Countryside service

Landscape and
Countryside Officer

Wayne Beard Area responsibility for
landscape and
countryside service.

Parks and Recreation
Officer

Jackie Boreham Responsibility for active
recreation, play and
participation within
parks and green spaces

Parks and Green Space
Development Officer

Vacant Wildlife and biodiversity
responsibility, volunteer
groups, stewardship,
rights of way and
encroachment/planning
issues

Senior Tree Officer Gavin Boyes Borough wide
responsibility for tree
management

Monitoring of both scheduled and ad hoc works falls under the remit of both
officer and supervisor, providing a robust mechanism.

Strengths Weaknesses

Strong, qualifies and experienced
management team, robust set
mechanisms for day to day
operations

Multi disciplinary team

Opportunities Threats

Strengthen management focus
through achievement of Green Flag

Reduction in future revenue and
capital – reducing workforce and
fragmentation of management team
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Chapter 3
Where do we want to go?

24.0 Introduction

Following the analysis of historical and recent consultation carried out with the
general public, community groups and other organisations and with respect to
the nature of the park, aims and objectives are now set out below and will
underpin the overall and long term development of the park.

25.0 Aims and objectives

25.1 Aim

To provide an accessible and welcoming park for all visitors and members of
the local community

25.1.1 Objectives

By ensuring good and safe access for all abilities
By having clear signage to and within the park
By encouraging all members of the community to make use of the park

25.2 Aim

To continue to provide a healthy, safe and secure park for all users.

25.2.1 Objectives

By maintaining infrastructure to a high standard
By addressing and resolving any antisocial behaviour issues
By ensuring health and safety procedures are in place and implemented
25.3 Aim

To achieve a consistently high standard of maintenance and cleanliness.

25.3.1 Objectives

By ensuring there is a comprehensive and clear management system in place
for grounds maintenance and cleansing
By ensuring regular inspection and performance monitoring of maintenance
issues
By ensuring customers have a say in maintenance and management issues

25.4 Aim
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To advocate and demonstrate sustainable environmental management.

25.4.1 Objectives

By minimising the use of pesticides and peat use
By reducing waste and/or energy consumption
By implementing new legislation and polices

25. 5 Aim

To protect, conserve and promote the conservation and heritage value.

25.5.1 Objectives

By recognising important landscape, ecological and historical features
By ensuring a high standard of maintenance of all landscape, ecological and
historic features
By ensuring that the management and development of the park is sympathetic
By encouraging biodiversity within the park
By providing opportunities for education and life long learning

25. 6 Aim

To actively promote and enable community participation and
involvement.
25.6.1 Objectives

By providing a local programme of events and art activities
By enhancing, promoting and interpreting artistic elements of the park
By supporting and engaging the local community and users
By targeting and undertaking regular consultation and surveys using a range
of techniques

25.7 Aim

To raise the regional and local profile of the park by maximising
marketing opportunities.

25.7.1 Objectives

By marketing the park’s cultural and historical significance
By ensuring the park has a high profile at a local level
By ensuring good interpretation of all features
By encouraging and enabling use by schools, colleges and interest groups

25.8 Aim

To ensure effective and viable management.
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25.8.1 Objectives

By ensuring high standards are maintained through suitable financial provision
By ensuring income levels are increased
By ensuring adequate staff resources are maintained
By ensuring that the management plan is regularly reviewed and updated
By ensuring performance is monitored and reviewed

26.0 Landscape management prescriptions

Overdale Park is in essence a park of two halves and the management
prescriptions depict this. Initially from the main entrance at Overdale Close the
park adopts a well maintained formal nature of wide accessible footpaths,
benches and formal shrub beds, with interesting vistas, a pond and dipping
platform.

Sensitive planting has been used to complement the park with a discrete
colour palette; in essence this space is designed to offer passive recreation
and interest with standards of maintenance high, including frequent grass
cutting, shrub bed maintenance and pruning.

In contrast to this across the footbridge to the south side of the park,
maintenance is relaxed to portray an area of meadow style amenity grassland
bordered by hedgerow that serves to offer an area for active recreation such
as football and ball games. Grass cutting is less frequent and there are no
formal pathways or shrub beds to maintain, this serves to blend what is in
essence (incorporating the allotment site) three distinct areas of open space.
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Chapter 4

How will we know we‘ve arrived

This is the final chapter in the Overdale Park management plan and provides
the focus for continual improvement. The chapter sets out an action plan for
the next five years and also explains how the plan will be reviewed and
monitored.

27.0 Action plan 2010 – 2015

27.1 Introduction

The following action plan sets out the intended actions required to continually
sustain and improve Overdale Park for the benefit of its users, the
environment and wildlife.

The action plan outlines achievable targets but also alludes to aspirational
targets that may be influenced by external funding or economic restriction,
time frames are realistic and flexible where appropriate in line with
expectations of the local community.

The implementation of the action plan will be overseen by relevant officers
within the Council.

The management plan is a working document and therefore live, subject to
change and annual review, to this end actions are identified and time framed
yearly, but relies on seasonal conditions, availability of labour and funding
where appropriate.

27.2 Monitoring

The management plan and subsequent actions will be the responsibility of the
Capital Projects and Green Space Development Manager alongside the
identified management team.

The action plan will be formally reviewed annually, taking into consideration
comments from Green Flag judges, their evaluation and feedback alongside
those of park users.
New actions will be agreed annually and fed into the plan with time scales and
responsibility.
In the fifth year of the management plan, the friends group (an action to
develop a friends group in year one) and management team will undertake a
full review, at this point the vision, aims and objectives will be revisited
alongside an evaluation of progress and implementation of the plan.

Following this process a new five year management plan will be produced.
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Appendix 1

Initial Site Survey

Astwood Bank – Public Open Space Project

Initial Site Survey – April 2009

1.0 Introduction

This report follows the request of the Head of Environment, and pertains to
establish an introductory ecological report of the site; this follows local
community consultation to ascertain a development/improvement plan for the
area of public open space shown bordered red on plan (1).

The site was visited on 16th April 2008 between 9.30 and 12, a record of flora
and fauna was undertaken along with an evaluation of the habitat value of the
site, discussion with allotment holders and local residents to establish both a
visual and auditory record of species and passive user/neighbour sightings.
The report aims to inform and advise possible further ecological recording and
prescribe sensitive development in regard to the preservation of species and
retention/improvement of habitat along with the responsibilities of the
landowner regarding legal species protection.

2.0 Location

The site is located nestled between Chapel Street and Overdale Road,
Astwood Bank, Redditch, being bordered by housing on all sides, the site is
centred at grid reference SP041625.

3.0 Ownership

The land is owned freehold by Redditch Borough Council and is managed and
administered by the Environmental Services Section.

4.0 General site description

The site occupies an area of 8173m2 and forms part of a fragmented green
corridor extending east to west from Overdale Close to Priest Meadow Close.

The site is bordered by private residential housing on all sides. To the north of
the site lie allotment gardens roughly demarked by the run of a small stream
line.
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Two public rights of way run through the allotment site and there are a number
of pedestrian access points. The predominant area within the site is scrub
bordering the west of the site, some 4313m2.
Generally the site portrays an area of neglect; some maintenance occurs with
an area roughly 800m2 in size formally mown.

5.0 Habitat zones

The site displays a variety of habitat; areas of mown grassland, mature
hedgerow, mature trees, dead and decaying trees, areas of scrub, stream
course, wet pools and ponds, there is also evidence and remnant trees
indicating the site of a former orchard.

The size of the site and the fact that it is landlocked restricts the potential for
linking the site with areas of greater diversity although potentially the site may
provide currently and potentially following sensitive management a diverse
range of habitat.
The site does benefit from a water course, however its current quality is
variable this could provide a valuable asset to the site.

Decaying tree stock

6.0 Quality of habitat

The quality of habitat on site is variable, a large percentage of the site has
predominant bramble cover with infrequent tree and hedgerow remnants, and
this area is heavily fly tipped on its borders but offers habitat value. At the
periphery of this area there was evidence of an active Badger sett, this was
confirmed in conversation with a neighbouring resident.
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Heavy bramble cover

Internal remnant hedgerows display a variety of species including several
Elms and provide valuable habitat with a healthy population of bird species
indicated in Table (2).
Internal hedgerows are dense with species including holly, hawthorn, elder,
ash and elm, the number of species present and the occurrence of ground
flora including bluebell and wild garlic indicate that the hedgerow in section is
aged and would certainly pre date the General Enclosure Act of 1845.

Generally however the ground flora on site is fairly poor, nettle, ivy, dandelion,
hairy willow herb and goose grass are predominant with more interesting flora
including wood speedwell and creeping cinquefoil occurring occasionally in
places.
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There are several mature trees on site providing habitat value with several
species of bird calling high in the canopy including Blackcaps, several trees
displayed signs of decay/die back and fungal growth both to trunk and limbs
providing diversity.

Elms within internal hedgerow

The site features two pond areas that at are currently semi dry and heavily
littered, the ponds would serve well in times of heavy rain or flood and this
process would in essence provide valuable habitat, signs of possible
contamination was identified with a heavy ‘oil sheen’ visible on banking and
semi dry areas in places. Aquatic vegetation is relatively sparse indicating
possible eutrophication from either detergents or nitrate fertiliser use within
allotments or a combination of both.

The stream course again varies in quality significantly; pendulous sedge,
celandine and other common flora appear on the stream line. Through the
middle sections of the site, the water course is relatively litter free and
displays a range of riparian flora, near the end of the stream course to the
border with Priest Meadow Close, evidence of limited detergent pollution
entered the stream through a culvert.
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No real evidence of rare flora or protected species was evident; some rat
tracks were visible at the border of stream/allotment plots.

Middle section of stream course                                       Detergent pollution

7.0 Flora and Fauna

7.1 Trees and shrubs

Common Latin Abundant Frequent Occasional

Holly Ilex aquifolium √

Hawthorn Crategus
mongyna

√

Blackthorn Prunus
spinosa

√

Elder Sambucus
nigra

√

Oak Quercus
pertrae

√

Elm Ulmus sp. √

Ash Fraxinus
excelsior

√

Hazel Coryllus
avellana

√

Goat willow Salix caprea √

Apple Malus sp. √

Plum Prunus sp. √
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Laurel Laurus noblis √

Alder Alnus
glutinosa

√

Table 1

7.2 Flora

Common Latin Abundant Frequent Occasional

Bluebell Hyacintanoides
non scripta

√

Ivy Hedera helix √

Nettle Urtica dioica √

Hairy
Willowherb

Epilobium
hirsutum

√

Goosegrass Galium aparine √

Wood
speedwell

Veronica √

Wild garlic Alium ursinum √

Creeping
cinquefoil

Potentilla
reptans

√

Wood aven Geum √

Hogweed Heracleum √

Male Fern Dryptoris √

Daisy Bellis perennis √

Cow parsley Anthriscus
sylvestris

√

Bramble
Rubus
fruiticosa

√

Dandelion Taraxacum
officionalis

√

Creeping
buttercup

Ranunculus
repens

√

Pendulous
sedge

Carex
pendulus

√

Celandine Ranunculus
filipendula

√
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Lords and
Ladies

Arum
maculatum

√

7.3 Fauna

Common Latin Sighting Calling Evidence

Blue Tit Parus caerulus √

Great Tit Parus major √

Chiffchaff Phylloscopus
collybita

√

* Wood Warbler Phylloscopus
sibliatrix

√

Blackcap Sylvia atricapilla √

Robin Eritacus rubecula √

Tree Sparrow Passer montanus √

House Sparrow Passer domesticus √

Goldfinch Carduelis carduelis √

Chaffinch Fringilla coelebs √

Starling Sturnus vulgaris √

Collared dove Streptopelia decaocto √

Blackbird Turdus merula √

Wood pigeon Columba palumbus √

Magpie Pica pica √

Table 2

8.0 Protected species

Potentially species that afford legal protection; Slow worms, Badgers, Bats
and Great Crested newts are a distinct possibility on the site. As previously
mentioned evidence of badgers was found and confirmed by a neighbouring
resident who regularly witnesses badgers near their garden border.

The nature of the scrub area and areas of fly tip may provide good habitat for
slow worms and hibernacula for newts. The site contains a number of mature
trees that whilst no obvious holes or cracks were evident, the dense ivy cover
may provide suitable roosting sites for bats
It would be a recommendation that further surveying for legally protected
species is commissioned prior to development.
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9.0 Litter and fly tip

The site suffers from heavy littering, evidence of heavy fly tipping was
apparent at the site border with Overdale Close; there was evidence of
gatherings in locations with cans and bottles evident in the undergrowth.

Litter was apparent at the border of allotment plots and stream/scrub edges;
the smaller of the ponds on site was heavily littered and encroached from plot
arisings.
The tipping of organic, grass/hedge cuttings on site has in places encroached
well into the native habitat.

Fly tipping and heavy littering
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10.0 Summary
Generally the site could be identified as urban wasteland habitat combined
with areas of historical hedgerow habitat and remnant orchard; potentially the
site could provide a valuable amenity in the local context with a balance struck
between amenity and habitat value.

The possibility of protected species on site may put constraints on
development or necessitate the requirement of a licence, the potential of the
site to provide a valuable niche combined with increased ecological diversity
favours active sustainable management that would also serve to reverse
negative ecological factors

The site could offer the potential of ecological/environmental study for local
students and/or offer an outdoor classroom scenario, it is evident gauging
local opinion that the site is valued even in its current state with a concern for
sensitive improvement/development shared between officers and
neighbouring users.

10.1 Further actions

Recommendation that surveying for legally protected species is undertaken
prior to site development, relevant officers to produce mitigation statement
derived from survey findings.

11 Aboricultural Survey

11.1 Individual Tree Surveys
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TREE SURVEY SHEET

Location Astwood Bank Park Inspection byG.Boyes
Date 21 / 4 / 2008

Species Age Vigour Condition Stem/Diameter
1m up Stem

Height Crown
Span

Ash /
Fraxinus
Excelsior

80-
100yrs

Medium -
Low

Average Three main
stems approx
19” each

10-12m 13-16m

DETAILS OF LOCATION

Ground Conditions Tree is standing on slightly raised bank, gravel access road to
south side of

main stem, open ground of old allotments on opposite side,
ground conditions

Of area generally very good fertile, area undisturbed

Exposure Prominent tree on highest point of the site standing within
hedge line on south

boundary of plot no other major trees for Protection on any
side, exposed to

all directions

Proximity to building Nearest building light garage construction on concrete base
approx 6m, nearest

house approx 40m

Surrounding vegetation Hawthorn Hedge either side of tree running East to West.

Gravel drive to south side open ground heavy native weed
cover Northern side

CONDITION

Three major stem from ground, open crown, no major over weighting of and main stems or
major boughs in crown.

Average growth habit deadwood in crown, no cavities or major wounds, no visual signs of
disease.

HABITAT VALUE

Average: no cavities/ possible bat roost sites, medium to low bird nesting value ( no evidence
of previous nesting)

Good insect habitat valued added to by old dead ivy growth on main stem

VISUAL AMENITY VALUE

Prominent tree standing clear of next largest neighbouring tree, crown on three stems well
balance give tree good

Shape visual appearance good.

CLIMBING INSPECTION REQUIRED

YES NO X
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Grid Reference to within 5m

SP 041148

BNG 62454

Possible next
inspection date

May-August 09 Importance

Low   Med X   High

TPO
Yes            No X

Recommendation of work

Remove all deadwood from throughout the crown, possible light lift of outer canopy.
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TREE SURVEY SHEET

Location Astwood Bank Park Inspection by G.Boyes Date 21/ 4/2008

Species Age Vigour Condition Stem/Diameter
at 1m up main

stem

Height Crown
Span

Holly / Ilex
Aquifolium
Tree 2

40-
50yrs

Medium Fair 12” 7m 5m

DETAILS OF LOCATION

Ground Conditions Very good around full circumference of tree, mown grass lane,
open ground

General ground in area undisturbed and fertile

Exposure Tree standing within Hawthorn hedge line on south boundary of
the plot, hedge

also containing 10m tall Ash giving Protection West to East
open on two

Opposite directions.

Proximity to building Nearest building estimated 60-70m

Surrounding vegetation At base of tree Hawthorn hedge containing multi stem Ash self
sets, mown

Grass land, open ground heavy native weed cover.

CONDITION

Tree is in good growth no visual signs of disease, crown well shaped but heavily affected by
Ivy growth.

HABITAT VALUE

Good potential bird nesting site, high insect habitat value

VISUAL AMENITY VALUE

Ivy needs to be Killed or preferably removed, if this work was carried out it has potential to be
good future feathure

Tree.

CLIMBING INSPECTION REQUIRED

YES NO X
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GRID REFERENCE WITH IN 5m

SP 04082

BNG 62472

Possible next
inspection date

May –August 09 Importance

Low   Med  X  High

TPO
Yes            No X

Recommendation of work

Ring Ivy at base of main stem, allow it to die off in crown or if recourses allow remove Ivy from
crown.
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TREE SURVEY SHEET

Location: Astwood Bank Park Inspection by: Gavin Boyes Date:21/4/08

Species Age Vigour Condition Stem/Diameter
at 1m up main

stem

Height Crown
Span

Ash /
Fraxinus
Excelsior

40-
50yrs

Low Poor 15” 10m 6m

DETAILS OF LOCATION

Ground Conditions Very good fertile, possibly very wet as ditch line at base of tree.

Open grass land or open ground heavy native weed cover all
round tree.

Exposure Tree standing in hedge line on the west side of the plot
exposed to East / west

Proximity to building Well Clear.

Surrounding vegetation Ivy on main stem and major boughs in crown, Hawthorn,
Sambucus and Rose

Growing at base of main strem

CONDITION

Poor, heavy die back showing within crown.  Crown is stage horn from approx 3.5m and very
sparse. No visual sign

Of disease, very low vigour, low level of yearly extension growth made in recent years.

HABITAT VALUE

Good habitat potential for nesting birds and insects with Ivy on main stem, worth retaining tree
with Ivy cover for this

Reason.

VISUAL AMENITY VALUE

Low, tree is prominent and visual from distance, but has poor crown in die back

CLIMBING INSPECTION REQUIRED

YES NO X

Possible next
inspection date

May –August 09 Importance

Low   Med X   High

TPO
Yes           No X
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GRID REFERENCE  TO WITHIN 5M

SP 04060

BNG 62476

Recommendation of work

Retain Tree with Ivy cover on it for habitat value, Clear all deadwood from crown, clear
Sambucus and Rose from

Base of main stem.
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TREE SURVEY SHEET

Location Astwood Bank Park Inspection by G.Boyes Date 21 / 4 /
2008

Species Age Vigour Condition Stem/Diameter
at 1m up main

stem

Height Crown
Span

Ash /
Fraxinus
Excelsior

80-
100yrs

Low Fair 20-24” 8-10m 12-14m

DETAILS OF LOCATION

Ground Conditions Very good fertile ground around full circumference of tree, ditch
line at base of

Main stem could make ground wet a times.

Exposure Tree stands in hedge line on west boundary of plot, open to
south / west.

Protection from other trees / hedge in opposite directions.

Proximity to building Well Clear

Surrounding vegetation Sparse Hawthorn Hedge running North and South, mown grass
area to West,

Open ground with heavy native weed cover to East

CONDITION

Sparsely branched open crown, Crown slightly asymmetrical major weight to South side of
crown and towards

Proposed site, crown containing average growth habit deadwood, very low vigour only low
level of seasonal

Extension growth made in recent years.

HABITAT VALUE

Medium –Low very sparse open crown offering low nesting value, no cavities / potential bat
roost sites.

Average insect habitat value

VISUAL AMENITY VALUE

Prominent tree to centre of boundary, visual from long distance to East / West of wider area,
reasonable crown

shape

CLIMBING INSPECTION REQUIRED

YES NO  X
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GRID REFERENCE WITHIN 5M

SP 04060

BNG 62492

TREE SURVEY SHEET

Location Astwood Bank Park Inspection by G Boyes Date 21 /
4 / 2008

Species Age Vigour Condition Stem/Diameter
at 1m up main

stem

Height Crown
Span

Ash /
Fraxinus

80-
100yrs

Low Poor 20-24” 8-10m 6-8m

Possible next
inspection date

May –August 09 Importance

Low   Med X  High

TPO
Yes          No  X

Recommendation of work

Light Reduce / Reshape crown to balance, clear all deadwood
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Excelsior

DETAILS OF LOCATION

Ground Conditions Fertile around full circumference of tree open ground with
allotments, heavy

Native weed and boundary hedge line to base of tree, ditch line
at base could

Give wet conditions at times

Exposure Tree has protection from other trees / hedge line from South
and West.

Proximity to building Well Clear

Surrounding vegetation Hedge line containing Holly / Hawthorn, other smaller Ash
stems within 5m

CONDITION

Tree has previously lost major side limb within 1m of base, decay and possible pocket of root
has developed at this

Point, main stem breaks to give stage horn crown at approx 4m, some light deadwood in
crown, no visual signs of

Disease, vigour very low, little seasonal extension growth made in recent years

HABITAT VALUE

Low sparse crown giving little nesting potential, no cavities likely to give bat roost.

VISUAL AMENITY VALUE

Medium tree generally on its own poor, but grouped with other neighbouring minor stems it
give some back drop screening to the site, which is visual from a lengthy distance.

CLIMBING INSPECTION REQUIRED

YES NO X

GRID REFERENCE WITHIN 5M

SP 04047

Possible next
inspection date

May-August 09 Importance

Low   Med X  High

TPO
Yes          No X
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BNG 62499

TREE SURVEY SHEET

Location Astwood Bank Park         Inspection by G.Boyes Date 21 /
4 / 2008

Species Age Vigour Condition Stem/Diameter
at 1m up stem

Height Crown
Span

Recommendation of work

None  No access possible below canopy, possible fell if pocket of decay in main stem
worsens.
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Ash /
Fraxinus
Excelsior

100-
120yrs

Low Poor 23-30” 8-10m 10-12m

DETAILS OF LOCATION

Ground Conditions Good fertile undisturbed soil around complete circumference of
tree, pool to

North side of tree.

Exposure Open ground low level vegetation to North / South and West
side neighbouring

Tree cover to East side.

Proximity to building Well Clear

Surrounding vegetation Holly and Hawthorn 4m high, heavy native weed cover

CONDITION

Asymmetrical crown due to affect on growth habit of neighbouring trees, main stem has
broken to stag horn crown

At approximately 2m, there has been a structural failure at this point allowing both stems to
lean out.  Cavities

And pockets of rot have developed in both stems.

HABITAT VALUE

Low bird nesting value, sparse crown, potential bat roost due to cavities in main stems, good
insect habitat value

VISUAL AMENITY VALUE

Very poor, tree has no potential to mature to quality tree, crown shape / structure has been
lost due to earlier

Structural failure

CLIMBING INSPECTION REQUIRED

YES NO X

GRID REFERENCE WITHIN 5M

SP 04089

Possible next
inspection date

May – August 09 Importance

Low   Med  X High

TPO
Yes            No X
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BNG 62505

TREE SURVEY SHEET

Location Astwood Bank Park    Inspection by G. Boyes Date 21 / 4/2008

Recommendation of work

Overall crown reduction of 30% to manage risk of future structural failure of main stem, or
Fell.
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Species Age Vigour Condition Stem/Diameter
at 1m up main

stem

Height Crown
Span

Ash /
Fraxinus
Excelsior

90-
110yrs

Low Fair-Poor 24-30” 10m 12-14m

DETAILS OF LOCATION

Ground Conditions Good open undisturbed ground around full circumference of
tree, ground in

Area generally fertile

Exposure Protected to East / West by neighbouring trees, open to North /
South

Proximity to building Well Clear

Surrounding vegetation Holly, Hawthorn and light Elam regeneration to 4m height
around base of tree

CONDITION

Large dead vein on Northern side of main stem to 2m, crown is heavily asymmetrical, major
weight to South and

Into the proposed park site.  Main stem breaks to stage horn crown at approx 3m, crown in
good growth containing

Only growth habit deadwood, low vigour little recent seasonal extension growth made.

HABITAT VALUE

Medium, crown is large and fairly dense giving some nesting potential, good insect habitat
value

VISUAL AMENITY VALUE

Low, It is a very prominent tree, visual from distance to South / North, however is form is very
poor

CLIMBING INSPECTION REQUIRED

YES NO X

Possible next
inspection date

May –August 09 Importance

Low   Med X   High

TPO
Yes            No X
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GRID REFERENCE WITHIN 5M

SP 04101

BNG 62510

Recommendation of work

30-40% overall crown reduction required to balance / shape crown & manage risk of
structural failure / wind throw

Due to damaged main stem.  Possible Future Fell if the condition of the core wood at this
point of damage

Deteriorates, monitor on regular basis
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TREE SURVEY SHEET

Location Astwood Bank Park    Inspection by  G.Boyes         Date 21 / 4 / 2008

Species Age Vigour Condition Stem/Diameter
at 1m up main

stem

Height Crown
Span

Ash /
Fraxinus
Excelsior

80-
100

Low Poor 24-28” 8-10m 10-12m

DETAILS OF LOCATION

Ground Conditions Open ground around full circumference of tree some partly
included to garden

End property in Overdale Close, Active ditch line to North side

Ground in area generally fertile, good

Exposure Open to North / South / East on North / Eastern corner of the
plot

Proximity to building Estimated 40m to nearest building line of end property in
Overdale Close

Surrounding vegetation Hawthorn / Holly around base of tree approx 3-4m in height

CONDITION

Very Poor, crown is in heavy die back, main stem breaks to give stage horn crown at
approximately 3m, no sign

Of new growth with any vigour in crown or at base, tree clearly in decline

HABITAT VALUE

Medium, good insect value, low bird nesting potential

VISUAL AMENITY VALUE

Low, it is in very prominent position but is in heavy decline and likely to be removed in near
future.
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CLIMBING INSPECTION REQUIRED

YES NO X

GRID REFERENCE WITHIN 5M

SP 04109

BNG 62510

Possible next
inspection date

May –August 09 Importance

Low X   Med   High

TPO
Yes            No X

Recommendation of work

Crown is only small well balanced containing no major long heavy boughs , main stem, first
pole stage wood look in

Condition.  Limit access below tree and retain accepting it will decline for its habitat value or
Fell.
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11.2 Tree Survey overview

Site Inspection Date: 21st April 2008

Site Description

Positioned centrally within the Northern half of Astwood bank.
The site is bordered by the residential sites of Overdale Close to the East,
Chapel Road to the South, used allotments to the Northern side and formally
a maintained grass area to the West. Formally an old allotment site of
approximately 4400square metres that has been in disuse for a lengthy period
of time estimated to be around 20-30years.  The boundaries of the site are
defined by a mix of native trees and hedge lines typical of this area.

The main surface area is covered in heavy vegetative growth consisting of
native weed / grass cover, self set trees and some cultivated species of
plants, surviving from its earlier use as allotments.

Heavy fly tipping of generally biodegradable waste has been taking place in
some areas.
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The ground slopes slightly from South to North with an active water course at
the base of the tree / hedge lines on the Northern boundary. On the Western
boundary there is a shallow ditch line, which could potentially become active
in per longed wet spells.  The main area of the site appears well drained to
these boundaries. There are two small ponds one in the North Western corner
and one to the centre of the Northern boundary.

Tree survey sheets attached give inspection details for all the major trees
within the hedge line boundaries. In addition to these there are a number of
small groups of trees or sections of hedge line worthy of inclusion / comment
on within this survey.  These groups would have potential to be included as
features within any proposed development of the site and could be improved
with some maintenance pruning.     The descriptions of these groups of trees
or hedges are as follows:

Group 1

On boundary of Overdale Close, there is a multi stem stand of an unknown
variety of Prunus, varying in height from 2-4m.  They are creating an informal
hedge / screen to this boundary, giving a good habitat value for nesting birds
and cover for mammals. This stand has potential to become an improved
hedge / screen to this boundary

Group 2

Along the Southern boundary there is a mature Hawthorn hedge, there are
some gaps that need replanting. It would also benefit from some formative
pruning to shape it by removing the excessive weight and overhang from the
upper canopy.  It offers a high habitat and amenity value to the site.
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On the Western boundary there is a group of Elm regeneration, either from
ground seed stock or basal epicormic growth from stumps of trees lost earlier
to Dutch Elm disease.  The stems are currently approximately 4m in height
and at a girth of 2”.  New regeneration can die out at a size slightly larger than
this due to a re-occurrence of this disease.  But they are worthy retention and
as much protection as possible.

Group 5

To the centre of the plot there is a mixture of self set trees and shrubs, Willow,
Ash, Laurel and Cotoneaster.  Some are of very poor quality and will need to
be removed, others are worthy of retention and could be included in the
structure for the design of the park.
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Conclusion:

The site has great potential to be developed and used as a high quality
amenity public open space while retaining good habitat value for local
wild life

The general overall quality and condition of the trees and hedge lines
on the site is poor.

The major trees especially, require extensive work to make them safe
and improve there appearance if public access is to be encouraged to
the site (see recommendations on survey sheets)

The growth vigour and long term life span of trees especially the Ash,
on the Northern and Western boundary of the plot have been affected
by the wetness of the ground as both of these tree / hedge lines are
close to active water courses.

Recommendations:

Carryout maintenance pruning work on all major tree as recommended
on survey sheets

Remove trees in very poor condition with potentially short future life
spans

Replant varieties of trees suited to the wet ground conditions on the
Northern and Western boundaries i.e. Alder or Willow

Planting of new trees should be carried out to widen variety of trees on
site and improve age structure.

Renovation pruning work / replanting should be carried out to improve
hedge lines.
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Overdale Park Management Plan 2010 – 2015 Year one

A Welcoming Place

Aim Description Resource Action
Date

Responsibility Progress

To provide
relative and
informative
interpretation

Develop appropriate signage
within the park

Officer time January
2010

Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager

Bespoke entrance signs
commissioned due February
2010-Installed

Explore feasibility of additional
signage at satellite entrances

Officer time March 2010 Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager

Evaluate satisfaction of
entrance signage prior to
commissioning

Explore feasibility of
interpretation signage within
park

Officer time April/May
2010

Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager

No progress to date,
evaluate maturing park as to
potential interpretation and
potentially link with local
schools

To provide safe,
usable footpaths

Undertake annual footpath
assessment

Officer time Ongoing
(as fits with
annual
inspections)

Landscape and
Countryside
Officer

Visual inspection undertaken

Undertake DDA audit Officer time As above Landscape and
Countryside
Officer

Potentially arrange DDA
audit of key green space
venues-To be progressed
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Explore potential of increasing
footpath provision to include
meadow area (subject to capital
funding)

Officer time April/May
2010

Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager

Not considered a priority at
current time as natural
paths have worked well

To provide
accessible,
welcoming
satellite
entrances

Undertake assessment of
access points

Officer time May/June
2010

Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager
and Landscape
and Countryside
Officer

Improvements agreed in
conjunction with allotment
site

Progress any remedial works to
access points

Officer time and
inclusion into
capital
programme

Following
assessment
and if
required

Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager

To provide
functional and
accessible park
furniture

Undertake an annual
infrastructure survey

Officer time Autumn
2010

Landscape and
Countryside
Officer

Not yet completed due to
personnel change

Investigate provision of
disabled friendly benches
(Evaluate need through user
group)

Officer time Autumn
2010

Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager

Preliminary discussions with
community forum to raise
green space issues as a set
agenda item and feedback
to appropriate officers
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Overdale Park Management Plan 2010 – 2015 Year one

Healthy, safe and secure

Aim Description Resource Action
Date

Responsibility Progress

To provide a
safe park for
visitors

Undertake annual park risk
assessment

Officer time September
2010

Landscape and
Countryside
Officer

Not yet completed due to
personnel change

To reduce the
occurrence of
Dog Fouling

Investigate the appropriateness
of additional signage

Officer time September
2010

Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager

Progressing with allotment
site

Increase the awareness of
users to enforcement legislation

Officer time-
advertising
budget

Annually Area
Enforcement
Officer

Undertaken, new signage
and increased patrol

Increase physical enforcement
presence within the park

Officer time Ongoing
and need
driven

Area
Enforcement
Officer

As above

To reduce
dangers from
natural water
features

Undertake an assessment of
ponds and water features

Officer time Annually Landscape and
Countryside
Officer

Not yet completed due to
personnel change
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Overdale Park Management Plan 2010 – 2015 Year one

Clean and Well Maintained

Aim Description Resource Action
Date

Responsibility Progress

To achieve a
high standard of
maintenance

Monitor and review annual
grounds maintenance schedule

Officer time Review
March
2010

Landscape &
Countryside
Officer

Not yet completed due to
personnel change

To achieve a
high standard of
cleanliness

Monitor and review annual
cleansing schedule

Officer time Review
March
2010

Waste
Management
Officer-
Landscape and
Countryside
Officer

Achieved

To reduce the
occurrence of
dog fouling

Undertake aims ‘Healthy, safe
and secure’.

/ / / /
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Overdale Park Management Plan 2010 – 2015 Year one

Sustainability

Aim Description Resource Action
Date

Responsibility Progress

To promote
sustainable
management of
the park

Evaluate maintenance schedule
with relation to environmental
concerns

Officer time Review
March
2010

Landscape and
Countryside
Manager

Ongoing evaluation slightly
hampered by service
restructure

Evaluate the use of heavy
mulches within shrub beds

Officer time,
recycled bark
and chipped
mulch

March
2010

Landscape and
Countryside
Officer

Heavy mulch used in
development

Evaluate the use and potential
eradication of herbicide use

Officer time March
2010

Landscape and
Countryside
Officer

No chemicals used to date on
site

To promote
sustainable
procurement
within the park

Evaluate procurement procedure Officer time Ongoing Landscape and
Countryside
Officer-
Landscape and
Countryside
Manager

Robust procurement protocol
now in place
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Overdale Park Management Plan 2010 – 2015 Year one

Conservation and Heritage

Aim Description Resource Action
Date

Responsibility Progress

To promote the
local heritage of
the park

Explore the possibilities of local
heritage interpretation within
the park

Officer time June 2010 Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager

Not completed

Explore the possibilities of local
heritage interpretation within
other corporate venues

Officer time June 2010 Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager

Not completed

To conserve and
enhance wild
fauna

Undertake sensitive
management and aim to
enhance biodiversity of park

Officer time Ongoing Countryside and
Biodiversity
Officer

Management of mature
hedgerows during
development and retention
of mature tree stock
enhanced with selected
variety of planting

To conserve and
enhance wildlife
habitat

Record and report on current
status of habitat

Officer time Annually Countryside and
Biodiversity
Officer

Initial ecological survey
undertaken prior to park
development
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Overdale Park Management Plan 2010 – 2015 Year one

Community Involvement

Aim Description Resource Action
Date

Responsibility Progress

To promote
community
participation and
involvement

Commence plans to develop an
active friends group through
focused event

Officer time Spring
2010

Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager

Now planned for Spring 2011

To promote the
park as an
educational
resource

Investigate need and
requirement of local schools

Officer time June
2010

Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager

Not completed service
restructure has hampered
progression

To evaluate
community need

Corporate and park surveys
(continuing satisfaction with
space following extensive
consultation)

Officer time/
corporate
services

Annually Corporate and
Landscape and
Countryside
Manager

A new process of surveying
and measuring satisfaction to
be developed by Spring 2011

To encourage
community
involvement
within  local
event marketing

Investigate feasibility of
marketing outside events from
the local area

Officer time June
2010

Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager

Achieved, park used in 2010
for local events and
celebrations
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Overdale Park Management Plan 2010 – 2015 Year one

Marketing

Aim Description Resource Action
Date

Responsibility Progress

To market the
Park in relation
to local context

Update web based information IT Services February
2010

Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager

Some generic improvements
made to webpage
predominantly biodiversity
related

Promote the park as a potential
venue for community based
events in Astwood Bank

Funding and
Officer time

Ongoing Countryside and
Biodiversity
Officer

To improve initial
perception of the
park

As ‘evaluate community need’
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Overdale Park Management Plan 2010 – 2015 Year one

Management

Aim Description Resource Action
Date

Responsibility Progress

To provide a well
managed park to
set national
criteria

Apply for Green Flag Award Officer time January
10

Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager

Application submitted

To work to and
develop a
management
prescription.

Revise landscape and
countryside service plan

Officer time Annually Management
team

Ongoing

Discuss potential improvements
with friends group (to be
established)

Officer time Annually Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager

Not achieved
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Overdale Park Management Plan 2010 – 2015 Year Two

A Welcoming Place

Aim Description Resource Action
Date

Responsibility Progress

To provide
relative and
informative
interpretation

Monitor appropriate signage
within the park

Officer time January
2011

Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager

Monitored with no additional
requirements

Explore feasibility of additional
signage at satellite entrances

Officer time March 2011 Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager

No progress to date

To provide safe,
usable footpaths

Undertake annual footpath
assessment

Officer time Ongoing
(as fits with
annual
inspections)

Landscape and
Countryside
Officer

Undertaken

Undertake DDA audit Officer time As above Landscape and
Countryside
Officer

Paths compliant and in
sound condition, some
improvements to gate
fixings required

To provide
accessible,
welcoming
satellite
entrances

Undertake assessment of
access points

Officer time May/June
2011

Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager
and Landscape
and Countryside

Undertaken with no
resulting actions
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Officer

Progress any remedial works to
access points

Officer time and
inclusion into
capital
programme

Following
assessment
and if
required

Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager

To provide
functional and
accessible park
furniture

Undertake an annual
infrastructure survey

Officer time Autumn
2011

Landscape and
Countryside
Officer

Completed visual inspection,
majority of new equipment
in good condition

Evaluate provision of disabled
seating

Officer time Autumn
2011

Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager

Not progressed at this time
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Overdale Park Management Plan 2010 – 2015 Year Two

Healthy, safe and secure

Aim Description Resource Action
Date

Responsibility Progress

To provide a
safe park for
visitors

Undertake annual park risk
assessment

Officer time September
2011

Landscape and
Countryside
Officer

Undertaken and available to
judges

To reduce the
occurrence of
Dog Fouling

Investigate the appropriateness
of current signage

Officer time September
2011

Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager

Not progressed

Increase the awareness of
users to enforcement legislation

Officer time-
advertising
budget

Annually Area
Enforcement
Officer

Strong public campaigns and
advertisement of
enforcement

Increase physical enforcement
presence within the park

Officer time Ongoing
and need
driven

Area
Enforcement
Officer

Some targeted enforcement
within vicinity

To reduce
dangers from
natural water
features

Undertake an assessment of
ponds and water features

Officer time Annually Landscape and
Countryside
Officer

Undertaken
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Overdale Park Management Plan 2010 – 2015 Year Two

Clean and Well Maintained

Aim Description Resource Action
Date

Responsibility Progress

To achieve a
high standard of
maintenance

Monitor and review annual
grounds maintenance schedule

Officer time Review
March
2011

Landscape &
Countryside
Officer

Positive review undertaken
and good level of
maintenance achieved

To achieve a
high standard of
cleanliness

Monitor and review annual
cleansing schedule

Officer time Review
March
2011

Waste
Management
Officer-
Landscape and
Countryside
Officer

Achieved

To reduce the
occurrence of
dog fouling

Undertake aims ‘Healthy, safe
and secure’.

/ / / /
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Overdale Park Management Plan 2010 – 2015 Year Two

Sustainability

Aim Description Resource Action
Date

Responsibility Progress

To promote
sustainable
management of
the park

Evaluate maintenance schedule
with relation to environmental
concerns

Officer time Review
March
2011

Landscape and
Countryside
Manager

Schedule working well with  o
use of herbicides on site to
date

Evaluate the use of heavy
mulches within shrub beds/seek
alternative methods if
appropriate

Officer time,
recycled bark
and chipped
mulch/other
mediums

March
2011

Landscape and
Countryside
Officer

Mulch used in ornamental
beds with reasonable success

Evaluate the use and potential
eradication of herbicide use

Officer time March
2011

Landscape and
Countryside
Officer

N/A as not currently used on
site

To promote
sustainable
procurement
within the park

Evaluate procurement procedure Officer time Ongoing Landscape and
Countryside
Officer-
Landscape and
Countryside
Manager

Ongoing, strong procurement
procedures in place
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Overdale Park Management Plan 2010 – 2015 Year Two

Conservation and Heritage

Aim Description Resource Action
Date

Responsibility Progress

To promote the
local heritage of
the park

Explore the possibilities of local
heritage interpretation within
the park

Officer time June 2011 Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager

Not currently progressed

Explore the possibilities of local
heritage interpretation within
other corporate venues

Officer time June 2011 Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager

Not currently progressed

To conserve and
enhance wild
fauna

Undertake sensitive
management and aim to
enhance biodiversity of park

Officer time Ongoing Countryside and
Biodiversity
Officer

Undertaken

To conserve and
enhance wildlife
habitat

Record and report on current
status of habitat

Officer time Annually Countryside and
Biodiversity
Officer

Not achieved – response to
judges required
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Overdale Park Management Plan 2010 – 2015 Year Two

Community Involvement

Aim Description Resource Action
Date

Responsibility Progress

To promote
community
participation and
involvement

Progress development of friends
group and organise annual event

Officer time Spring
2011

Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager

Progressing well with key
projects achieved

To promote the
park as an
educational
resource

Continue efforts to include park
as a local educational resource

Officer time June
2011

Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager

Continuing with engagement
of local schools

To evaluate
community need

Corporate and park surveys Officer time/
corporate
services

Annually Corporate and
Landscape and
Countryside
Manager

Park surveys not progressed-
response to judges required

To encourage
community
involvement
within  local
event marketing

Investigate feasibility of
marketing outside events from
the local area

Officer time June
2011

Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager

Achieved with some success
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Overdale Park Management Plan 2010 – 2015 Year Two

Marketing

Aim Description Resource Action
Date

Responsibility Progress

To market the
Park in relation
to local context

Update web based information IT Services February
2011

Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager

Review of all web based
information held corporately
pending

Promote the park as a potential
venue for community based
events in Astwood Bank

Funding and
Officer time

Ongoing Countryside and
Biodiversity
Officer

Not progressed – response to
judges required

To improve initial
perception of the
park

As ‘evaluate community need’
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Overdale Park Management Plan 2010 – 2015 Year Two

Management

Aim Description Resource Action
Date

Responsibility Progress

To provide a well
managed park to
set national
criteria

Apply for Green Flag Award Officer time January
11

Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager

Applied

To work to and
develop a
management
prescription.

Revise landscape and
countryside service plan

Officer time Annually Management
team

Plan revised following GF
comment

Discuss potential improvements
with friends group

Officer time Annually Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager

Not progressed
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Overdale Park Management Plan 2010 – 2015 Year Three

A Welcoming Place

Aim Description Resource Action
Date

Responsibility Progress

To provide
relative and
informative
interpretation

Monitor appropriate signage
within the park

Officer time January
2012

Green Space
Inspectors

Monitored as part of
inspection routine

Explore feasibility of additional
signage at satellite entrances

Officer time March 2012 Parks and Green
Spaces Manager

Potential for additional
signage, look to fund
through parks budget

To provide safe,
usable footpaths

Undertake annual footpath
assessment and plan remedial
works including redressing of
gravel finish

Officer time Ongoing
(as fits with
annual
inspections)

Green Space
Inspectors

Monitored with remedial
works to repair and restore
breedon gravel footpaths

Undertake DDA audit Officer time As above Landscape and
Countryside
Officer/Green
Space
Inspectors

Main entrance and paths
compliant

To provide
accessible,
welcoming

Undertake assessment of
access points

Officer time May/June
2012

Green Space
Inspectors and
Landscape and

As part of green space
inspections
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satellite
entrances

Countryside
Officer

Progress any remedial works to
access points

Officer time and
inclusion into
capital
programme

Following
assessment
and if
required

Parks and Green
Spaces Manager

To provide
functional and
accessible park
furniture

Undertake an annual
infrastructure survey

Officer time Autumn
2012

Parks and Green
Spaces Manager

Completed

Evaluate provision of disabled
seating

Officer time Autumn
2012

Parks and Green
Spaces Manager

Not completed

Overdale Park Management Plan 2010 – 2015 Year Three
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Healthy, safe and secure

Aim Description Resource Action
Date

Responsibility Progress

To provide a
safe park for
visitors

Undertake annual park risk
assessment

Officer time September
2012

Green Space
Inspectors

Completed as part of green
space inspection

To reduce the
occurrence of
Dog Fouling

Investigate the appropriateness
of current signage

Officer time September
2012

Parks and Green
Spaces Manager

Dog fouling not currently an
issue within the park

Increase the awareness of
users to enforcement legislation

Officer time-
advertising
budget

Annually Area
Enforcement
Officer

As above

Increase physical enforcement
presence within the park

Officer time Ongoing
and need
driven

Area
Enforcement
Officer

Not required at this current
time

To reduce
dangers from
natural water
features

Undertake an assessment of
ponds and water features

Officer time Annually Green Space
inspectors

Visual inspection as part of
regular park inspection

Overdale Park Management Plan 2010 – 2015 Year Three
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Clean and Well Maintained

Aim Description Resource Action
Date

Responsibility Progress

To achieve a
high standard of
maintenance

Monitor and review annual
grounds maintenance schedule

Officer time Review
March
2012

Landscape &
Countryside
Officer/Parks
and Green
Space
Inspectors

Completed with on site
inspection and monitoring of
grounds maintenance –
monthly meetings through
May to September

To achieve a
high standard of
cleanliness

Monitor and review annual
cleansing schedule

Officer time Review
March
2012

Waste
Management
Officer-Green
Space
Inspectors

As above

To reduce the
occurrence of
dog fouling

Undertake aims ‘Healthy, safe
and secure’.

/ / / /
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Overdale Park Management Plan 2010 – 2015 Year Three

Sustainability

Aim Description Resource Action
Date

Responsibility Progress

To promote
sustainable
management of
the park

Evaluate maintenance schedule
with relation to environmental
concerns

Officer time Review
March
2012

Parks and Green
Spaces Manager

Ongoing and in regard to
monthly operational meetings

Monitor use of mulch and/or
weed suppressant regarding
shrub beds

Officer time,
recycled bark
and chipped
mulch/other
mediums

March
2012

Green Space
Inspectors

Continued and refreshed
annually

Evaluate the use and potential
eradication of herbicide use

Officer time March
2012

Parks and Green
Space Manager

Currently minimal use of
herbicides on hard standing

To promote
sustainable
procurement
within the park

Evaluate procurement procedure Officer time Ongoing All relevant
officers

Corporate action and ongoing

Overdale Park Management Plan 2010 – 2015 Year Three
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Conservation and Heritage

Aim Description Resource Action
Date

Responsibility Progress

To promote the
local heritage of
the park

Explore the possibilities of local
heritage interpretation within
the park

Officer time June 2012 Parks and Green
Space Manager

Limited heritage
interpretation within the park
but local contact still ongoing

Explore the possibilities of local
heritage interpretation within
other corporate venues

Officer time June 2012 Parks and Green
Space Manager

Forming part of the wider
Leisure and Cultural
objectives and continued
promotion required

To conserve and
enhance wild
fauna

Undertake sensitive
management and aim to
enhance biodiversity of park

Officer time Ongoing Parks Team Achieved

To conserve and
enhance wildlife
habitat

Record and report on current
status of habitat

Officer time Annually Parks and Green
Space Manager Not currently achieved

Evaluate current status of
habitat against initial ecological
survey pre site development

Officer time September
2012

Parks and Green
Space
Manager/Parks
and Green
Space
Development
Officer

Not currently achieved
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Overdale Park Management Plan 2010 – 2015 Year Three

Community Involvement

Aim Description Resource Action
Date

Responsibility Progress

To promote
community
participation and
involvement

Progress development of friends
group and organise annual event

Officer time Spring
2012

Parks and Green
Spaces Manager

Progressed-parks team are
working with a local Parks
Forum who have a wide remit
for all g/s in Redditch and
include key focus groups such
as angling and equestrian

To promote the
park as an
educational
resource

Continue efforts to include park
as a local educational resource

Officer time June
2012

Parks Team Not currently progressed

To evaluate
community need

Corporate and park surveys Officer time/
corporate
services

Annually Corporate and
Parks and Green
Spaces Manager

New survey methods
currently being introduced as
part of transformation
process-Park
survey/questions feature
heavily within the Worc’s
viewpoint survey

To encourage
community
involvement

Investigate feasibility of
marketing outside events from
the local area

Officer time June
2012

Parks and Green
Spaces Manager

Achieved-park is used as a
local event venue by local
groups
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within  local
event marketing

Overdale Park Management Plan 2010 – 2015 Year Three

Marketing

Aim Description Resource Action
Date

Responsibility Progress

To market the
Park in relation
to local context

Update web based information IT Services February
2012

Business
Services
Manager

Ongoing-some improvements
to both internet and social
networking.

Promote the park as a potential
venue for community based
events in Astwood Bank

Funding and
Officer time

Ongoing Parks and Green
Space
Development
Officer

Achieved- park well used as a
community venue

To improve initial
perception of the
park

As ‘evaluate community need’
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Overdale Park Management Plan 2010 – 2015 Year Three

Management

Aim Description Resource Action
Date

Responsibility Progress

To provide a well
managed park to
set national
criteria

Apply for Green Flag Award Officer time January
2012

Parks and Green
Space Manager

Achieved

To work to and
develop a
management
prescription.

Revise landscape and
countryside service plan

Officer time Annually Management
team

Revised through shared
service arrangement and new
management regime

Discuss potential improvements
with friends group

Officer time Annually Parks and Green
Space Manager

Achieved and ongoing
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Overdale Park Management Plan 2010 – 2015 Year Four

A Welcoming Place

Aim Description Resource Action
Date

Responsibility Progress

To provide
relative and
informative
interpretation

Monitor appropriate signage
within the park

Officer time January
2013

Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager

Explore feasibility of additional
signage at satellite entrances

Officer time March 2013 Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager

To provide safe,
usable footpaths

Undertake annual footpath
assessment

Officer time Ongoing
(as fits with
annual
inspections)

Landscape and
Countryside
Officer

Undertake DDA audit Officer time As above Landscape and
Countryside
Officer

To provide
accessible,
welcoming

Undertake assessment of
access points

Officer time May/June
2013

Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager
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satellite
entrances

and Landscape
and Countryside
Officer

Progress any remedial works to
access points

Officer time and
inclusion into
capital
programme

Following
assessment
and if
required

Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager

To provide
functional and
accessible park
furniture

Undertake an annual
infrastructure survey

Officer time Autumn
2013

Landscape and
Countryside
Officer

Evaluate provision of disabled
seating

Officer time Autumn
2013

Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager
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Overdale Park Management Plan 2010 – 2015 Year Four

Healthy, safe and secure

Aim Description Resource Action
Date

Responsibility Progress

To provide a
safe park for
visitors

Undertake annual park risk
assessment

Officer time September
2013

Landscape and
Countryside
Officer

To reduce the
occurrence of
Dog Fouling

Investigate the appropriateness
of current signage

Officer time September
2013

Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager

Increase the awareness of
users to enforcement legislation

Officer time-
advertising
budget

Annually Area
Enforcement
Officer

Increase physical enforcement
presence within the park

Officer time Ongoing
and need
driven

Area
Enforcement
Officer

To reduce
dangers from
natural water

Undertake an assessment of
ponds and water features

Officer time Annually Landscape and
Countryside
Officer
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features

Overdale Park Management Plan 2010 – 2015 Year Four

Clean and Well Maintained

Aim Description Resource Action
Date

Responsibility Progress

To achieve a
high standard of
maintenance

Monitor and review annual
grounds maintenance schedule

Officer time Review
March
2013

Landscape &
Countryside
Officer

To achieve a
high standard of
cleanliness

Monitor and review annual
cleansing schedule

Officer time Review
March
2013

Waste
Management
Officer-
Landscape and
Countryside
Officer

To reduce the
occurrence of
dog fouling

Undertake aims ‘Healthy, safe
and secure’.

/ / / /
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Overdale Park Management Plan 2010 – 2015 Year Four

Sustainability

Aim Description Resource Action
Date

Responsibility Progress

To promote
sustainable
management of
the park

Evaluate maintenance schedule
with relation to environmental
concerns

Officer time Review
March
2013

Landscape and
Countryside
Manager

Evaluate the use of heavy
mulches within shrub beds/seek
alternative methods if
appropriate

Officer time,
recycled bark
and chipped
mulch/other
mediums

March
2013

Landscape and
Countryside
Officer

Evaluate the use and potential
eradication of herbicide use

Officer time March
2013

Landscape and
Countryside
Officer

To promote
sustainable
procurement
within the park

Evaluate procurement procedure Officer time Ongoing Landscape and
Countryside
Officer-
Landscape and
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Countryside
Manager

Overdale Park Management Plan 2010 – 2015 Year Four

Conservation and Heritage

Aim Description Resource Action
Date

Responsibility Progress

To promote the
local heritage of
the park

Explore the possibilities of local
heritage interpretation within
the park

Officer time June 2013 Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager

Explore the possibilities of local
heritage interpretation within
other corporate venues

Officer time June 2013 Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager

To conserve and
enhance wild
fauna

Undertake sensitive
management and aim to
enhance biodiversity of park

Officer time Ongoing Countryside and
Biodiversity
Officer

To conserve and
enhance wildlife
habitat

Record and report on current
status of habitat

Officer time Annually Countryside and
Biodiversity
Officer
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Overdale Park Management Plan 2010 – 2015 Year Four

Community Involvement

Aim Description Resource Action
Date

Responsibility Progress

To promote
community
participation and
involvement

Progress development of friends
group and organise annual event

Officer time Spring
2013

Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager

To promote the
park as an
educational
resource

Continue efforts to include park
as a local educational resource

Officer time June
2013

Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager

To evaluate
community need

Corporate and park surveys Officer time/
corporate
services

Annually Corporate and
Landscape and
Countryside
Manager

To encourage
community
involvement

Investigate feasibility of
marketing outside events from
the local area

Officer time June
2013

Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager
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within  local
event marketing

Overdale Park Management Plan 2010 – 2015 Year Four

Marketing

Aim Description Resource Action
Date

Responsibility Progress

To market the
Park in relation
to local context

Update web based information IT Services February
2013

Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager

Promote the park as a potential
venue for community based
events in Astwood Bank

Funding and
Officer time

Ongoing Countryside and
Biodiversity
Officer

To improve initial
perception of the
park

As ‘evaluate community need’
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Overdale Park Management Plan 2010 – 2015 Year Four

Management

Aim Description Resource Action
Date

Responsibility Progress

To provide a well
managed park to
set national
criteria

Apply for Green Flag Award Officer time January
2013

Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager

To work to and
develop a
management
prescription.

Revise landscape and
countryside service plan

Officer time Annually Management
team

Discuss potential improvements
with friends group

Officer time Annually Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager
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Overdale Park Management Plan 2010 – 2015 Year Five

A Welcoming Place

Aim Description Resource Action
Date

Responsibility Progress

To provide
relative and
informative
interpretation

Monitor appropriate signage
within the park

Officer time January
2014

Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager

Explore feasibility of additional
signage at satellite entrances

Officer time March 2014 Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager

To provide safe,
usable footpaths

Undertake annual footpath
assessment

Officer time Ongoing
(as fits with
annual
inspections)

Landscape and
Countryside
Officer

Undertake DDA audit Officer time As above Landscape and
Countryside
Officer
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To provide
accessible,
welcoming
satellite
entrances

Undertake assessment of
access points

Officer time May/June
2014

Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager
and Landscape
and Countryside
Officer

Progress any remedial works to
access points

Officer time and
inclusion into
capital
programme

Following
assessment
and if
required

Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager

To provide
functional and
accessible park
furniture

Undertake an annual
infrastructure survey

Officer time Autumn
2014

Landscape and
Countryside
Officer

Evaluate provision of disabled
seating

Officer time Autumn
2014

Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager
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Overdale Park Management Plan 2010 – 2015 Year Five

Healthy, safe and secure

Aim Description Resource Action
Date

Responsibility Progress

To provide a
safe park for
visitors

Undertake annual park risk
assessment

Officer time September
2014

Landscape and
Countryside
Officer

To reduce the
occurrence of
Dog Fouling

Investigate the appropriateness
of current signage

Officer time September
2014

Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager

Increase the awareness of
users to enforcement legislation

Officer time-
advertising
budget

Annually Area
Enforcement
Officer

Increase physical enforcement
presence within the park

Officer time Ongoing
and need
driven

Area
Enforcement
Officer
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To reduce
dangers from
natural water
features

Undertake an assessment of
ponds and water features

Officer time Annually Landscape and
Countryside
Officer

Overdale Park Management Plan 2010 – 2015 Year Five

Clean and Well Maintained

Aim Description Resource Action
Date

Responsibility Progress

To achieve a
high standard of
maintenance

Monitor and review annual
grounds maintenance schedule

Officer time Review
March
2014

Landscape &
Countryside
Officer

To achieve a
high standard of
cleanliness

Monitor and review annual
cleansing schedule

Officer time Review
March
2014

Waste
Management
Officer-
Landscape and
Countryside
Officer

To reduce the
occurrence of

Undertake aims ‘Healthy, safe
and secure’.

/ / / /
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dog fouling

Overdale Park Management Plan 2010 – 2015 Year Five

Sustainability

Aim Description Resource Action
Date

Responsibility Progress

To promote
sustainable
management of
the park

Evaluate maintenance schedule
with relation to environmental
concerns

Officer time Review
March
2014

Landscape and
Countryside
Manager

Evaluate the use of heavy
mulches within shrub beds/seek
alternative methods if
appropriate

Officer time,
recycled bark
and chipped
mulch/other
mediums

March
2014

Landscape and
Countryside
Officer

Evaluate the use and potential
eradication of herbicide use

Officer time March
2014

Landscape and
Countryside
Officer

To promote
sustainable

Evaluate procurement procedure Officer time Ongoing Landscape and
Countryside
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procurement
within the park

Officer-
Landscape and
Countryside
Manager

Overdale Park Management Plan 2010 – 2015 Year Five

Conservation and Heritage

Aim Description Resource Action
Date

Responsibility Progress

To promote the
local heritage of
the park

Explore the possibilities of local
heritage interpretation within
the park

Officer time June 2014 Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager

Explore the possibilities of local
heritage interpretation within
other corporate venues

Officer time June 2014 Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager

To conserve and
enhance wild
fauna

Undertake sensitive
management and aim to
enhance biodiversity of park

Officer time Ongoing Countryside and
Biodiversity
Officer
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To conserve and
enhance wildlife
habitat

Record and report on current
status of habitat

Officer time Annually Countryside and
Biodiversity
Officer

Monitor current status of habitat
against initial ecological survey
and status year three

Officer time September
2014

Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager
and Countryside
and Biodiversity
Officer

Overdale Park Management Plan 2010 – 2015 Year Five

Community Involvement

Aim Description Resource Action
Date

Responsibility Progress

To promote
community
participation and
involvement

Progress development of friends
group and organise annual event

Officer time Spring
2014

Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager

To promote the
park as an
educational
resource

Continue efforts to include park
as a local educational resource

Officer time June
2014

Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager

To evaluate Corporate and park surveys Officer time/ Annually Corporate and
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community need corporate
services

Landscape and
Countryside
Manager

To encourage
community
involvement
within  local
event marketing

Investigate feasibility of
marketing outside events from
the local area

Officer time June
2014

Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager

Overdale Park Management Plan 2010 – 2015 Year Five

Marketing

Aim Description Resource Action
Date

Responsibility Progress

To market the
Park in relation
to local context

Update web based information IT Services February
2014

Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager

Promote the park as a potential
venue for community based
events in Astwood Bank

Funding and
Officer time

Ongoing Countryside and
Biodiversity
Officer

To improve initial
perception of the
park

As ‘evaluate community need’
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Overdale Park Management Plan 2010 – 2015 Year Five

Management

Aim Description Resource Action
Date

Responsibility Progress

To provide a well
managed park to
set national
criteria

Apply for Green Flag Award Officer time January
2014

Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager

To work to and
develop a
management
prescription.

Revise landscape and
countryside service plan

Officer time Annually Management
team

Discuss potential improvements
with friends group

Officer time Annually Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager
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	Chapter 1

	Introduction, background & context

	 
	Chapter 1 of the Overdale Park management plan provides an introduction
and background to the parks management and illustrates the context of the
park within Redditch green space hierarchy. Corporate Council policy is also
described with an aim to explore how wider issues, borough wide and
nationally, influence our management of Overdale Park

	 
	1.0 Introduction and background
 
	 
	1.1 Summary of management plan

	 
	The purpose of this document is to provide direction and illustrate a
framework for the future management and maintenance of Overdale Park
from 2010 to 2015. This is the first specific plan for Overdale Park and follows
its construction from a neglected space in 2008/9 to an important local green
space and strives for continuous improvement.

	 
	The management plan draws upon various sources of information and refers
in Chapter 1, to relevant policies and documentation, therefore the plan is not
stand alone. It does however bring together information for effective
management into one document: where specific clarification is required the
plan aims to direct the reader to detailed documents and/or policy.

	 
	1.2 Format

	 
	The format of the management plan is in four sections and follows the
Councils agreed format for management, this provides the following:

	 
	L
	LI
	LBody
	Span
	A background and context to the park including the site history and
policy review:




	 
	L
	LI
	LBody
	Span
	A current position statement and assessment of strengths and
weaknesses based around the Green Flag Award judging criteria;




	 
	L
	LI
	LBody
	Span
	An assessment of long term objectives and future management needs
for the park;




	 
	L
	LI
	LBody
	Span
	A five year action plan for continuous improvement and
monitoring/evaluation.




	 
	The format, style and narrative of the plan are deliberately focused and
concise in order to facilitate supporting documentation for Green Flag Award
submissions and as a management tool for Council Officers, this format style
is the agreed standard for all Council green space sites and is deliberate,
policy therefore is consistent.
	 
	 
	1.3 Target audience and usage

	 
	The management plan is an agreed action plan for continuous improvement
within Overdale Park. It is a working document that is aimed at Officers of
Redditch Borough Council, park users and the local community.

	 
	The plan will be reviewed annually by the management team (comprising of
Parks and Green Spaces Manager, Parks and Recreation Officer, Parks and
Green space Development Officer, landscape supervisor and representative
of local community users) updating actions and progress towards a
commitment to continuously raise the standard and action where appropriate.

	 
	2.0  Vision
 
	 
	The shared vision for Overdale Park is;

	 
	To provide a quality community space, involving local people in sustaining and
improving a safe, well maintained green space

	 
	 
	3.0 Aims
 
	 
	The following aims have been developed to reflect the needs of green spaces
within the borough; these aims are based upon ongoing public consultation,
Redditch Borough Council’s strategic ambitions and liaison with stakeholders.

	 
	L
	LI
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	To provide an accessible and welcoming park for all visitors and
members of the local community.




	 
	L
	LI
	LBody
	Span
	To continue to provide a healthy, safe and secure park for all users




	 
	L
	LI
	LBody
	Span
	To achieve a consistently high standard of maintenance and
cleanliness




	 
	L
	LI
	LBody
	Span
	To advocate and demonstrate sustainable environmental management.




	 
	L
	LI
	LBody
	Span
	To protect, conserve and promote the conservation and heritage value.




	 
	L
	LI
	LBody
	Span
	To actively promote and enable cultural awareness, community
participation and involvement.




	 
	L
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	Span
	To raise the profile of the park by informed marketing opportunities.




	 
	L
	LI
	LBody
	Span
	To ensure effective and viable management




	 
	 
	 
	 
	4.0 Site name 
	 
	The park at its opening on the 27th June 2009 had no formal name, a poll was
taken of all those that attended and by far the most popular suggestion was
Overdale Park.

	 
	5.0 Location and size
 
	 
	Overdale Park has a total area of 0.81 hectares and is bordered to its north
boundary by Astwood Bank allotments and urban development.

	Overdale Park can be found on OS Explorer 220, grid reference SP041625

	 
	6.0 Site description
 
	 
	Overdale Park provides varied habitat within a local setting, the site is
bordered on its south by mature hedgerows that were laid during the
construction of the site.

	 
	The park by design is constructed in two halves and provides areas of formal
interest, passive and active recreation, there are open mown areas, a variety
of trees, shrub beds, a naturally occurring pond with viewing platform and
remnant orchard.

	 
	The park ideally serves its local community its design provides open vistas to
all sides and therefore provides for a ‘safe’ environment, the formal area of
Overdale Park benefits from a circular DDA compliant footpath and there are
no steps or stiles to navigate.

	There are no car parks that service Overdale Park; its context is that of a local
community park.

	 
	 
	6.1 Background

	 
	Overdale Park forms a component part of 750 hectares of freely accessible
parks, open spaces, allotments, nature reserves, woodlands and landscaped
amenity areas within the Borough.

	 
	The park occupies a small area of 0.81 hectares

	 
	6.2 Context within green space network

	 
	The site forms a component part within the local urban fabric of Redditch with
a surrounding land use of mixed residential, buildings and farm land. Redditch
Borough Council has developed a hierarchy framework for all open spaces
within the Borough. This is based upon the open spaces needs assessment
summarised within the plan.

	 
	 
	 
	The table below demonstrates that Overdale Park has a local influence across
the borough of Redditch, recent surveys from neighbouring authorities show
	the Boroughs parks are popular green space venues; this may be a result of
the success of park events or portray the characteristics of the park.

	 
	 
	Table
	TR
	TH
	Span
	Hierarchy level  

	TH
	Span
	Sites
 

	Span

	Sub regional 
	Sub regional 
	Sub regional 

	Arrow Valley Country Park (north)

	Arrow Valley Country Park (north)

	Arrow Valley Country Park (central)

	Arrow Valley Country Park (south)


	Span

	District 
	District 
	District 

	Morton Stanley Park

	Morton Stanley Park

	Wirehill Wood

	Southcrest Wood

	Pitcheroak Woods


	Span

	Neighbourhood 
	Neighbourhood 
	Neighbourhood 

	Oakenshaw Park

	Oakenshaw Park

	Woodrow Park

	Greenlands Playing Field

	Batchley Pool

	Brockhill Park

	Lowlands Lane

	Ipsley Alders Nature Reserve (WWT)

	Feckenham Wild Moor (WWT)


	Span

	Local 
	Local 
	Local 

	Feckenham Playing Fields

	Feckenham Playing Fields

	Astwood Bank Allotments

	Astwood Bank Park

	Moorcroft Gardens

	Callow Hill Village Green

	Wharrage Brook

	Crabbs Cross Playing Field

	Oakenshaw Spinney

	Birchfield Road Playing Field

	Tilehouse Allotments

	Plymouth Road Cemetery

	Span


	Table
	TR
	TH
	Span
	Hierarchy level  

	TH
	Span
	Sites
 

	Span

	Plymouth Road Memorial Gardens

	TD
	Plymouth Road Memorial Gardens

	Plymouth Road Memorial Gardens

	Bridge St Allotments

	Hawthorn Rd Playing Fields

	Redditch Town Centre

	Southmead Crescent

	Terry's Field

	Sillins Ave Allotments

	Bomford Hill

	Marlfield Lane (Edgeworth Close)

	Tanhouse Lane / Wood Piece Lane

	Jersey Close

	Home Meadow Wood

	Winyates Wildlife Corridor

	Colts Lane

	Winyates Allotments

	Furze Lane Playing Fields

	Abbotts Wood

	Matchborough gardens

	Stonepits Copse

	Overdale Park


	Span


	 
	 
	Hierarchy of open space within Redditch.

	 
	7.0 Access
 
	 
	Public access to Overdale Park is free and available 24 hours a day and 365
days per year.

	Public access is provided in a number of ways.

	 
	Pedestrian

	 
	The nearest train station is Redditch Train Station, approximately 5.03 miles
from the park.
	 
	Buses are available from Redditch bus station located at the Kingfisher Centre
which is adjacent to the train station, the number 70 bus runs regularly to
Astwood Bank.

	 
	Vehicles

	 
	There are no car parks serving Overdale Park and parking within the Astwood
Bank area is often difficult, a car park does exist within the vicinity off
Evesham Road around 10 minutes walk to the park.

	 
	Bicycles and horses

	 
	Cycling is not discouraged within the park although there are no dedicated
cycle routes, horse riding is however discouraged, no equestrian routes or
bridleways traverse the park.

	 
	 
	8.0 Tenure
 
	 
	The tenure of land edged red on plan ‘Overdale Park’ within appendices is
freehold with the tenure of the land held by Redditch Borough Council.

	 
	8.1 Licenses

	 
	There are no identified licenses regarding the park

	 
	 
	8.2 Legal agreements

	 
	Various legal agreements and consents authorising utilities to erect/lay and
use overhead and underground electricity transmission/distribution lines and
ancillary are in existence.

	 
	 
	9.0 Legal factors
 
	 
	9.1 Byelaws

	 
	There are no current byelaws affecting Overdale Park.

	 
	 
	9.2 Wider legislation

	 
	Overdale Park is covered by a legislative framework, which seeks to address
and control behaviour and activities within the Council’s green spaces. These
issues are actively promoted and enforced in partnership with the police,
community wardens and other council departments and responsibilities are
outlined in the table below.
	 
	 
	Table
	TR
	TD
	Span
	 Legislation  

	TD
	Span
	Relevance to green
space
 

	TD
	Span
	Responsible organisation
 

	Span

	The Dogs (Fouling of
land) Act 1996.

	The Dogs (Fouling of
land) Act 1996.

	The Dogs (Fouling of
land) Act 1996.


	Dog fouling, fines
and disposal.

	Dog fouling, fines
and disposal.


	Redditch Borough Council

	Redditch Borough Council


	Span

	Crime and Disorder Act 
	Crime and Disorder Act 
	Crime and Disorder Act 

	Community safety
e.g. anti social
behaviour and ‘sight
lines’.

	Community safety
e.g. anti social
behaviour and ‘sight
lines’.


	Police, Redditch Borough
Council & strategic partners

	Police, Redditch Borough
Council & strategic partners


	Span

	Disability Discrimination
Act (1995)

	Disability Discrimination
Act (1995)

	Disability Discrimination
Act (1995)


	Access and
participation for
disabled people.

	Access and
participation for
disabled people.


	Redditch Borough Council

	Redditch Borough Council


	Span

	Occupiers Liability Act 
	Occupiers Liability Act 
	Occupiers Liability Act 

	Health & safety of
visitors.

	Health & safety of
visitors.


	Redditch Borough Council

	Redditch Borough Council


	Span

	Health and Safety Act
1974

	Health and Safety Act
1974

	Health and Safety Act
1974


	Health and safety of
visitors and workers.

	Health and safety of
visitors and workers.


	Redditch Borough Council

	Redditch Borough Council


	Span

	Road Traffic Act
(various)

	Road Traffic Act
(various)

	Road Traffic Act
(various)


	Illegal access by
motorcyclists.

	Illegal access by
motorcyclists.


	Police

	Police


	Span

	Environmental
Protection Act (1990)

	Environmental
Protection Act (1990)

	Environmental
Protection Act (1990)


	Litter, fly tipping and
abandoned vehicles.

	Litter, fly tipping and
abandoned vehicles.


	Redditch Borough Council

	Redditch Borough Council


	Span


	Legislative framework

	 
	9.3 Public rights of way

	 
	A public right of way runs parallel to Overdale Park and runs the length of the
allotment site

	 
	9.4 Covenants

	 
	No covenants exist for Overdale Park

	 
	9.5 Designations

	 
	No formal designation exists for Overdale Park

	 
	9.6 Easements

	 
	No formal easements or way leaves have been located / identified other than
those for statutory services including easements in relation to Eon and Severn
Trent Water Authority that allows inspection, maintenance, repair, cleansing,
renewal, alteration, removal, replacement and enlargement of their services
with 24 hours required notice excluding emergency.

	 
	10.0 Local demographics
 
	 
	10.1 Introduction

	 
	Overdale Park has a local influence and attracts visitors from the local
community. A summary of the population and employment data relating to
Redditch and Worcestershire is outlined below.
	 
	10.2 Population Data

	 
	The total Redditch population of 79,200 (2003) forms approximately 14% of
549,000 total population for Worcestershire. The figure below summaries the
population profile for
Redditch.

	Figure
	 
	Textbox
	Span
	Figure 4. River Arrow


	In comparison to the rest of
Worcestershire and
England, Redditch has a
comparatively young
population with as slightly
above average or similar
figures for the population
aged 0-59. There is a
significant less people in
Redditch in the range
between 60 - 85+ in
comparison to the rest of
Worcestershire.

	Textbox
	Span
	Figure 6. Age structure


	Textbox
	Span
	Age structure


	 
	10.3 Employment Data

	 
	Employment in Redditch is
centred on the manufacturing
industry (27.6%) and
wholesale/retail trade (18.7%).
The figure summarises the
employment profile for
economically actively people in
Redditch.

	Figure
	Textbox
	Span
	Figure 8. Employment


	 
	Unemployment in Redditch is
3.6% of the economically active
population and is 1% above the
Worcestershire and 0.2%
above the national unemployment rates

	 
	10.4 Social deprivation indices

	 
	The 2004 Indices of multiply deprivation (IMD) ranks 354 locations in England.
The table below summaries the districts in Worcestershire.
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	District  

	TD
	Span
	Rank
 

	Span

	Redditch 
	Redditch 
	Redditch 

	146th

	146th


	Span

	Wyre Forest 
	Wyre Forest 
	Wyre Forest 

	162nd

	162nd


	Span

	Worcester 
	Worcester 
	Worcester 

	165th

	165th


	Span

	Malvern Hills 
	Malvern Hills 
	Malvern Hills 

	241st

	241st


	Span


	Wychavon 
	Wychavon 
	Wychavon 
	Wychavon 

	272nd

	272nd


	Span

	Bromsgrove 
	Bromsgrove 
	Bromsgrove 

	293rd

	293rd


	Span


	IMD rank for Worcestershire

	 
	Although the IMD for districts in Worcestershire is comparably low in relation
to the rest of England, it is important to note that Redditch ranks highest in
Worcestershire.

	 
	10.5 Ethnicity

	 
	The table below outlines the ethnic mix within Redditch compared to the
Worcestershire and national profiles.

	 
	Table
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	Ethnic group  

	TD
	Span
	Redditch (%)  

	TD
	Span
	Worcestershire (%)  

	TD
	Span
	England (%)
 

	Span

	White 
	White 
	White 

	92.7 
	92.7 

	95.5 
	95.5 

	87

	87


	Span

	White Irish 
	White Irish 
	White Irish 

	1.1 
	1.1 

	0.8 
	0.8 

	1.3

	1.3


	Span

	White other 
	White other 
	White other 

	1.0 
	1.0 

	1.3 
	1.3 

	2.7

	2.7


	Span

	Mixed 
	Mixed 
	Mixed 

	1.3 
	1.3 

	0.6 
	0.6 

	1.4

	1.4


	Span

	Asian or Asian
British

	Asian or Asian
British

	Asian or Asian
British


	2.7 
	2.7 

	 
	 

	4.6

	4.6


	Span

	Indian 
	Indian 
	Indian 

	0.4 
	0.4 

	0.3 
	0.3 

	2.1

	2.1


	Span

	Pakistani 
	Pakistani 
	Pakistani 

	1.9 
	1.9 

	0.5 
	0.5 

	1.4

	1.4


	Span

	Black or Black
British

	Black or Black
British

	Black or Black
British


	0.9 
	0.9 

	0.3 
	0.3 

	2.3

	2.3


	Span

	Chinese or other
ethnic group

	Chinese or other
ethnic group

	Chinese or other
ethnic group


	0.3 
	0.3 

	0.3 
	0.3 

	0.9

	0.9


	Span


	Ethnicity

	 
	Although within Redditch the ethnic mix is predominantly white, there are
above average populations for other ethnic background in comparison to the
rest of Worcestershire.

	 
	 
	11.0 History
 
	 
	Overdale Park is short on history and that which we now understand is
gleaned from local knowledge, prior to its development as a local green
space, the site was neglected with heavy bramble cover and a declining tree
stock, the site previously formed part of the neighbouring allotment site with
an area of rough amenity grassland segregated by mature but poorly
maintained hedgerow.

	 
	During construction there was evidence of outbuildings near the entrance to
Overdale Close and of a rough hard cored track, this would support local
knowledge that historically the site was the location of a farm with outlying
storage buildings.

	 
	The site is bordered by an active stream that runs through Astwood Bank, a
naturally occurring pond features within the park, this was found to be heavily
	contaminated on initial site visits and would eventually be re dug and planted
with marginal planting to improve quality.

	 
	The process of construction was relatively short with just 14 months between
initial site visits and opening.

	 
	The park was officially opened by the Mayor of Redditch, Councillor Malcolm
Hall on Saturday 27th June 2009

	 
	11.1 New Town Development

	 
	Redditch lies within the heart of England, situated in the North West corner of
Worcestershire, south of Birmingham, and designated in 1964 as one of the
Mark II New Towns by Sir Keith Joseph. At that time Redditch already
boasted a population of 29000.

	 
	The intention of the new town designation was to ease the expansion from
Birmingham and the West Midlands during the 1960’s. Many new towns had
emerged from small bases; the requirement for housing land for the major
conurbations of Liverpool, Manchester and Birmingham had been a lingering
problem from around 1960. Prior to Redditch entering the equation, sites at
Dawley, Swinnerton and Wythall were considered and subsequently rejected.

	 
	It was felt initially, that the ‘extension’ of Redditch would cause significant
erosion of the surrounding green belt, however the pressures of both housing
need and financial factors swayed the balance. Along with Runcorn near
Liverpool, Redditch was announced as a ‘New Town’ in January 1963 and
designated in April 1964.

	 
	 
	12.0 National context
 
	 
	 
	In developing a management plan for Overdale Park, the national context to
both policy and political agenda has been considered, demonstrating the
environment in which Landscape and Park managers operate.

	A number of publications and policy guidance notes exist that provide
direction and may determine corporate aims and objectives. These
documents are summarised below;

	 
	Park Life, Urban Parks and Social Renewal

	Published in 1995, the report provides an assessment of urban parks and
green spaces.

	Green Spaces Better Places

	Published in 2002, the final report of the Urban Green spaces taskforce,
provides a baseline assessment and a review of public open spaces.

	Policy Planning Guidance No 17

	With accompanying guide: Assessing needs and opportunities- sets
objectives for the delivery of high quality open spaces.
	PPG17 requires local planning authorities to demonstrate that open spaces
meet local demand through assessment of the following criteria ‘quality,
quantity, accessibility and primary purpose’.

	 
	Parks and Green spaces: Engaging the Community

	Published in 2002, by Green space, this local authority guide outlines reasons
for engagement with and participation of the local community.

	 
	Developing Accessible Play Space

	Published in 2003, by ODPM, a reference for stimulating and accessible play
for children.

	 
	Cabe space

	Cabe continue to produce effective guidance in its desire for an ‘improvement
in people’s quality of life through good design’. These include guidance for
management, qualitative assessment and guidance for community groups.

	 
	 
	13.0 Local strategic context
 
	 
	 
	This management plan compliments the wider strategic context of other
Redditch Borough Council documents and Council policies. It seeks to
achieve the objectives of the strategic framework by translating those that are
appropriate for the park.

	 
	The Redditch Local Plan

	Redditch Play Pitch Strategy

	The Redditch Borough Biodiversity Action Programme

	Redditch Borough Council’s Corporate Plan

	Redditch Community Strategy

	Community Safety Strategy

	The Redditch Agenda 21 Strategy

	Comprehensive Performance Assessment

	Redditch open space needs assessment

	Best Value General Survey

	Landscape and Countryside Service plan

	 
	A summary of how the management plan relates to these other strategic
documents and policies are given below, access to electronic versions of key
Council documents are available at 
	A summary of how the management plan relates to these other strategic
documents and policies are given below, access to electronic versions of key
Council documents are available at 
	http://redditch.whub.org.uk/home/rbc�your-council-key-counci-documents.htm 
	http://redditch.whub.org.uk/home/rbc�your-council-key-counci-documents.htm 

	or by following links from

	www.redditchbc.gov.uk 
	www.redditchbc.gov.uk 

	.


	 
	 
	13.1 Planning Context – Local Plan No.3

	 
	Open space has a formal ‘meaning’ within a planning context and is defined
within the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 (section 336) as ‘land laid out
as a public garden, public recreation area or burial ground’.
	 
	At the national level Planning Policy Guidance 17 – Planning for Open Space,
Sport and Recreation emphasises the importance of open space in relation to
residential areas. Specifically paragraph 17 requires policies to protect and
enhance the quality, character and amenity value of the countryside and
urban areas as a whole with a high level of protection being given to the most
valued townscapes, wildlife habitats and natural resources.

	 
	At the local level, Overdale Park is protected as part of the open space
network and designated Primarily Open Space (POS).

	Local Plan no.3 contains adopted policies which seek to suitably protect open
space and where development does occur, suitably outline the levels of open
space provision that are required to ensure the level of open space provision
in the Borough is maintained.

	 
	At present, the Council is in the process of preparing its Core Strategy which
will replace parts of Local Plan No.3. As part of this preparation a draft open
space policy has been developed. Over time, the draft policy will be refined,
but ultimately designated open space and green infrastructure is of great
importance for protecting the environment, meeting recreational needs,
providing wildlife habitats and maintaining an attractive townscape.

	Therefore the Council will seek to protect the Boroughs open space provision
in line with national policy.

	 
	13.2 The Redditch Borough Biodiversity Action Programme

	 
	In 1997, the document, Biodiversity Challenge - Worcestershire was published
and set the future direction for the County’s Biodiversity Action Plan process.
In 2001 The Redditch Borough Biodiversity Action Programme (BAP) was
published and takes aspects of the countywide plan and contains the
following.
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	A consideration of the role of biodiversity in the Borough Council’s
planning process to enable it to follow the Government’s Planning
Policy Guidance No. 9 on Nature Conservation.
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	A review of current conservation action in Redditch, including the
present state or potential of Local Nature Reserves, parks and other
open spaces such as allotments.
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	The detailed action required to improve the conservation status of
habitats and species that are distinctive of the Borough or have not
been covered adequately by the county plan.
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	Action programmes dealing with themes such as community
involvement and biodiversity surveys and monitoring.
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	An emphasis on community involvement including volunteer action on
site management, data collection and education to raise the profile of
biodiversity principles.
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	Provide ideas on future requirements for improving the availability of
information to local authorities on important wildlife areas and species
distribution in Redditch.
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	The identification of areas where expertise on biodiversity in the
Council is not available and raising awareness among Council
Members and Officers is required




	 
	Within the Redditch BAP there are a number of key habitats that are
significant in the regional/county context, which are found in Overdale Park.

	Habitat management is prescribed under HAP (Habitat Action Plans) and for
Worcestershire comprise of the following present within the park;
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	Veteran trees and deadwood
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	Ancient hedgerows
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	Ponds and lakes
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	Woodlands, wet woodlands and scrub
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	Open water




	 
	The Redditch BAP highlights a number of species, which are target species
within Worcestershire and are managed in accordance with SAP (Species
Action Plans), potentially relevant to Overdale Park, are;
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	Great crested Newt
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	Slow worm
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	Bats
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	Stag beetle
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	Brown hairstreak




	 
	 
	13.3 Redditch Borough Council’s Corporate Plan

	 
	Published in 2007, Redditch Borough Council’s Corporate Plan 2007-2010
outlines the Council’s aims and objectives for the next 3 years and identifies
key themes developed from extensive consultation with our residents.

	 
	The main themes are:
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	Healthy Communities
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	Better Environment
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	Economy
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	Culture and Recreation
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	Safer Communities
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	Education, Learning and Skills
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	Connecting Redditch




	 
	The Council’s Corporate and Performance Plan identifies four priority areas:
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	Improving the reality and perception of Community Safety
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	Protecting and improving the Environment and Transport
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	Promoting best standards and opportunities in Housing and Health
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	Providing a wide range of opportunities for Leisure




	 
	Within the strategic themes there are a number of actions in relation to the
environment, which in turn link directly to the Environment and Planning
Directorate Service Plan 2007-10, namely;
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	Provide cleaner greener and safer public spaces
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	Enhancement of the environment
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	Develop a programme of activities to improve health




	 
	The Directorate Service Plan personalises specific areas of priority and
provides the mechanism for effective efficiency and monitoring.

	 
	 
	13.4 Redditch Community Strategy

	 
	The 20:20 Vision for Redditch’s Community was published in April 2003 and
sets out a ten-year vision to be delivered by the Local Strategic Partnership as
follows.

	 
	‘Our vision is for Redditch to be successful and vibrant, with sustainable
communities built upon partnership and shared responsibility. We want people
to be proud of where they live or work’.

	 
	The plan sets out seven key priorities:
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	Healthy communities;
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	Safer communities;
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	Better environment;
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	Education, learning and skills;
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	Economy;
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	Connecting Redditch;
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	Culture and recreation.




	 
	 
	13.4.1 Better Environment

	 
	The community strategy goes on to set an aspiration for Redditch’s
environment and suggests that:

	 
	‘Our environment should be clean, green, accessible and community friendly,
where people value the built and natural environment.’

	 
	In relation to Overdale Park, the following objectives within the Community
Strategy are applicable.
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	Conserve, promote and where possible improve Worcestershire’s
heritage and historical environment.
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	Value and where possible protect and enhance the diversity of nature
through policy guidance on landscape character and implementation of
the Worcestershire Biodiversity Action Plan.
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	Improve access to the countryside by improving the Public Rights of
Way network.
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	Maintain flora and fauna habitats in open spaces
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	Achieve a Green Flag Award by 2011.




	 
	 
	13.5 Community Safety Strategy

	 
	Section 6 (1) of the Crime and Disorder Act 1998, updated by the police
Reform Act 2002 (section 62), the Cleaner Neighbourhoods and Environment
Act (section 1) and the Police and Justice Act 2006 (section 22 and
schedule9), imposes a duty on selected public organisations (including local
authorities, Police forces and authorities, Fire and Rescue services and
Primary Care Trusts, known collectively as ‘Responsible Authorities’) to
cooperate locally to develop, publish and deliver a three year Community
Safety Strategy.

	 
	The strategy describes how the responsible authorities will work together to
reduce:
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	Crime and disorder- must be preceded by an audit of the area
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	Misuse of drugs, alcohol and other substances in the area
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	Anti – social and other behaviour adversely affecting the local
environment




	 
	Publication of this strategy must be preceded by an audit of the area, and
must follow consultation with the whole community. The support provided by
all our partner agencies in producing the Audit and this Strategy report,
illustrates the commitment and strength of partnership working in Redditch.

	 
	‘Keeping Redditch Safe’ is the current Community Safety Strategy. It covers
the period April 2008 – March 2011 and sets out five priority areas in which
Redditch Community Safety Partnership (RCSP) aims to make a difference.

	 
	 
	The priorities are:
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	To keep Redditch safe – by reducing recorded crime by 17.5% by
March 2009.
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	To keep communities feeling safe - by reassuring communities the
Redditch is a safe place to live, work and visit and by encouraging
communities to work with RCSP to further improve the quality of life in
the Borough.
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	To achieve cleaner, greener and safer public spaces – by reducing
levels of abandoned cars, graffiti, vandalism and fly tipping through
environmental changes, education and enforcement.
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	To reduce the harm caused by drugs and alcohol – by improving
education and prevention work, enhancing treatment programmes,
tackling drug and alcohol related crime and building more effective links
with local communities.
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	To invest in all our young people – by offering a wider range of
activities, sharing information better, introducing early intervention and
reducing persistent offending.




	 
	The strategic assessment and partnership plan will continue to take into
account the local community safety situation and set out how RCSP aims to
improve this.

	 
	In addition the partnership plan will be influenced by the content of the
Worcestershire Local Area Agreement (LAA), an agreement between Central
Government and local public authorities about local priorities and how they will
be delivered. The Safer Communities Block lists the following priorities directly
relevant to RCSP:
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	To reduce the fear of crime
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	To reduce the harm caused by illegal drugs and alcohol
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	To build respect in communities and reduce anti-social behaviour
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	To improve the quality of life for the people of Redditch by reducing
crime and deliberate fires
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	To reduce the harm caused by young offenders to the wider community




	 
	 
	 
	13.6 The Redditch Agenda 21 Strategy

	 
	Published in 2000, this document outlines, Redditch Borough Council’s local
commitment to the Earth Summit held in Rio in 1992. The strategy outlines a
number of actions in relation to sustainability and quality of life around the
themes of economic growth, social development and environmental
implications.

	 
	The continued management of Overdale Park in its relation to green space
within the borough has a clear role to play in meeting the demands of Agenda
21 and the following actions with the strategy are relevant.
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	Set appropriate standards for the provision, protection and
enhancement of green spaces, including play space in urban areas.
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	Review the potential to reduce waste production within Council
buildings and services.
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	Investigate ways of reducing water consumption.
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	Investigate ways of reducing energy consumption.
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	Investigate ways of improving river quality and reducing water pollution.
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	Improve environmental awareness of local employers.
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	Support and implement the Safer Routes to Schools initiative.
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	Ensure that employees switch off lights and electrical equipment when
not in use.
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	Raise awareness amongst employees with regard to sustainability and
encourage RBC officers to initiate sustainability projects.
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	Switch to fair trade beverages for council meetings.
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	Promote sustainability through all work areas.




	 
	 
	13.6.1 The Nottingham Declaration

	 
	Redditch Borough Council made a commitment to the Nottingham Declaration
on climate change on the 24th April 2006, to summarise this commitment, ‘the
Council acknowledges the increasing impact that climate change will have on
our community during the 21st century and commits to tackling the causes and
effects of a changing climate on our borough’.

	 
	 
	13.7 Assessing Redditch’s Performance

	 
	Redditch Borough Council undertook a place survey between September to
December 2008, the survey took the form of a postal self completion
approach as prescribed by the Audit Commission and the Department of
Communities and Local Government.

	 
	From 1560 respondents the following data is summarised;

	 
	77.2% are satisfied with their local area (NI5)

	 
	73% were satisfied with Parks and Open spaces, a 5% reduction from 2006/7
where 78% felt satisfied and 75% in 03/04.
	 
	43% of respondents used parks and open spaces at least once a week, 26%
about once a month, 14% within the last 6 months with just 5% never having
used a park or open space.

	 
	Use has risen from 64% to 69%, residents in Redditch make greater use of
parks than the average county resident (65%) and compared to Ipsos MORI
district average of (61%)

	 
	This data portrays a mixed message with most importantly the satisfaction
score falling by 5%, in contrast to an increase in the number who visit and
who visit often.

	 
	 
	13.8 Redditch Open Space needs assessment

	 
	Redditch Borough Council commissioned Scott Wilson Ltd and Community
First Partnership in 2004 to undertake an open space needs assessment
throughout the Borough. The assessment aimed to fulfil the requirements set
out in Policy Planning Guidance 17 and its accompanying guide; Assessing
needs and providing opportunities, a companion guide.

	The assessment provided key information regarding the Boroughs green
space that included;
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	A review of national policy
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	A review of local policy
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	Qualitative audits based on the Green Flag criteria
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	Quantity and accessibility
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	Community consultation and barriers to use




	 
	 
	 
	13.9 Consultation

	 
	The assessment used key consultation data derived from a household survey
conducted in 2004 and a comparative user survey in 2003. The data along
with qualitative scoring demonstrated frequency of use, methods of travel and
travel time as follows;
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	Base 

	286 
	286 

	100 
	100 

	100 
	100 
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	No reply 
	No reply 
	No reply 

	25 
	25 

	8.7 
	8.7 

	0 
	0 

	0
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	Walk 
	Walk 

	158 
	158 

	55.2 
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	36 
	36 
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	Drive 
	Drive 
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	117 
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	59 
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	17 
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	5 
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	2 
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	0.7 

	0 
	0 

	0
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	Travel method
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	(based on 3km/h
walking speed and 48
km/h driving speed)
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	Walk 
	Walk 
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	15-20 minutes 
	15-20 minutes 

	0.75 – 1.0km

	0.75 – 1.0km
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	Drive 
	Drive 
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	10 minutes 
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	(up to) 8km

	(up to) 8km
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	Travel time and distance

	 
	 
	13.10 Best Value General Survey

	 
	The Best Value Performance indicator BV119e is recorded every two years
and the results are outlined in table 14.
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	Best Value Performance Indicators

	 
	The percentage satisfaction score for the landscape and countryside service
has increased by 11% since 2000/01. Redditch is now within the national top
quartile of local authorities.

	 
	 
	13.11 Worcestershire Cultural Strategy

	 
	The Worcestershire Cultural strategy sets out a broad vision as follows:

	‘We will celebrate our cultural heritage, landscape, town’s villages and
waterways for residents and visitors,
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	Through cultural activities, drama, visual arts, local and family history
projects, environmental activities, events and festivals we can explore
our rich natural, built and industrial heritage and introduce new
generations and visitors to what’s around them and why it is so special.
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	Making it easier to enjoy Worcestershire’s landscape and natural
resources whilst ensuring we conserve them for future generations
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	We will bring organisations together to better manage access to the
countryside, encourage responsible outdoor sports and recreation,
encourage visitors to a wider range of places and use cultural activities
to promote understanding of the environment and countryside issues
and make sure that future generations can benefit as well’.




	 
	The Worcestershire Cultural strategy is to be reviewed every 3 years.
	 
	 
	13.12 Green Space Strategy

	 
	Following substantial corporate review the management of parks and green
spaces is now a shared service operation.

	 
	The Parks and Green Spaces Service manage both Bromsgrove District and
Redditch Boroughs green spaces as a bespoke team.

	The management of parks and green spaces was traditionally and
Environmental Services role and officers undertook management as part of
area working and within the wider remit of all environmental operations.

	 
	The Parks and Green Spaces Team are now tasked with moving the service
forward both on the ground and strategically.

	To accommodate both our strategic requirements and to ensure effective
service delivery in 2012 the Parks and Green Spaces Manager and senior
Parks Officers will produce a Green Space Strategy.

	 
	The strategy will provide the strategic vision and enable site management
plans to be specific and further detailed to the space, following recent Green
Flag judge’s comments.
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	Chapter 2

	Where are we now?

	 
	Chapter 2 of the Overdale Park management plan sets out the current
position of the site’s management using the framework of the green Flag
Award. In addition, a SWOT analysis is undertaken to assist in the
establishment of aims and objectives for Overdale Park.

	 
	14.0 Introduction
 
	 
	The Green Flag Award and the accompanying guide, Raising the Standard
2004, provide a useful tool for assessing the quality and performance of open
spaces. This chapter outlines Overdale Park’s current position in relation to
the award criteria.

	 
	For each criteria heading, the current management approach and service
delivery is summarised with strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats
identified.

	 
	15.0 The Green Flag Award
 
	 
	The Green Flag Award was launched in 1996 with the aim to recognise and
reward the best green spaces in the country.

	 
	In 2009/2010 a 1000 parks and green spaces successfully achieved the
award and now fly a Green Flag or Green pennant, the vision is that 50% of
our green spaces reach the standard some 15,000 sites.

	The award requires successful achievement of both a desk and field
assessment of the following criteria;
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	A welcoming place
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	Healthy, safe and secure
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	Well maintained and clean
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	Sustainability
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	Conservation and heritage
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	Community involvement
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	Marketing
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	Management




	 
	From 2009 the award has been managed by a consortium of Keep Britain
Tidy, BTCV and Greenspace, collectively known as the Green Flag Plus
Partnership on behalf of Communities and Local Government (CLG)
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	16.0 A welcoming place
 
	 
	16.1 Welcoming

	 
	Overdale Park strives to be a welcoming place for all visitors this is achieved
in a number of ways;
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	Clean open access points
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	Vistas
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	Open accessible footpaths
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	High levels of maintenance




	 
	16.2 Good and safe access

	 
	Overdale Park provides good and safe access for its visitors by;
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	Highly defined footpaths
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	Devoid of steps and stiles
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	Clear sight lines
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	Barriers preventing unlawful vehicle access




	 
	16.3 Signage

	 
	Signage within the park is bespoke to the nature of its local setting, although
not to the corporate standard, signage clearly states owner/manager, a
summary of activities either permissible or discouraged and contact details,
both telephone, email and web.

	 
	Due to the size of the park there are no directional signs; vistas are kept open
to allow for the majority of the park to be viewed from location.

	 
	16.4 Equal access for all

	 
	Equal access for all is promoted within the park by the following measures;
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	An even, accessible surfaced footpath
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	DDA compliant gates and access
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	Hardback seating



	 
	 
	 
	 
	Swot analysis
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	Defined, accessible footpaths

	Defined, accessible footpaths

	Defined, accessible footpaths

	Appropriate local facilities

	DDA compliant

	Defined entrances


	No interpretation on site

	No interpretation on site

	Lack of link footpaths
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	Increased interpretation

	Increased interpretation

	Increased interpretation

	Increase footpath provision-provide links


	Lack of focused investment

	Lack of focused investment

	Budgetary constraints
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	17.0 Healthy, safe and secure
 
	 
	17.1 Introduction

	 
	Redditch Borough Council has a duty of care to ensure the health and safety
of all members of staff and visitors under the Health and Safety at Work Act
1974 and the related guidelines. The authority has a corporate health and
safety policy and this is interpreted at an operational level in the form of risk
assessments, procedure notes and operational manuals. The Environmental
Services Directorate are committed to health and safety and each member of
staff has a health and safety induction upon joining Redditch Borough Council
and each job description clearly defines the individual’s responsibilities in
terms of health and safety.

	 
	Risk assessments and managing health and safety is the responsibility of
each service manager and this is supported by the Council’s dedicated Health
and Safety Officer and an Officer in the Cultural Services Directorate with
expertise in health and safety in relation to leisure facilities. In general terms
this achieved by:
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	Risk assessments;
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	COSHH Assessments;
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	Safe working procedures e.g. reporting and monitoring accidents;
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	Safe chemical storage, application and disposal (where chemicals are
used);
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	Specific training and certification e.g. PA 1/6 and Chainsaw;
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	Defined roles and responsibilities;
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	Effective communication methods;
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	Emergency procedures;
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	Effective reporting and investigating procedures;
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	Recognised First Aiders;
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	Manual Handling Procedures;
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	The provision of safety equipment and consumables;
regular inspection regime.




	 
	17.2 Equipment, facilities and events
	 
	There are a limited range of facilities within Overdale Park, these facilities fall
mainly in one Council service area and is covered by an appropriate risk
assessment and/or current inspection regime.
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	Footpaths 
	Footpaths 
	Footpaths 

	Inspection 
	Inspection 

	Regular
inspection�scheduled
maintenance

	Regular
inspection�scheduled
maintenance


	Wayne Beard,
Landscape and
Countryside
Officer

	Wayne Beard,
Landscape and
Countryside
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	Benches 
	Benches 
	Benches 

	Inspection and
annual risk
assessment

	Inspection and
annual risk
assessment


	Repair or
replacement

	Repair or
replacement


	Wayne Beard,
Landscape and
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	Annual review
and/or damage
replacement
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	Dianne Downing,
Waste
Management
Officer

	Dianne Downing,
Waste
Management
Officer
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	Signage 
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	Inspection 
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	Regular
inspection- ad�hoc cleansing

	Regular
inspection- ad�hoc cleansing


	Wayne Beard,
Landscape and
Countryside
Officer

	Wayne Beard,
Landscape and
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	17.3 Visitors

	 
	As well as in house procedures, Overdale Park strives to provide a healthy
and secure venue for all visitors by providing quality facilities and activities. At
present this is achieved by the following:

	 
	17.3.1 First aid and accidents

	 
	There are no current permanent site based staff at Overdale Park, due to its
size and hierarchy, this obviously reduces the availability of first aid cover
within the park.

	The park does receive regular visits from grounds maintenance, forestry,
waste management staff and its close vicinity to neighbouring properties and
an allotment site will obviously help to raise an alarm if necessary.

	Contact numbers are advertised on the main welcome signs to the park and
office staff have access to direct dial numbers in case of emergency.

	 
	17.3.2 Emergencies

	 
	Emergency call out. Redditch Borough Council has a 24hr emergency
callout system called ‘lifeline’ which can be contacted using the council’s main
number. Landscape and cleansing crews are on callout to respond to
dangerous trees, blocked gullies/watercourses and hazardous litter (non
chemical).
	 
	Abandoned vehicles. The council has an agreed procedure for the collection
of abandoned vehicles. In general terms if a vehicle is considered to be
dangerous it will be removed from the park within 24hrs.

	 
	Hazardous litter. Redditch Borough Council has an agreed procedure for the
collection of hazardous litter. In general terms hazardous litter e.g. broken
glass on a play area, will be collected within 24hrs.

	 
	 
	17.3.3 Personal Security

	 
	Community safety within the park is very subjective and is discussed in
‘Community involvement’. However, the park is promoted and has a
reasonable number of visitors, which in turn improves the feeling of safety and
security. Liaison with the Police is undertaken by the Council’s Community
Safety team and any information passed to relevant officers for action.

	 
	17.4 Dog fouling

	 
	Overdale Park is a designated open space and therefore the Dogs Fouling of
Land Act 1996 is applicable. The Council’s approach to control dog fouling
within the park is threefold;

	 
	Facilities

	 
	Signage and dog bins are located at strategic points throughout the park.

	 
	Promotion

	 
	Environmental Health Officers promote responsible ownership through local
media and also at council led events.

	 
	Enforcement

	 
	The Council has full time Enforcement officers who are responsible for
cleansing, fly tipping and dog fouling. Redditch Borough Council takes active
steps to enforce the law and has successfully prosecuted dog owners,
enforcement officers are able to issue a fixed penalty fine of £50.00 should
they deem it appropriate to do so.
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	Swot analysis
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	Span
	Strengths  

	TD
	Span
	  Weaknesses
 

	Span

	Robust inspection

	Robust inspection

	Robust inspection

	Response times for litter and
hazardous material

	litter and dog bins


	Some responsive services

	Some responsive services

	Lack of full time site staff


	Span
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	TD
	Span
	Opportunities  

	TD
	Span
	Threats
 

	Span

	Pro active promotion regarding
enforcement issues

	Pro active promotion regarding
enforcement issues

	Pro active promotion regarding
enforcement issues

	Increased partnership with friends
group/voluntary wardens


	Lack of focused management

	Lack of focused management

	Budgetary constraint


	Span


	 
	 
	 
	18.0 Well maintained and clean
 
	 
	18.1 Litter and cleansing

	 
	Redditch Borough Council is responsible for the cleansing of all areas within
Overdale Park and this is undertaken by the Environmental Operations Team.

	 
	The table below summarises the cleansing schedule for the park;
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	TD
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	Operation  

	TD
	Span
	Frequency
 

	Span

	Litter Bins

	Litter Bins

	Litter Bins

	(empty and re line)


	Twice weekly

	Twice weekly


	Span

	Hand litter pick/scavenge pick
through wider park

	Hand litter pick/scavenge pick
through wider park

	Hand litter pick/scavenge pick
through wider park


	Twice weekly and ad hoc

	Twice weekly and ad hoc


	Span


	 
	 
	18.1.2 Monitoring

	 
	Redditch Borough Council has a proactive monitoring system for litter and as
part of the Councils commitment to providing a cleaner, safer and greener
environment employs a dedicated Officer to assess litter pollution. This
involves random site inspections and monitoring litter coverage on an agreed
scale.

	  
	Enquiries/complaints by members of the public etc are recorded on a
computerised system (M3), which generates work tickets, in addition to the
scheduled cleansing that takes place if needed.

	 
	18.1.1 Graffiti

	 
	The Environmental Operations Team undertakes graffiti removal, the council
has an agreed policy to respond to and remove racist graffiti within 24 hours
	 
	 
	18.1.2 Provision of litter/dog fouling bins

	 
	Redditch Borough Council has a house style of litter and dog bins; there are
currently 7 bins located within the park, 4 dog bins and 3 litter bins.

	 
	18.1.3 Enforcement

	 
	The Council employs enforcement officers who use relevant legislation –
mainly the Environmental Protection Act 1990 and the Dogs Fouling of Land
Act 1996 to improve cleanliness levels. Whilst the Council does not have a
target for the number of Fixed Penalty Notices issued for acts of littering/fly�tipping or dog fouling, this tool is used where needed. The Enforcement
Officer pays regular visits both as part of routine inspection and in response to
specific enquiries/complaints.

	 
	 
	18.1.4 Hazardous litter

	 
	Overdale Park is regularly inspected for litter, operatives will respond within
one hour of receiving an emergency work ticket or telephone call to remove
litter that is deemed hazardous (emergency cleansing includes glass and
sharps etc)

	 
	The park benefits from its location and regular contact with users, this
relationship serves to quickly identify and respond to littering incidents.

	 
	The Council operates an out of hour’s service for all environmental services,
which responds to any cleansing emergencies outside normal working hours.

	 
	18.2 Grounds maintenance

	 
	Redditch Borough Council operates a comprehensive grounds maintenance
schedule and is responsible in brief for 750 hectares of public open space and
16km of hedgerow; the component part of the grounds maintenance within the
park is deemed scheduled maintenance. The council operates its own
environmental operations service that benefit from specific expertise that
includes both arboricultural, horticultural and environmental service and
benefits from operatives with distinct specialism’s.

	 
	18.2.1 Pre planned maintenance

	 
	Redditch Borough Council has a comprehensive ground maintenance
schedule; the following table outlines the key tasks undertaken by the South
Area Environmental Operations Service.

	 
	 
	A1 
	A1 
	A1 
	A1 

	TD
	Span
	 

	Hand mow 
	Hand mow 

	Cut to maximum height of
40mm at 14 day intervals,
from April to October.

	Cut to maximum height of
40mm at 14 day intervals,
from April to October.


	Span

	A2 
	A2 
	A2 

	TD
	Span
	 

	Box mow 
	Box mow 

	Cut to a height of 20mm at
	Cut to a height of 20mm at

	Span


	Table
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	TD
	TD
	TD
	7 day intervals with hand
held boxed mower, from
April to October. All
cuttings removed.

	7 day intervals with hand
held boxed mower, from
April to October. All
cuttings removed.


	Span

	A3 
	A3 
	A3 

	TD
	Span
	 

	Turbo mow 
	Turbo mow 

	Cut to 75mm with tractor
mounted machine, at 21
day intervals from April to
October.

	Cut to 75mm with tractor
mounted machine, at 21
day intervals from April to
October.


	Span

	A4 
	A4 
	A4 

	TD
	Span
	 

	Gang mow 
	Gang mow 

	Cut to a maximum height
of 20mm with tractor and
gang mower attachment,
every 10 days from April
to October.

	Cut to a maximum height
of 20mm with tractor and
gang mower attachment,
every 10 days from April
to October.


	Span

	A5 
	A5 
	A5 

	TD
	Span
	 

	Meadow grass mow 
	Meadow grass mow 

	Gang mow every 10 days
during April and May, then
leave to grow and cut with
forage harvester to
remove all arisings at end
of August. During
September and October,
gang mow every 10 days.

	Gang mow every 10 days
during April and May, then
leave to grow and cut with
forage harvester to
remove all arisings at end
of August. During
September and October,
gang mow every 10 days.


	Span

	A6 
	A6 
	A6 

	TD
	Span
	 

	Hydra mow 
	Hydra mow 

	Cut narrow, uneven and
sloped verges to height of
75mm, on 3 occasions
from May to October.

	Cut narrow, uneven and
sloped verges to height of
75mm, on 3 occasions
from May to October.


	Span

	A7 
	A7 
	A7 

	TD
	Span
	 

	Shrub areas 
	Shrub areas 

	Cut out all dead or
diseased wood to nearest
live bud. Remove suckers
at the base. Cut up to one
third of older wood to
100mm above ground
level, to encourage new
growth. Pruning to take
place between November
February.

	Cut out all dead or
diseased wood to nearest
live bud. Remove suckers
at the base. Cut up to one
third of older wood to
100mm above ground
level, to encourage new
growth. Pruning to take
place between November
February.


	Span

	A9 
	A9 
	A9 

	TD
	Span
	 

	Strimming 
	Strimming 

	Rough areas where
mowing unsuitable, cut to
100mm on two occasions
during May/June and
September/October.
Edges strimmed to 50mm
on two occasions during
May/June and
September/October.

	Rough areas where
mowing unsuitable, cut to
100mm on two occasions
during May/June and
September/October.
Edges strimmed to 50mm
on two occasions during
May/June and
September/October.


	Span

	A10 
	A10 
	A10 

	A-A-A-A-A-A 
	A-A-A-A-A-A 

	Hedge cut one side 
	Hedge cut one side 

	Cut to a maximum height
of 3m and maximum width
of 1.3m, on one occasion
in June and again in
August/September. Prune
out brambles, self sets or
	Cut to a maximum height
of 3m and maximum width
of 1.3m, on one occasion
in June and again in
August/September. Prune
out brambles, self sets or

	Span


	suckers at the base.

	suckers at the base.

	TD
	TD
	TD
	suckers at the base.

	suckers at the base.

	 
	 
	 

	Span

	A11 
	A11 
	A11 

	B-B-B-B-B-B 
	B-B-B-B-B-B 

	Hedge cut one side
and top

	Hedge cut one side
and top


	As above, plus cut top of
hedge to extent of
previous seasons growth.

	As above, plus cut top of
hedge to extent of
previous seasons growth.

	 

	Span

	A12 
	A12 
	A12 

	C-C-C-C-C-C 
	C-C-C-C-C-C 

	Hedge cut both sides
and top

	Hedge cut both sides
and top


	As above, maintaining a
hedge shape with base
one third wider than the
top.

	As above, maintaining a
hedge shape with base
one third wider than the
top.

	 
	 

	Span

	A13 
	A13 
	A13 

	D-D-D-D-D- 
	D-D-D-D-D- 

	Summer prune 
	Summer prune 

	Prune back 100mm
behind path or road edge,
up to a height of 3m, on
one occasion in June and
again in
August/September.

	Prune back 100mm
behind path or road edge,
up to a height of 3m, on
one occasion in June and
again in
August/September.


	Span

	A14 
	A14 
	A14 

	TD
	Span
	 

	Hand weed 
	Hand weed 

	Remove all self sets,
suckers and brambles,
without disturbance to the
roots of planted material,
at discretion of
Supervising Officer.

	Remove all self sets,
suckers and brambles,
without disturbance to the
roots of planted material,
at discretion of
Supervising Officer.


	Span

	A15 
	A15 
	A15 

	P-P-P-P-P-P 
	P-P-P-P-P-P 

	Ditches 
	Ditches 

	Strim back all sides of
ditches to 1m beyond top
of bank. The base of ditch
cleared of silt, branches,
bricks and other debris.
Operations to take place
between November and
March.

	Strim back all sides of
ditches to 1m beyond top
of bank. The base of ditch
cleared of silt, branches,
bricks and other debris.
Operations to take place
between November and
March.


	Span

	A16 
	A16 
	A16 

	TD
	Span
	 

	Rose beds 
	Rose beds 

	Prune during March,
removing all dead,
diseased and weak shoots
and suckers.

	Prune during March,
removing all dead,
diseased and weak shoots
and suckers.


	Span

	A17 
	A17 
	A17 

	TD
	Span
	 

	Bedding 
	Bedding 

	Plant summer bedding
during June, weed every
week, and water twice a
week. Plant winter
bedding during October
and weed every fortnight.

	Plant summer bedding
during June, weed every
week, and water twice a
week. Plant winter
bedding during October
and weed every fortnight.


	Span


	Landscape maintenance key

	 
	18.2.2 Variation works

	 
	In addition to the regular pre planned operations, variation or ad – hoc works
are also undertaken. These are determined by the Area Landscape and
	Countryside Officer and are issued at his discretion addressing health and
safety issues, emergency works or seasonal variation as an example.

	 
	18.2.3 Monitoring

	 
	The relevant area supervisor from the Environmental Operations Service
undertakes monitoring of grounds maintenance operations. Each operative
also has performance related weekly tasks, which are connected with a
schedule of rates and standard minute value. These are monitored to ensure
work is completed on time and to an agreed standard.

	 
	 
	 
	Swot analysis
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	  Weaknesses
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	Scheduled maintenance schedule
both landscape and cleansing

	Scheduled maintenance schedule
both landscape and cleansing

	Scheduled maintenance schedule
both landscape and cleansing

	Use of specialist machinery

	Dedicated team


	Some inflexibility within schedule

	Some inflexibility within schedule

	Varying responsibilities


	Span
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	Opportunities  

	TD
	Span
	Threats
 

	Span

	Increase schedule

	Increase schedule

	Increase schedule

	Voluntary litter warden scheme

	Additional signage/promotion


	Budgetary restrictions

	Budgetary restrictions

	Increase in customer expectation


	Span


	 
	 
	19.0 Sustainability
 
	 
	19.1 Environmental policies and resource conservation

	 
	Redditch Borough Council is committed to sustainability and this is recognised
within the Council’s LA21 Strategy (see section 13 and appendix 1).

	 
	The policy sets out the Council’s approach to environmental sustainability and
the following practices ensure that the objectives of the strategy are achieved.

	 
	19.2 Pesticide and peat use

	 
	The use of pesticides including herbicides, fungicides and insecticides are
regularly reviewed and used in accordance with manufacturer’s guidelines
and the relevant regulations. Pesticide use within Overdale Park is restricted
to rare applications of glyphosphate to control invasive weed growth in shrub
beds and along the kerbs and channels of hard surfaces.

	 
	Peat based composts are not used within Overdale Park.

	 
	As part of the Landscape and Countryside Improvement plan a borough wide
pesticide and peat use policy is currently in draft format.

	 
	19.3 Arboricultural and woodland management
	 
	A specialist arboriculture team from the Environmental Operations Service
undertakes the arboricultural maintenance within the park.

	Currently the maintenance is determined by an annual visual survey
conducted by the Area Landscape and Countryside Officer and supported by
the Council’s Arboricultural Officer.

	 
	Arboricultural arisings are taken to a central store away from public areas and
periodically sold for firewood.

	 
	 
	19.4 Resource conservation

	 
	There are a number of initiatives developed to ensure effective and
sustainable resource management

	 
	Green waste

	All green waste generated from the park is chipped and re used as either a
mulch or footpath surfacing throughout the boroughs green spaces.

	 
	Litter

	The reduction of litter is promoted borough wide and through council led
events

	 
	Maintenance

	The grass cutting regime within the park is reviewed by the landscape and
countryside officer and manager on an annual basis, the balance between
high maintenance and the promotion of beneficial habitat through relaxed
frequencies is considered along with other sustainable management
practices.

	 
	Swot analysis
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	No peat use

	No peat use

	No peat use

	Environmental policy

	 

	Some rigid maintenance practices

	Some rigid maintenance practices
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	Opportunities  

	TD
	Span
	Threats
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	Total eradication of pesticide use

	Total eradication of pesticide use

	Total eradication of pesticide use

	Recycling opportunities


	Budgetary restraints

	Budgetary restraints

	Lack of corporate commitment


	Span


	 
	 
	 
	20.0 Conservation and heritage
 
	 
	20.1 Nature conservation

	 
	20.1.1 Introduction
	 
	Overdale Park plays its part within the fabric of the boroughs green spaces
that provide a haven for wildlife and contain a wide variety of habitats
important for biodiversity.

	The park is owned by Redditch Borough Council and under the Councils
Biodiversity Action Plan ‘the Council has a commitment to manage the park
with regard to wildlife and habitat’. Wherever possible the enhancement of the
park for wildlife value in accordance with the BAP is a priority.

	 
	 
	20.1.2Habitats

	 
	Hedgerows

	 
	Overdale Park is bordered by hedgerows that compliment the character of the
park and would have historically marked field margins.

	Through casual observance sections of hedgerow contain many different
native species including a quantity of regenerated elm.

	 
	All of the hedgerows have been laid in the traditional ‘midland’ style thus
promoting young vigorous growth and helping to sustain an important wildlife
habitat.

	 
	Ponds and streams

	 
	There are two small ponds in Overdale Park and two active stream courses,
one pond bordering the allotment site has been planted heavily with marginal
varieties of plants and now serves as a wet area adjacent to the stream
course, this in the hope of filtering contamination that appears to be sporadic
within the stream but as yet has not been successfully identified.

	 
	A large percentage of our ponds within the borough, over 50% have been
found to contain the protected Great Crested Newt, all our significant ponds
have been surveyed and recorded.

	During the initial survey of the site and prior to its construction no visible signs
or evidence of great crested newt was evident; both ponds were heavily
contaminated and littered.

	The management of the ponds and water courses on site is ongoing with the
responsibility falling to the landscape and countryside officer and the
landscape and biodiversity officer.

	 
	20.1.3 Flora – Vascular plants

	 
	A full inventory of vascular plants is included within the appendices.

	 
	20.1.3.2 Fauna

	 
	Birds

	 
	A full inventory of recorded species is included within the appendices.
	 
	Reptiles and Amphibians

	 
	There has been no specific surveys relating to reptiles and amphibians, it was
considered prior to construction that the park may provide suitable habitat for
slow worms, however there was no evidence found during initial surveying.

	 
	 
	Invertebrates

	 
	There are currently no specific surveys for invertebrates, as the park develops
and matures, casual observance may help to build up a record.

	 
	20.1.4 Biological recording

	  
	The Landscape and Countryside Service currently has a service level
agreement with the Worcestershire Biological Records Centre. The centre
acts as central depository for all biological records; however in some
instances information is scarce.

	 
	The Landscape and Countryside Service has recently invested in a Biological
Computer Records programme known a "recorder 2002". The biological
records will be regularly updated for each park and wood to assess
management changes.

	 
	Further records need to be collected for the park to strengthen the
management focus and to establish sustainable wildlife habitat management
for the future.

	 
	Swot analysis
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	Variety of habitat

	Variety of habitat

	Variety of habitat

	Sustainable management


	No specific surveying or monitoring

	No specific surveying or monitoring
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	Opportunities  

	TD
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	Threats
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	More contact on a County level

	More contact on a County level

	More contact on a County level

	Improve monitoring

	Target specific BAP species


	Loss of specialist post (biodiversity
officer)

	Loss of specialist post (biodiversity
officer)

	Budgetary restriction

	 

	Span


	 
	 
	21.0 Community involvement
 
	 
	21.1 Understanding our users

	 
	Overdale Park is an important local destination that serves the community of
Astwood Bank and provides the opportunity for both active and passive
recreation; it is identified as of local significance.

	Understanding our users is vital to inform not only the future management of
green space but as an evaluation tool for performance.
	 
	 
	 
	21.1.1 Visitor numbers

	 
	Overdale Park is a new green space serving the local community of Astwood
Bank and at this present time no data is available regarding visitor numbers.

	 
	It is a desired action to undertake visitor counts during the life of the current
management plan; this however will be at a recognised point highlighted
within the action plan.

	 
	21.1.2 Household survey

	 
	Undertaken in 2004 to inform and guide green space policies for the local plan
and prior to the construction of Overdale Park.

	The survey recorded the hierarchy of the Boroughs green spaces and
provided vital information as to visitor trends.

	 
	Travel time

	 
	The table below summarises the travel time visitors/users would be prepared
to walk or drive to various types of open space within Redditch.
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	Level  

	TD
	Span
	Travel Time (minutes)
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	TR
	TD
	TD
	Span
	Walk  

	TD
	Span
	Drive
 

	Span

	Sub regional

	Sub regional

	Sub regional

	Arrow Valley Country Park 

	 
	 
	20-25 

	 
	 
	10 >


	Span

	District

	District

	District

	Morton Stanley

	Ipsley Alders NR


	 
	 
	15-20 

	 
	 
	10


	Span

	Neighbourhood

	Neighbourhood

	Neighbourhood

	Pitcheroak Woods

	Arrow Valley CP North


	 
	 
	10-15 

	 
	 
	10


	Span

	Local

	Local

	Local

	Astwood Bank Park

	Overdale Park

	Brockhill Park

	Lodge Park Pool

	Oakenshaw Woods

	Wire Hill Woods

	Southcrest Wood


	 
	 
	 
	5-10 

	 
	 
	 
	Less than 10


	Span


	Travel times to parks and open spaces
	 
	 
	 
	Comparative visits

	 
	Users of open spaces were also asked to identify which other spaces they
frequented across the region. The table below summarises the responses and
provides interesting comparisons between other parks.
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	TR
	TD
	Span
	Other parks visited  

	TD
	Span
	Number  

	TD
	Span
	Percentage
 

	Span

	Arrow Valley Country Park 
	Arrow Valley Country Park 
	Arrow Valley Country Park 

	832 
	832 

	71.8%

	71.8%


	Span

	Morton Stanley Park 
	Morton Stanley Park 
	Morton Stanley Park 

	663 
	663 

	57.3%

	57.3%


	Span

	Lickey Hills Country Park 
	Lickey Hills Country Park 
	Lickey Hills Country Park 

	402 
	402 

	34.7%

	34.7%


	Span

	Pitcheroak Woods 
	Pitcheroak Woods 
	Pitcheroak Woods 

	282 
	282 

	24.4%

	24.4%


	Span

	Sanders Park, Bromsgrove 
	Sanders Park, Bromsgrove 
	Sanders Park, Bromsgrove 

	181 
	181 

	15.6%

	15.6%


	Span

	Stratford Parks 
	Stratford Parks 
	Stratford Parks 

	143 
	143 

	12.3%

	12.3%


	Span

	Waseley Hills Country Park 
	Waseley Hills Country Park 
	Waseley Hills Country Park 

	119 
	119 

	10.3%

	10.3%


	Span

	Worcester Woods
Countryside Centre 
	Worcester Woods
Countryside Centre 
	Worcester Woods
Countryside Centre 

	76 
	76 

	6.6%

	6.6%


	Span

	Telford Town Park 
	Telford Town Park 
	Telford Town Park 

	25 
	25 

	2.2%

	2.2%


	Span

	Sandwell Valley 
	Sandwell Valley 
	Sandwell Valley 

	12 
	12 

	1.0%

	1.0%


	Span

	No reply 
	No reply 
	No reply 

	128 
	128 

	11.1%

	11.1%


	Span


	Comparative visits

	 
	 
	 
	21.1.3 Customer enquiry/access

	 
	The Landscape and Countryside Service in 2006 purchased a new software
system (M3), the system in essence contains two parts; the front end service
is used primarily by the Council's Contact Centre and enables initial enquiry,
this then provides a link to accessible information for the Contact Centre that
may include information on scheduled maintenance, capital projects or
emergency procedure. The front end of the system can also generate
enquiries for Officers and give the customer specific reference and response
times.

	M3 also has operational links that enable the customer to access information
via the internet, which will allow for remote access to the system to view their
enquiry independently and to track its progress.

	 
	 
	 
	21.2 Events and Activities

	 
	Overdale Park is a new open space for Redditch and is of local context, it is
hoped that in the future the park is used for local events and activities and this
aim is reflected within the action plan.

	 
	21.3 Non users
	 
	As part of the household survey conducted in 2004, non users across the
Borough were asked to give reasons for not using parks and open spaces, the
issue of not ‘feeling safe’ was investigated further and the following table
summarises the reasons for non users not wishing to use parks and open
spaces because of personal safety fears.

	 
	As part of the household survey conducted in 2004, non users across the
Borough were asked to give reasons for not using parks and open spaces.
The table below lists the main barriers to use for non users;

	 
	The issue of not ‘feeling safe’ was investigated further and table 25
summarises the reasons for non-users not wanting to use parks and open
spaces because of personal safety fears.
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	TH
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	Response  

	TH
	Span
	Number  

	TH
	Span
	Percentage
 

	Span

	No reply 
	No reply 
	No reply 

	87 
	87 

	53.0%

	53.0%


	Span

	Young people 'hanging
around' 
	Young people 'hanging
around' 
	Young people 'hanging
around' 

	52 
	52 

	31.7%

	31.7%


	Span

	Vandalism / graffiti 
	Vandalism / graffiti 
	Vandalism / graffiti 

	32 
	32 

	19.5%

	19.5%


	Span

	Young people drinking 
	Young people drinking 
	Young people drinking 

	31 
	31 

	18.9%

	18.9%


	Span

	Drug use 
	Drug use 
	Drug use 

	30 
	30 

	18.3%

	18.3%


	Span

	Lack of site based staff 
	Lack of site based staff 
	Lack of site based staff 

	26 
	26 

	15.9%

	15.9%


	Span

	Lack of CCTV 
	Lack of CCTV 
	Lack of CCTV 

	22 
	22 

	13.4%

	13.4%


	Span

	Drug dealing 
	Drug dealing 
	Drug dealing 

	20 
	20 

	12.2%

	12.2%


	Span

	Being harassed 
	Being harassed 
	Being harassed 

	19 
	19 

	11.6%

	11.6%


	Span

	Car vandalism 
	Car vandalism 
	Car vandalism 

	18 
	18 

	11.0%

	11.0%


	Span

	Lack of lighting 
	Lack of lighting 
	Lack of lighting 

	17 
	17 

	10.4%

	10.4%


	Span

	Drunk adults causing a
nuisance 
	Drunk adults causing a
nuisance 
	Drunk adults causing a
nuisance 

	16 
	16 

	9.8%

	9.8%


	Span

	Lack of other users 
	Lack of other users 
	Lack of other users 

	15 
	15 

	9.1%

	9.1%


	Span

	Abandoned cars 
	Abandoned cars 
	Abandoned cars 

	6 
	6 

	3.7%

	3.7%


	Span


	Non users- safety barriers.

	 
	21.4 Community involvement and participation

	 
	Community involvement in relation to the management of open space is vital
and determines the continual improvement, development and vitality of the
space.

	 
	Borough wide there are many friends groups and volunteer groups, with an
increasing amount of council owned open space managed in active
partnership with recognised community groups.

	.

	The council operates several volunteer groups that work throughout the
borough; a midweek conservation group, a partnership with BTCV (British
Trust for Conservation Volunteers) engaging with young people classified as
NEET (not actively engaged in education or training) and a partnership with
HMP Hewell that provided participants with environmentally based project
	work and placement, these specific groups would on occasion undertake
project work within local venues such as Overdale Park.

	 
	The local community were heavily involved with the decision making at the
conception of the park and had the opportunity to allow the space to be
allocated for development if they so wished.

	Open public consultation was undertaken alongside specific engagement with
key groups such as the local school, allotment holders and residents of
Overdale Close and Chapel Street who border the park, this engagement
continued throughout the construction of the park.

	 
	The views of the local community were canvassed during the opening of the
park in 2009, along with the opportunity of naming and future planning, a
mailing list was collected which will lead to the development of a specific
friends group in 2010.

	 
	21.5 Appropriate provision for the community

	 
	The park provides an ideal facility for the local community, this is summarised
below
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	Facility  

	TD
	Span
	Target audience
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	Meadows 
	Meadows 
	Meadows 

	Study groups/passive exercise

	Study groups/passive exercise


	Span

	Benches and vistas 
	Benches and vistas 
	Benches and vistas 

	OAPS

	OAPS


	Span

	Pond and dipping platform 
	Pond and dipping platform 
	Pond and dipping platform 

	Study groups/passive exercise

	Study groups/passive exercise


	Span

	Circular features 
	Circular features 
	Circular features 

	Young people

	Young people


	Span


	 
	 
	Swot analysis
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	Local setting

	Local setting

	Local setting

	Strong and responsive structures

	Access

	 

	Limited range of use and facility

	Limited range of use and facility
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	Opportunities  
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	Threats
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	Increase use

	Increase use

	Increase use

	Undertake annual visitor survey

	Greater contact and partnership with
users


	Budgetary restriction

	Budgetary restriction

	Lack of resources


	Span


	 
	 
	22.0 Marketing
 
	 
	22.1 Marketing and promotion

	 
	Overdale Park is not widely marketed and is categorised as a park of local
importance indicating that its users are almost exclusively resident within the
neighbouring vicinity.
	There is interest to include Overdale Park in the annual garden open day held
locally within Astwood Bank and for several other local events held in what is
recognised as a village community.

	 
	 
	22.3 Education and interpretation

	 
	No specific interpretation exists within the park at this current time, the variety
of trees, hedgerows and pond would provide an opportunity to explore this in
the future and would provide an opportunity to work alongside local schools to
further develop both education and interpretation, the park is in easy walking
distance from Astwood Bank First School and could provide an interesting and
varied education venue.

	 
	 
	23.0  Management
 
	 
	23.1 Finance

	 
	The Landscape and Countryside service operate to a fixed annual revenue
budget, in relation to Overdale Park fixed costs are derived from scheduled
maintenance, an allowance of ad hoc works and related administration.
Capital costs are subject to internal and external funding bids, section 106
payments would be applicable to the park, the initial budget for the
construction of the park was financed through section 106 and internal capital
investment.

	The table below itemises costs, however at the time of writing the park has
received one full season’s maintenance and was subject to contractual
snagging during part of that period, due to its new construction the park may
not require ad hoc works.

	 
	 
	Table
	TR
	TD
	Span
	Expenditure  

	TD
	Span
	Cost
 

	Span

	Scheduled maintenance 
	Scheduled maintenance 
	Scheduled maintenance 

	£1711.80

	£1711.80


	Span

	Ad hoc works 
	Ad hoc works 
	Ad hoc works 

	No costs at present time

	No costs at present time


	Span

	Administration 
	Administration 
	Administration 

	£188.29

	£188.29


	Span

	Capital (external) 
	Capital (external) 
	Capital (external) 

	Initial construction (s106 funded)
£40,000

	Initial construction (s106 funded)
£40,000


	Span

	Capital (internal) 
	Capital (internal) 
	Capital (internal) 

	Initial construction cost £35,000

	Initial construction cost £35,000


	Span


	 
	 
	 
	23.2 Personnel

	 
	The management of Overdale Park alongside the boroughs green spaces is in
essence a multi discipline task and involves the co operation of both
managers and officers alike. There are three contributing council departments
who in turn hold varying responsibilities within the park; the Landscape and
Countryside service, Leisure Services and Waste Management.
	A management team meet regularly to discuss all specific management
issues, holistically for the boroughs green spaces, management plans are
also reviewed annually by the same team.

	Day to day management of the park is identified below, the majority of
maintenance follows a set schedule that includes a monitoring procedure, ad
hoc works are issued on a semi regular occurrence and follow the same
procedure.

	 
	Table
	TR
	TD
	Span
	Post  

	TD
	Span
	Post holder  

	TD
	Span
	Responsibilities
 

	Span

	Parks and Green
Spaces Service
Manager

	Parks and Green
Spaces Service
Manager

	Parks and Green
Spaces Service
Manager


	Karl Stokes 
	Karl Stokes 

	Management of
Landscape and
Countryside service

	Management of
Landscape and
Countryside service


	Span

	Landscape and
Countryside Officer

	Landscape and
Countryside Officer

	Landscape and
Countryside Officer


	Wayne Beard 
	Wayne Beard 

	Area responsibility for
landscape and
countryside service.

	Area responsibility for
landscape and
countryside service.


	Span

	Parks and Recreation
Officer

	Parks and Recreation
Officer

	Parks and Recreation
Officer


	Jackie Boreham 
	Jackie Boreham 

	Responsibility for active
recreation, play and
participation within
parks and green spaces

	Responsibility for active
recreation, play and
participation within
parks and green spaces


	Span

	Parks and Green Space
Development Officer

	Parks and Green Space
Development Officer

	Parks and Green Space
Development Officer


	Vacant 
	Vacant 

	Wildlife and biodiversity
responsibility, volunteer
groups, stewardship,
rights of way and
encroachment/planning
issues

	Wildlife and biodiversity
responsibility, volunteer
groups, stewardship,
rights of way and
encroachment/planning
issues


	Span

	Senior Tree Officer 
	Senior Tree Officer 
	Senior Tree Officer 

	Gavin Boyes 
	Gavin Boyes 

	Borough wide
responsibility for tree
management

	Borough wide
responsibility for tree
management

	 

	Span


	 
	Monitoring of both scheduled and ad hoc works falls under the remit of both
officer and supervisor, providing a robust mechanism.

	 
	Table
	TR
	TD
	Span
	Strengths  

	TD
	Span
	Weaknesses
 

	Span

	Strong, qualifies and experienced
management team, robust set
mechanisms for day to day
operations

	Strong, qualifies and experienced
management team, robust set
mechanisms for day to day
operations

	Strong, qualifies and experienced
management team, robust set
mechanisms for day to day
operations


	Multi disciplinary team

	Multi disciplinary team


	Span

	TR
	TD
	Span
	Opportunities  

	TD
	Span
	Threats
 

	Span

	Strengthen management focus
through achievement of Green Flag

	Strengthen management focus
through achievement of Green Flag

	Strengthen management focus
through achievement of Green Flag

	 

	Reduction in future revenue and
capital – reducing workforce and
fragmentation of management team
	Reduction in future revenue and
capital – reducing workforce and
fragmentation of management team

	Span


	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	Chapter 3

	Where do we want to go?

	 
	24.0 Introduction

	 
	Following the analysis of historical and recent consultation carried out with the
general public, community groups and other organisations and with respect to
the nature of the park, aims and objectives are now set out below and will
underpin the overall and long term development of the park.

	 
	25.0 Aims and objectives
 
	 
	25.1 Aim

	 
	To provide an accessible and welcoming park for all visitors and members of
the local community

	 
	25.1.1 Objectives

	 
	 
	By ensuring good and safe access for all abilities

	By having clear signage to and within the park

	By encouraging all members of the community to make use of the park

	25.2 Aim

	 
	To continue to provide a healthy, safe and secure park for all users.

	 
	25.2.1 Objectives

	 
	By maintaining infrastructure to a high standard

	By addressing and resolving any antisocial behaviour issues

	By ensuring health and safety procedures are in place and implemented

	25.3 Aim

	 
	To achieve a consistently high standard of maintenance and cleanliness.

	 
	25.3.1 Objectives

	 
	By ensuring there is a comprehensive and clear management system in place
for grounds maintenance and cleansing

	By ensuring regular inspection and performance monitoring of maintenance
issues

	By ensuring customers have a say in maintenance and management issues

	 
	25.4 Aim
	 
	To advocate and demonstrate sustainable environmental management.

	 
	25.4.1 Objectives

	 
	By minimising the use of pesticides and peat use

	By reducing waste and/or energy consumption

	By implementing new legislation and polices

	 
	25. 5 Aim

	 
	To protect, conserve and promote the conservation and heritage value.

	 
	25.5.1 Objectives

	 
	By recognising important landscape, ecological and historical features

	By ensuring a high standard of maintenance of all landscape, ecological and
historic features

	By ensuring that the management and development of the park is sympathetic

	By encouraging biodiversity within the park

	By providing opportunities for education and life long learning

	 
	25. 6 Aim

	 
	To actively promote and enable community participation and
involvement.

	25.6.1 Objectives

	 
	By providing a local programme of events and art activities

	By enhancing, promoting and interpreting artistic elements of the park

	By supporting and engaging the local community and users

	By targeting and undertaking regular consultation and surveys using a range
of techniques

	 
	25.7 Aim

	 
	To raise the regional and local profile of the park by maximising
marketing opportunities.

	 
	25.7.1 Objectives

	 
	By marketing the park’s cultural and historical significance

	By ensuring the park has a high profile at a local level

	By ensuring good interpretation of all features

	By encouraging and enabling use by schools, colleges and interest groups

	 
	25.8 Aim

	 
	To ensure effective and viable management.
	 
	25.8.1 Objectives

	 
	By ensuring high standards are maintained through suitable financial provision

	By ensuring income levels are increased

	By ensuring adequate staff resources are maintained

	By ensuring that the management plan is regularly reviewed and updated

	By ensuring performance is monitored and reviewed

	 
	 
	 
	26.0 Landscape management prescriptions
 
	 
	Overdale Park is in essence a park of two halves and the management
prescriptions depict this. Initially from the main entrance at Overdale Close the
park adopts a well maintained formal nature of wide accessible footpaths,
benches and formal shrub beds, with interesting vistas, a pond and dipping
platform.

	  
	Sensitive planting has been used to complement the park with a discrete
colour palette; in essence this space is designed to offer passive recreation
and interest with standards of maintenance high, including frequent grass
cutting, shrub bed maintenance and pruning.

	 
	In contrast to this across the footbridge to the south side of the park,
maintenance is relaxed to portray an area of meadow style amenity grassland
bordered by hedgerow that serves to offer an area for active recreation such
as football and ball games. Grass cutting is less frequent and there are no
formal pathways or shrub beds to maintain, this serves to blend what is in
essence (incorporating the allotment site) three distinct areas of open space.
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	Chapter 4

	 
	How will we know we‘ve arrived

	 
	This is the final chapter in the Overdale Park management plan and provides
the focus for continual improvement. The chapter sets out an action plan for
the next five years and also explains how the plan will be reviewed and
monitored.

	 
	27.0 Action plan 2010 –  2015
 
	 
	27.1 Introduction

	 
	The following action plan sets out the intended actions required to continually
sustain and improve Overdale Park for the benefit of its users, the
environment and wildlife.

	 
	The action plan outlines achievable targets but also alludes to aspirational
targets that may be influenced by external funding or economic restriction,
time frames are realistic and flexible where appropriate in line with
expectations of the local community.

	 
	The implementation of the action plan will be overseen by relevant officers
within the Council.

	 
	The management plan is a working document and therefore live, subject to
change and annual review, to this end actions are identified and time framed
yearly, but relies on seasonal conditions, availability of labour and funding
where appropriate.

	 
	27.2 Monitoring

	 
	The management plan and subsequent actions will be the responsibility of the
Capital Projects and Green Space Development Manager alongside the
identified management team.

	 
	The action plan will be formally reviewed annually, taking into consideration
comments from Green Flag judges, their evaluation and feedback alongside
those of park users.

	New actions will be agreed annually and fed into the plan with time scales and
responsibility.

	In the fifth year of the management plan, the friends group (an action to
develop a friends group in year one) and management team will undertake a
full review, at this point the vision, aims and objectives will be revisited
alongside an evaluation of progress and implementation of the plan.

	 
	Following this process a new five year management plan will be produced.
	 
	 
	 
	Appendix 1

	 
	Initial Site Survey

	 
	 
	Astwood Bank – Public Open Space Project

	 
	Initial Site Survey – April 2009

	 
	 
	1.0 Introduction

	 
	This report follows the request of the Head of Environment, and pertains to
establish an introductory ecological report of the site; this follows local
community consultation to ascertain a development/improvement plan for the
area of public open space shown bordered red on plan (1).

	 
	The site was visited on 16th April 2008 between 9.30 and 12, a record of flora
and fauna was undertaken along with an evaluation of the habitat value of the
site, discussion with allotment holders and local residents to establish both a
visual and auditory record of species and passive user/neighbour sightings.

	The report aims to inform and advise possible further ecological recording and
prescribe sensitive development in regard to the preservation of species and
retention/improvement of habitat along with the responsibilities of the
landowner regarding legal species protection.

	 
	2.0 Location

	 
	The site is located nestled between Chapel Street and Overdale Road,
Astwood Bank, Redditch, being bordered by housing on all sides, the site is
centred at grid reference SP041625.

	 
	3.0 Ownership

	 
	The land is owned freehold by Redditch Borough Council and is managed and
administered by the Environmental Services Section.

	 
	4.0 General site description

	 
	The site occupies an area of 8173m2 and forms part of a fragmented green
corridor extending east to west from Overdale Close to Priest Meadow Close.

	 
	The site is bordered by private residential housing on all sides. To the north of
the site lie allotment gardens roughly demarked by the run of a small stream
line.
	Two public rights of way run through the allotment site and there are a number
of pedestrian access points. The predominant area within the site is scrub
bordering the west of the site, some 4313m2.

	Generally the site portrays an area of neglect; some maintenance occurs with
an area roughly 800m2 in size formally mown.

	 
	5.0 Habitat zones

	 
	The site displays a variety of habitat; areas of mown grassland, mature
hedgerow, mature trees, dead and decaying trees, areas of scrub, stream
course, wet pools and ponds, there is also evidence and remnant trees
indicating the site of a former orchard.

	 
	The size of the site and the fact that it is landlocked restricts the potential for
linking the site with areas of greater diversity although potentially the site may
provide currently and potentially following sensitive management a diverse
range of habitat.

	The site does benefit from a water course, however its current quality is
variable this could provide a valuable asset to the site.

	 
	 
	    
	    
	 
	InlineShape
	InlineShape

	Decaying tree stock

	 
	6.0 Quality of habitat

	 
	The quality of habitat on site is variable, a large percentage of the site has
predominant bramble cover with infrequent tree and hedgerow remnants, and
this area is heavily fly tipped on its borders but offers habitat value. At the
periphery of this area there was evidence of an active Badger sett, this was
confirmed in conversation with a neighbouring resident.
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	InlineShape

	Heavy bramble cover

	 
	 
	 
	 
	Internal remnant hedgerows display a variety of species including several
Elms and provide valuable habitat with a healthy population of bird species
indicated in Table (2).

	Internal hedgerows are dense with species including holly, hawthorn, elder,
ash and elm, the number of species present and the occurrence of ground
flora including bluebell and wild garlic indicate that the hedgerow in section is
aged and would certainly pre date the General Enclosure Act of 1845.

	 
	Generally however the ground flora on site is fairly poor, nettle, ivy, dandelion,
hairy willow herb and goose grass are predominant with more interesting flora
including wood speedwell and creeping cinquefoil occurring occasionally in
places.
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	There are several mature trees on site providing habitat value with several
species of bird calling high in the canopy including Blackcaps, several trees
displayed signs of decay/die back and fungal growth both to trunk and limbs
providing diversity.

	 
	 
	 
	 
	InlineShape

	Elms within internal hedgerow

	 
	 
	The site features two pond areas that at are currently semi dry and heavily
littered, the ponds would serve well in times of heavy rain or flood and this
process would in essence provide valuable habitat, signs of possible
contamination was identified with a heavy ‘oil sheen’ visible on banking and
semi dry areas in places. Aquatic vegetation is relatively sparse indicating
possible eutrophication from either detergents or nitrate fertiliser use within
allotments or a combination of both.

	 
	The stream course again varies in quality significantly; pendulous sedge,
celandine and other common flora appear on the stream line. Through the
middle sections of the site, the water course is relatively litter free and
displays a range of riparian flora, near the end of the stream course to the
border with Priest Meadow Close, evidence of limited detergent pollution
entered the stream through a culvert.
	 
	No real evidence of rare flora or protected species was evident; some rat
tracks were visible at the border of stream/allotment plots.

	 
	 
	       
	       
	 
	InlineShape
	InlineShape

	Middle section of stream course Detergent pollution

	 
	7.0 Flora and Fauna

	 
	7.1 Trees and shrubs

	 
	Table
	TR
	TD
	Span
	Common  

	TD
	Span
	Latin  

	TD
	Span
	Abundant  

	TD
	Span
	Frequent  

	TD
	Span
	Occasional
 

	Span

	Holly 
	Holly 
	Holly 

	Ilex aquifolium 
	Ilex aquifolium 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	√

	√


	Span

	Hawthorn 
	Hawthorn 
	Hawthorn 

	Crategus
mongyna

	Crategus
mongyna


	 
	 

	√

	√


	 
	 

	Span

	Blackthorn 
	Blackthorn 
	Blackthorn 

	Prunus
spinosa

	Prunus
spinosa

	 

	 
	 

	√

	√


	 
	 

	Span

	Elder 
	Elder 
	Elder 

	Sambucus
nigra

	Sambucus
nigra


	 
	 

	√

	√


	 
	 

	Span

	Oak 
	Oak 
	Oak 

	Quercus
pertrae

	Quercus
pertrae


	 
	 

	 
	 

	√

	√


	Span

	Elm 
	Elm 
	Elm 
	 

	Ulmus sp. 
	Ulmus sp. 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	√

	√


	Span

	Ash 
	Ash 
	Ash 

	Fraxinus
excelsior

	Fraxinus
excelsior


	 
	 

	√

	√


	 
	 

	Span

	Hazel 
	Hazel 
	Hazel 

	Coryllus
avellana

	Coryllus
avellana


	 
	 

	√

	√


	 
	 

	Span

	Goat willow 
	Goat willow 
	Goat willow 

	Salix caprea 
	Salix caprea 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	√

	√


	Span

	Apple 
	Apple 
	Apple 

	Malus sp. 
	Malus sp. 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	√

	√


	Span

	Plum 
	Plum 
	Plum 

	Prunus sp. 
	Prunus sp. 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	√
	√

	Span


	Laurel 
	Laurel 
	Laurel 
	Laurel 
	 

	Laurus noblis 
	Laurus noblis 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	√

	√


	Span

	Alder 
	Alder 
	Alder 

	Alnus
glutinosa

	Alnus
glutinosa


	 
	 

	 
	 

	√

	√


	Span

	 
	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	Span


	Table 1

	 
	 
	 
	 
	7.2 Flora

	 
	Table
	TR
	TD
	Span
	Common  

	TD
	Span
	Latin  

	TD
	Span
	Abundant  

	TD
	Span
	Frequent  

	TD
	Span
	Occasional
 
	 

	Span

	Bluebell 
	Bluebell 
	Bluebell 

	Hyacintanoides
non scripta

	Hyacintanoides
non scripta


	 
	 

	 
	 

	√

	√


	Span

	Ivy 
	Ivy 
	Ivy 

	Hedera helix 
	Hedera helix 

	 
	 

	√

	√


	 
	 

	Span

	Nettle 
	Nettle 
	Nettle 

	Urtica dioica 
	Urtica dioica 

	 
	 

	√

	√


	 
	 

	Span

	Hairy
Willowherb

	Hairy
Willowherb

	Hairy
Willowherb


	Epilobium
hirsutum

	Epilobium
hirsutum


	 
	 

	 
	 

	√

	√


	Span

	Goosegrass 
	Goosegrass 
	Goosegrass 

	Galium aparine 
	Galium aparine 

	 
	 

	√

	√


	 
	 

	Span

	Wood
speedwell

	Wood
speedwell

	Wood
speedwell


	Veronica 
	Veronica 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	√

	√


	Span

	Wild garlic 
	Wild garlic 
	Wild garlic 

	Alium ursinum 
	Alium ursinum 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	√

	√


	Span

	Creeping
cinquefoil

	Creeping
cinquefoil

	Creeping
cinquefoil


	Potentilla
reptans

	Potentilla
reptans


	 
	 

	 
	 

	√

	√


	Span

	Wood aven 
	Wood aven 
	Wood aven 

	Geum 
	Geum 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	√

	√


	Span

	Hogweed 
	Hogweed 
	Hogweed 

	Heracleum 
	Heracleum 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	√

	√


	Span

	Male Fern 
	Male Fern 
	Male Fern 
	 

	Dryptoris 
	Dryptoris 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	√

	√


	Span

	Daisy 
	Daisy 
	Daisy 

	Bellis perennis 
	Bellis perennis 

	 
	 

	√

	√


	 
	 

	Span

	Cow parsley 
	Cow parsley 
	Cow parsley 
	 

	Anthriscus
sylvestris

	Anthriscus
sylvestris


	 
	 

	√

	√


	 
	 

	Span

	 
	 
	 
	Bramble


	Rubus
fruiticosa

	Rubus
fruiticosa


	√

	√


	 
	 

	 
	 

	Span

	Dandelion 
	Dandelion 
	Dandelion 

	Taraxacum
officionalis

	Taraxacum
officionalis


	 
	 

	√

	√


	 
	 

	Span

	Creeping
buttercup

	Creeping
buttercup

	Creeping
buttercup


	Ranunculus
repens

	Ranunculus
repens


	 
	 

	√

	√


	 
	 

	Span

	Pendulous
sedge

	Pendulous
sedge

	Pendulous
sedge


	Carex
pendulus

	Carex
pendulus


	 
	 

	 
	 

	√

	√


	Span

	Celandine 
	Celandine 
	Celandine 

	Ranunculus
filipendula

	Ranunculus
filipendula


	 
	 

	√
	√

	 
	 

	Span


	Lords and
Ladies

	Lords and
Ladies

	Lords and
Ladies

	Lords and
Ladies


	Arum
maculatum

	Arum
maculatum


	 
	 

	√

	√


	 
	 

	Span


	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	7.3 Fauna

	 
	Table
	TR
	TD
	Span
	Common  

	TD
	Span
	Latin  

	TD
	Span
	Sighting  

	TD
	Span
	Calling  

	TD
	Span
	Evidence
 

	Span

	Blue Tit 
	Blue Tit 
	Blue Tit 

	Parus caerulus 
	Parus caerulus 

	√

	√


	 
	 

	 
	 

	Span

	Great Tit 
	Great Tit 
	Great Tit 

	Parus major 
	Parus major 

	√

	√


	 
	 

	 
	 

	Span

	Chiffchaff 
	Chiffchaff 
	Chiffchaff 

	Phylloscopus
collybita

	Phylloscopus
collybita


	 
	 

	√

	√


	 
	 

	Span

	* Wood Warbler 
	* Wood Warbler 
	* Wood Warbler 

	Phylloscopus
sibliatrix

	Phylloscopus
sibliatrix


	√

	√


	 
	 

	 
	 

	Span

	Blackcap 
	Blackcap 
	Blackcap 

	Sylvia atricapilla 
	Sylvia atricapilla 

	√

	√


	 
	 

	 
	 

	Span

	Robin 
	Robin 
	Robin 

	Eritacus rubecula 
	Eritacus rubecula 

	√

	√


	 
	 

	 
	 

	Span

	Tree Sparrow 
	Tree Sparrow 
	Tree Sparrow 

	Passer montanus 
	Passer montanus 

	√

	√


	 
	 

	 
	 

	Span

	House Sparrow 
	House Sparrow 
	House Sparrow 

	Passer domesticus 
	Passer domesticus 

	√

	√


	 
	 

	 
	 

	Span

	Goldfinch 
	Goldfinch 
	Goldfinch 

	Carduelis carduelis 
	Carduelis carduelis 

	√

	√


	 
	 

	 
	 

	Span

	Chaffinch 
	Chaffinch 
	Chaffinch 

	Fringilla coelebs 
	Fringilla coelebs 

	 
	 

	√

	√


	 
	 

	Span

	Starling 
	Starling 
	Starling 

	Sturnus vulgaris 
	Sturnus vulgaris 

	√

	√


	 
	 

	 
	 

	Span

	Collared dove 
	Collared dove 
	Collared dove 

	Streptopelia decaocto 
	Streptopelia decaocto 

	√

	√


	 
	 

	 
	 

	Span

	Blackbird 
	Blackbird 
	Blackbird 

	Turdus merula 
	Turdus merula 

	√

	√


	 
	 

	 
	 

	Span

	Wood pigeon 
	Wood pigeon 
	Wood pigeon 

	Columba palumbus 
	Columba palumbus 

	√

	√


	 
	 

	 
	 

	Span

	Magpie 
	Magpie 
	Magpie 

	Pica pica 
	Pica pica 

	√

	√


	 
	 

	 
	 

	Span


	Table 2

	 
	 
	8.0 Protected species

	 
	Potentially species that afford legal protection; Slow worms, Badgers, Bats
and Great Crested newts are a distinct possibility on the site. As previously
mentioned evidence of badgers was found and confirmed by a neighbouring
resident who regularly witnesses badgers near their garden border.

	 
	The nature of the scrub area and areas of fly tip may provide good habitat for
slow worms and hibernacula for newts. The site contains a number of mature
trees that whilst no obvious holes or cracks were evident, the dense ivy cover
may provide suitable roosting sites for bats

	It would be a recommendation that further surveying for legally protected
species is commissioned prior to development.
	 
	 
	9.0 Litter and fly tip

	 
	The site suffers from heavy littering, evidence of heavy fly tipping was
apparent at the site border with Overdale Close; there was evidence of
gatherings in locations with cans and bottles evident in the undergrowth.

	 
	 
	 
	Litter was apparent at the border of allotment plots and stream/scrub edges;
the smaller of the ponds on site was heavily littered and encroached from plot
arisings.

	The tipping of organic, grass/hedge cuttings on site has in places encroached
well into the native habitat.

	 
	 
	 
	 
	  
	  
	 
	InlineShape
	InlineShape

	 
	Fly tipping and heavy littering
	    
	    
	 
	InlineShape
	InlineShape

	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	10.0 Summary

	Generally the site could be identified as urban wasteland habitat combined
with areas of historical hedgerow habitat and remnant orchard; potentially the
site could provide a valuable amenity in the local context with a balance struck
between amenity and habitat value.

	 
	The possibility of protected species on site may put constraints on
development or necessitate the requirement of a licence, the potential of the
site to provide a valuable niche combined with increased ecological diversity
favours active sustainable management that would also serve to reverse
negative ecological factors

	 
	The site could offer the potential of ecological/environmental study for local
students and/or offer an outdoor classroom scenario, it is evident gauging
local opinion that the site is valued even in its current state with a concern for
sensitive improvement/development shared between officers and
neighbouring users.

	 
	10.1 Further actions

	 
	Recommendation that surveying for legally protected species is undertaken
prior to site development, relevant officers to produce mitigation statement
derived from survey findings.

	 
	11 Aboricultural Survey

	 
	11.1 Individual Tree Surveys
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	TREE SURVEY SHEET

	 
	Location Astwood Bank Park Inspection byG.Boyes
Date 21 / 4 / 2008

	 
	Species 
	Species 
	Species 
	Species 

	Age 
	Age 

	Vigour 
	Vigour 

	Condition 
	Condition 

	Stem/Diameter
1m up Stem

	Stem/Diameter
1m up Stem


	Height 
	Height 

	Crown

	Crown

	Span


	Span

	Ash /
Fraxinus
Excelsior

	Ash /
Fraxinus
Excelsior

	Ash /
Fraxinus
Excelsior


	80-
100yrs

	80-
100yrs


	Medium -
Low

	Medium -
Low


	Average 
	Average 

	Three main
stems approx
19” each

	Three main
stems approx
19” each


	10-12m 
	10-12m 

	13-16m

	13-16m


	Span


	 
	 
	DETAILS OF LOCATION

	DETAILS OF LOCATION

	DETAILS OF LOCATION

	DETAILS OF LOCATION


	Span

	Ground Conditions 
	Ground Conditions 
	Ground Conditions 
	 
	 

	Tree is standing on slightly raised bank, gravel access road to
south side of

	Tree is standing on slightly raised bank, gravel access road to
south side of


	Span

	main stem, open ground of old allotments on opposite side,
ground conditions

	TD
	main stem, open ground of old allotments on opposite side,
ground conditions

	main stem, open ground of old allotments on opposite side,
ground conditions


	Span

	Of area generally very good fertile, area undisturbed

	TD
	Of area generally very good fertile, area undisturbed

	Of area generally very good fertile, area undisturbed


	Span

	Exposure 
	Exposure 
	Exposure 
	 
	 

	Prominent tree on highest point of the site standing within
hedge line on south

	Prominent tree on highest point of the site standing within
hedge line on south


	Span

	boundary of plot no other major trees for Protection on any
side, exposed to

	TD
	boundary of plot no other major trees for Protection on any
side, exposed to

	boundary of plot no other major trees for Protection on any
side, exposed to


	Span

	all directions

	TD
	all directions

	all directions


	Span

	Proximity to building 
	Proximity to building 
	Proximity to building 
	 
	 

	Nearest building light garage construction on concrete base
approx 6m, nearest

	Nearest building light garage construction on concrete base
approx 6m, nearest


	Span

	house approx 40m

	TD
	house approx 40m

	house approx 40m


	Span

	 
	TD
	 
	 

	Span

	Surrounding vegetation 
	Surrounding vegetation 
	Surrounding vegetation 
	 
	 

	Hawthorn Hedge either side of tree running East to West.

	Hawthorn Hedge either side of tree running East to West.


	Span

	Gravel drive to south side open ground heavy native weed
cover Northern side

	TD
	Gravel drive to south side open ground heavy native weed
cover Northern side

	Gravel drive to south side open ground heavy native weed
cover Northern side


	Span

	 
	TD
	 
	 

	Span


	 
	CONDITION

	CONDITION

	CONDITION

	CONDITION


	Span

	Three major stem from ground, open crown, no major over weighting of and main stems or
major boughs in crown.

	Three major stem from ground, open crown, no major over weighting of and main stems or
major boughs in crown.

	Three major stem from ground, open crown, no major over weighting of and main stems or
major boughs in crown.


	Span

	Average growth habit deadwood in crown, no cavities or major wounds, no visual signs of
disease.

	Average growth habit deadwood in crown, no cavities or major wounds, no visual signs of
disease.

	Average growth habit deadwood in crown, no cavities or major wounds, no visual signs of
disease.


	Span

	 
	 
	 

	Span


	 
	HABITAT VALUE

	HABITAT VALUE

	HABITAT VALUE

	HABITAT VALUE


	Span

	Average: no cavities/ possible bat roost sites, medium to low bird nesting value ( no evidence
of previous nesting)

	Average: no cavities/ possible bat roost sites, medium to low bird nesting value ( no evidence
of previous nesting)

	Average: no cavities/ possible bat roost sites, medium to low bird nesting value ( no evidence
of previous nesting)


	Span

	Good insect habitat valued added to by old dead ivy growth on main stem

	Good insect habitat valued added to by old dead ivy growth on main stem

	Good insect habitat valued added to by old dead ivy growth on main stem


	Span

	 
	 
	 

	Span


	 
	VISUAL AMENITY VALUE

	VISUAL AMENITY VALUE

	VISUAL AMENITY VALUE

	VISUAL AMENITY VALUE


	Span

	Prominent tree standing clear of next largest neighbouring tree, crown on three stems well
balance give tree good

	Prominent tree standing clear of next largest neighbouring tree, crown on three stems well
balance give tree good

	Prominent tree standing clear of next largest neighbouring tree, crown on three stems well
balance give tree good


	Span

	Shape visual appearance good.

	Shape visual appearance good.

	Shape visual appearance good.


	Span

	 
	 
	 

	Span


	 
	CLIMBING INSPECTION REQUIRED

	CLIMBING INSPECTION REQUIRED

	CLIMBING INSPECTION REQUIRED

	CLIMBING INSPECTION REQUIRED


	Span

	YES 
	YES 
	YES 

	NO X
	NO X

	Span


	 
	Grid Reference to within 5m

	Grid Reference to within 5m

	Grid Reference to within 5m

	Grid Reference to within 5m


	 
	 

	Span

	SP 041148

	SP 041148

	SP 041148


	 
	 

	Span

	BNG 62454

	BNG 62454

	BNG 62454


	 
	 

	Span


	Possible next
inspection date

	Possible next
inspection date

	Possible next
inspection date

	Possible next
inspection date


	May-August 09 
	May-August 09 

	Importance

	Importance

	 
	Low Med X High


	TPO

	TPO

	Yes No X


	Span


	 
	Recommendation of work

	Recommendation of work

	Recommendation of work

	Recommendation of work


	Span

	Remove all deadwood from throughout the crown, possible light lift of outer canopy.
	Remove all deadwood from throughout the crown, possible light lift of outer canopy.
	Remove all deadwood from throughout the crown, possible light lift of outer canopy.

	Span

	 
	 
	 

	Span

	 
	 
	 

	Span

	 
	 
	 

	Span

	 
	 
	 

	Span

	 
	 
	 

	Span

	 
	 
	 

	Span

	 
	 
	 

	Span

	 
	 
	 

	Span

	 
	 
	 

	Span

	 
	 
	 

	Span


	 
	 
	 
	 
	InlineShape

	 
	 
	 
	 
	  
	 
	 
	TREE SURVEY SHEET

	 
	Location Astwood Bank Park Inspection by G.Boyes Date 21/ 4/2008

	 
	Species 
	Species 
	Species 
	Species 

	Age 
	Age 

	Vigour 
	Vigour 

	Condition 
	Condition 

	Stem/Diameter
at 1m up main
stem

	Stem/Diameter
at 1m up main
stem


	Height 
	Height 

	Crown

	Crown

	Span


	Span

	Holly / Ilex
Aquifolium
Tree 2

	Holly / Ilex
Aquifolium
Tree 2

	Holly / Ilex
Aquifolium
Tree 2


	40-
50yrs

	40-
50yrs


	Medium 
	Medium 

	Fair 
	Fair 

	12” 
	12” 

	7m 
	7m 

	5m

	5m


	Span


	 
	 
	DETAILS OF LOCATION

	DETAILS OF LOCATION

	DETAILS OF LOCATION

	DETAILS OF LOCATION


	Span

	Ground Conditions 
	Ground Conditions 
	Ground Conditions 
	 
	 

	Very good around full circumference of tree, mown grass lane,
open ground

	Very good around full circumference of tree, mown grass lane,
open ground


	Span

	General ground in area undisturbed and fertile

	TD
	General ground in area undisturbed and fertile

	General ground in area undisturbed and fertile


	Span

	 
	TD
	 
	 

	Span

	Exposure 
	Exposure 
	Exposure 
	 
	 

	Tree standing within Hawthorn hedge line on south boundary of
the plot, hedge

	Tree standing within Hawthorn hedge line on south boundary of
the plot, hedge


	Span

	also containing 10m tall Ash giving Protection West to East
open on two

	TD
	also containing 10m tall Ash giving Protection West to East
open on two

	also containing 10m tall Ash giving Protection West to East
open on two


	Span

	Opposite directions.

	TD
	Opposite directions.

	Opposite directions.


	Span

	Proximity to building 
	Proximity to building 
	Proximity to building 
	 
	 

	Nearest building estimated 60-70m

	Nearest building estimated 60-70m


	Span

	 
	TD
	 
	 

	Span

	 
	TD
	 
	 

	Span

	Surrounding vegetation 
	Surrounding vegetation 
	Surrounding vegetation 
	 
	 

	At base of tree Hawthorn hedge containing multi stem Ash self
sets, mown

	At base of tree Hawthorn hedge containing multi stem Ash self
sets, mown


	Span

	Grass land, open ground heavy native weed cover.

	TD
	Grass land, open ground heavy native weed cover.

	Grass land, open ground heavy native weed cover.


	Span

	 
	TD
	 
	 

	Span


	 
	CONDITION

	CONDITION

	CONDITION

	CONDITION


	Span

	Tree is in good growth no visual signs of disease, crown well shaped but heavily affected by
Ivy growth.

	Tree is in good growth no visual signs of disease, crown well shaped but heavily affected by
Ivy growth.

	Tree is in good growth no visual signs of disease, crown well shaped but heavily affected by
Ivy growth.


	Span

	 
	 
	 

	Span

	 
	 
	 

	Span


	 
	HABITAT VALUE

	HABITAT VALUE

	HABITAT VALUE

	HABITAT VALUE


	Span

	Good potential bird nesting site, high insect habitat value

	Good potential bird nesting site, high insect habitat value

	Good potential bird nesting site, high insect habitat value


	Span

	 
	 
	 

	Span

	 
	 
	 

	Span


	 
	VISUAL AMENITY VALUE

	VISUAL AMENITY VALUE

	VISUAL AMENITY VALUE

	VISUAL AMENITY VALUE


	Span

	Ivy needs to be Killed or preferably removed, if this work was carried out it has potential to be
good future feathure

	Ivy needs to be Killed or preferably removed, if this work was carried out it has potential to be
good future feathure

	Ivy needs to be Killed or preferably removed, if this work was carried out it has potential to be
good future feathure


	Span

	Tree.

	Tree.

	Tree.


	Span

	 
	 
	 

	Span


	 
	CLIMBING INSPECTION REQUIRED

	CLIMBING INSPECTION REQUIRED

	CLIMBING INSPECTION REQUIRED

	CLIMBING INSPECTION REQUIRED


	Span

	YES 
	YES 
	YES 

	NO X
	NO X

	Span


	 
	 
	 
	Possible next
inspection date

	Possible next
inspection date

	Possible next
inspection date

	Possible next
inspection date


	May –August 09 
	May –August 09 

	Importance

	Importance

	 
	Low Med X High


	TPO

	TPO

	Yes No X


	Span


	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	GRID REFERENCE WITH IN 5m

	GRID REFERENCE WITH IN 5m

	GRID REFERENCE WITH IN 5m

	GRID REFERENCE WITH IN 5m


	 
	 

	Span

	SP 04082

	SP 04082

	SP 04082


	 
	 

	Span

	BNG 62472

	BNG 62472

	BNG 62472


	 
	 

	Span


	 
	Recommendation of work

	Recommendation of work

	Recommendation of work

	Recommendation of work


	Span

	Ring Ivy at base of main stem, allow it to die off in crown or if recourses allow remove Ivy from
crown.
	Ring Ivy at base of main stem, allow it to die off in crown or if recourses allow remove Ivy from
crown.
	Ring Ivy at base of main stem, allow it to die off in crown or if recourses allow remove Ivy from
crown.

	Span

	 
	 
	 

	Span

	 
	 
	 

	Span

	 
	 
	 

	Span

	 
	 
	 

	Span

	 
	 
	 

	Span

	 
	 
	 

	Span


	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	InlineShape

	 
	   
	 
	TREE SURVEY SHEET

	 
	Location: Astwood Bank Park Inspection by: Gavin Boyes Date:21/4/08

	 
	Species 
	Species 
	Species 
	Species 

	Age 
	Age 

	Vigour 
	Vigour 

	Condition 
	Condition 

	Stem/Diameter
at 1m up main
stem

	Stem/Diameter
at 1m up main
stem


	Height 
	Height 

	Crown

	Crown

	Span


	Span

	Ash /
Fraxinus
Excelsior

	Ash /
Fraxinus
Excelsior

	Ash /
Fraxinus
Excelsior


	40-
50yrs

	40-
50yrs


	Low 
	Low 

	Poor 
	Poor 

	15” 
	15” 

	10m 
	10m 

	6m

	6m


	Span


	 
	 
	DETAILS OF LOCATION

	DETAILS OF LOCATION

	DETAILS OF LOCATION

	DETAILS OF LOCATION


	Span

	Ground Conditions 
	Ground Conditions 
	Ground Conditions 
	 
	 

	Very good fertile, possibly very wet as ditch line at base of tree.

	Very good fertile, possibly very wet as ditch line at base of tree.


	Span

	Open grass land or open ground heavy native weed cover all
round tree.

	TD
	Open grass land or open ground heavy native weed cover all
round tree.

	Open grass land or open ground heavy native weed cover all
round tree.


	Span

	 
	TD
	 
	 

	Span

	Exposure 
	Exposure 
	Exposure 
	 
	 

	Tree standing in hedge line on the west side of the plot
exposed to East / west

	Tree standing in hedge line on the west side of the plot
exposed to East / west


	Span

	 
	TD
	 
	 

	Span

	 
	TD
	 
	 

	Span

	Proximity to building 
	Proximity to building 
	Proximity to building 
	 
	 

	Well Clear.

	Well Clear.


	Span

	 
	TD
	 
	 

	Span

	 
	TD
	 
	 

	Span

	Surrounding vegetation 
	Surrounding vegetation 
	Surrounding vegetation 
	 
	 

	Ivy on main stem and major boughs in crown, Hawthorn,
Sambucus and Rose

	Ivy on main stem and major boughs in crown, Hawthorn,
Sambucus and Rose


	Span

	Growing at base of main strem

	TD
	Growing at base of main strem

	Growing at base of main strem


	Span

	 
	TD
	 
	 

	Span


	 
	CONDITION

	CONDITION

	CONDITION

	CONDITION


	Span

	Poor, heavy die back showing within crown. Crown is stage horn from approx 3.5m and very
sparse. No visual sign

	Poor, heavy die back showing within crown. Crown is stage horn from approx 3.5m and very
sparse. No visual sign

	Poor, heavy die back showing within crown. Crown is stage horn from approx 3.5m and very
sparse. No visual sign


	Span

	Of disease, very low vigour, low level of yearly extension growth made in recent years.

	Of disease, very low vigour, low level of yearly extension growth made in recent years.

	Of disease, very low vigour, low level of yearly extension growth made in recent years.


	Span

	 
	 
	 

	Span


	 
	HABITAT VALUE

	HABITAT VALUE

	HABITAT VALUE

	HABITAT VALUE


	Span

	Good habitat potential for nesting birds and insects with Ivy on main stem, worth retaining tree
with Ivy cover for this

	Good habitat potential for nesting birds and insects with Ivy on main stem, worth retaining tree
with Ivy cover for this

	Good habitat potential for nesting birds and insects with Ivy on main stem, worth retaining tree
with Ivy cover for this


	Span

	Reason.

	Reason.

	Reason.


	Span

	 
	 
	 

	Span


	 
	VISUAL AMENITY VALUE

	VISUAL AMENITY VALUE

	VISUAL AMENITY VALUE

	VISUAL AMENITY VALUE


	Span

	Low, tree is prominent and visual from distance, but has poor crown in die back

	Low, tree is prominent and visual from distance, but has poor crown in die back

	Low, tree is prominent and visual from distance, but has poor crown in die back


	Span

	 
	 
	 

	Span

	 
	 
	 

	Span


	 
	CLIMBING INSPECTION REQUIRED

	CLIMBING INSPECTION REQUIRED

	CLIMBING INSPECTION REQUIRED

	CLIMBING INSPECTION REQUIRED


	Span

	YES 
	YES 
	YES 

	NO X

	NO X


	Span


	 
	 
	 
	Possible next
inspection date

	Possible next
inspection date

	Possible next
inspection date

	Possible next
inspection date


	May –August 09 
	May –August 09 

	Importance

	Importance

	 
	Low Med X High


	TPO

	TPO

	Yes No X

	Span


	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	GRID REFERENCE TO WITHIN 5M

	GRID REFERENCE TO WITHIN 5M

	GRID REFERENCE TO WITHIN 5M

	GRID REFERENCE TO WITHIN 5M


	 
	 

	Span

	SP 04060

	SP 04060

	SP 04060


	 
	 

	Span

	BNG 62476

	BNG 62476

	BNG 62476


	 
	 

	Span


	 
	Recommendation of work

	Recommendation of work

	Recommendation of work

	Recommendation of work


	Span

	Retain Tree with Ivy cover on it for habitat value, Clear all deadwood from crown, clear
Sambucus and Rose from

	Retain Tree with Ivy cover on it for habitat value, Clear all deadwood from crown, clear
Sambucus and Rose from

	Retain Tree with Ivy cover on it for habitat value, Clear all deadwood from crown, clear
Sambucus and Rose from


	Span

	Base of main stem.
	Base of main stem.
	Base of main stem.

	Span

	 
	 
	 

	Span

	 
	 
	 

	Span

	 
	 
	 

	Span

	 
	 
	 

	Span

	 
	 
	 

	Span

	 
	 
	 

	Span

	 
	 
	 

	Span

	 
	 
	 

	Span

	 
	 
	 

	Span


	 
	 
	 
	 
	InlineShape

	 
	 
	  
	TREE SURVEY SHEET

	 
	Location Astwood Bank Park Inspection by G.Boyes Date 21 / 4 /
2008

	 
	Species 
	Species 
	Species 
	Species 

	Age 
	Age 

	Vigour 
	Vigour 

	Condition 
	Condition 

	Stem/Diameter
at 1m up main
stem

	Stem/Diameter
at 1m up main
stem


	Height 
	Height 

	Crown

	Crown

	Span


	Span

	Ash /
Fraxinus
Excelsior

	Ash /
Fraxinus
Excelsior

	Ash /
Fraxinus
Excelsior


	80-
100yrs

	80-
100yrs


	Low 
	Low 

	Fair 
	Fair 

	20-24” 
	20-24” 

	8-10m 
	8-10m 

	12-14m

	12-14m


	Span


	 
	 
	DETAILS OF LOCATION

	DETAILS OF LOCATION

	DETAILS OF LOCATION

	DETAILS OF LOCATION


	Span

	Ground Conditions 
	Ground Conditions 
	Ground Conditions 
	 
	 

	Very good fertile ground around full circumference of tree, ditch
line at base of

	Very good fertile ground around full circumference of tree, ditch
line at base of


	Span

	Main stem could make ground wet a times.

	TD
	Main stem could make ground wet a times.

	Main stem could make ground wet a times.


	Span

	 
	TD
	 
	 

	Span

	Exposure 
	Exposure 
	Exposure 
	 
	 

	Tree stands in hedge line on west boundary of plot, open to
south / west.

	Tree stands in hedge line on west boundary of plot, open to
south / west.


	Span

	Protection from other trees / hedge in opposite directions.

	TD
	Protection from other trees / hedge in opposite directions.

	Protection from other trees / hedge in opposite directions.


	Span

	 
	TD
	 
	 

	Span

	Proximity to building 
	Proximity to building 
	Proximity to building 
	 
	 

	Well Clear

	Well Clear


	Span

	 
	TD
	 
	 

	Span

	 
	TD
	 
	 

	Span

	Surrounding vegetation 
	Surrounding vegetation 
	Surrounding vegetation 
	 
	 

	Sparse Hawthorn Hedge running North and South, mown grass
area to West,

	Sparse Hawthorn Hedge running North and South, mown grass
area to West,


	Span

	Open ground with heavy native weed cover to East

	TD
	Open ground with heavy native weed cover to East

	Open ground with heavy native weed cover to East


	Span

	 
	TD
	 
	 

	Span


	 
	CONDITION

	CONDITION

	CONDITION

	CONDITION


	Span

	Sparsely branched open crown, Crown slightly asymmetrical major weight to South side of
crown and towards

	Sparsely branched open crown, Crown slightly asymmetrical major weight to South side of
crown and towards

	Sparsely branched open crown, Crown slightly asymmetrical major weight to South side of
crown and towards


	Span

	Proposed site, crown containing average growth habit deadwood, very low vigour only low
level of seasonal

	Proposed site, crown containing average growth habit deadwood, very low vigour only low
level of seasonal

	Proposed site, crown containing average growth habit deadwood, very low vigour only low
level of seasonal


	Span

	Extension growth made in recent years.

	Extension growth made in recent years.

	Extension growth made in recent years.


	Span


	 
	HABITAT VALUE

	HABITAT VALUE

	HABITAT VALUE

	HABITAT VALUE


	Span

	Medium –Low very sparse open crown offering low nesting value, no cavities / potential bat
roost sites.

	Medium –Low very sparse open crown offering low nesting value, no cavities / potential bat
roost sites.

	Medium –Low very sparse open crown offering low nesting value, no cavities / potential bat
roost sites.


	Span

	Average insect habitat value

	Average insect habitat value

	Average insect habitat value


	Span

	 
	 
	 

	Span


	 
	VISUAL AMENITY VALUE

	VISUAL AMENITY VALUE

	VISUAL AMENITY VALUE

	VISUAL AMENITY VALUE


	Span

	Prominent tree to centre of boundary, visual from long distance to East / West of wider area,
reasonable crown

	Prominent tree to centre of boundary, visual from long distance to East / West of wider area,
reasonable crown

	Prominent tree to centre of boundary, visual from long distance to East / West of wider area,
reasonable crown


	Span

	shape

	shape

	shape


	Span

	 
	 
	 

	Span


	 
	CLIMBING INSPECTION REQUIRED

	CLIMBING INSPECTION REQUIRED

	CLIMBING INSPECTION REQUIRED

	CLIMBING INSPECTION REQUIRED


	Span

	YES 
	YES 
	YES 

	NO X
	NO X

	Span


	 
	 
	 
	Possible next
inspection date

	Possible next
inspection date

	Possible next
inspection date

	Possible next
inspection date


	May –August 09 
	May –August 09 

	Importance

	Importance

	 
	Low Med X High


	TPO

	TPO

	Yes No X


	Span


	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	GRID REFERENCE WITHIN 5M

	GRID REFERENCE WITHIN 5M

	GRID REFERENCE WITHIN 5M

	GRID REFERENCE WITHIN 5M


	 
	 

	Span

	SP 04060

	SP 04060

	SP 04060


	 
	 

	Span

	BNG 62492

	BNG 62492

	BNG 62492


	 
	 

	Span


	 
	Recommendation of work

	Recommendation of work

	Recommendation of work

	Recommendation of work


	Span

	Light Reduce / Reshape crown to balance, clear all deadwood
	Light Reduce / Reshape crown to balance, clear all deadwood
	Light Reduce / Reshape crown to balance, clear all deadwood

	Span

	 
	 
	 

	Span


	 
	 
	 
	 
	InlineShape

	 
	 
	TREE SURVEY SHEET

	 
	Location Astwood Bank Park Inspection by G Boyes Date 21 /
4 / 2008

	 
	Species 
	Species 
	Species 
	Species 

	Age 
	Age 

	Vigour 
	Vigour 

	Condition 
	Condition 

	Stem/Diameter
at 1m up main
stem

	Stem/Diameter
at 1m up main
stem


	Height 
	Height 

	Crown

	Crown

	Span


	Span

	Ash /
Fraxinus

	Ash /
Fraxinus

	Ash /
Fraxinus


	80-
100yrs

	80-
100yrs


	Low 
	Low 

	Poor 
	Poor 

	20-24” 
	20-24” 

	8-10m 
	8-10m 

	6-8m

	6-8m


	Span


	Excelsior

	Excelsior

	Excelsior

	Excelsior


	TD
	TD
	TD
	TD
	TD
	TD
	Span


	 
	 
	DETAILS OF LOCATION

	DETAILS OF LOCATION

	DETAILS OF LOCATION

	DETAILS OF LOCATION


	Span

	Ground Conditions 
	Ground Conditions 
	Ground Conditions 
	 
	 

	Fertile around full circumference of tree open ground with
allotments, heavy

	Fertile around full circumference of tree open ground with
allotments, heavy


	Span

	Native weed and boundary hedge line to base of tree, ditch line
at base could

	TD
	Native weed and boundary hedge line to base of tree, ditch line
at base could

	Native weed and boundary hedge line to base of tree, ditch line
at base could


	Span

	Give wet conditions at times

	TD
	Give wet conditions at times

	Give wet conditions at times


	Span

	Exposure 
	Exposure 
	Exposure 
	 
	 

	Tree has protection from other trees / hedge line from South
and West.

	Tree has protection from other trees / hedge line from South
and West.


	Span

	 
	TD
	 
	 

	Span

	 
	TD
	 
	 

	Span

	Proximity to building 
	Proximity to building 
	Proximity to building 
	 
	 

	Well Clear

	Well Clear


	Span

	 
	TD
	 
	 

	Span

	 
	TD
	 
	 

	Span

	Surrounding vegetation 
	Surrounding vegetation 
	Surrounding vegetation 
	 
	 

	Hedge line containing Holly / Hawthorn, other smaller Ash
stems within 5m

	Hedge line containing Holly / Hawthorn, other smaller Ash
stems within 5m


	Span

	 
	TD
	 
	 

	Span

	 
	TD
	 
	 

	Span


	 
	CONDITION

	CONDITION

	CONDITION

	CONDITION


	Span

	Tree has previously lost major side limb within 1m of base, decay and possible pocket of root
has developed at this

	Tree has previously lost major side limb within 1m of base, decay and possible pocket of root
has developed at this

	Tree has previously lost major side limb within 1m of base, decay and possible pocket of root
has developed at this


	Span

	Point, main stem breaks to give stage horn crown at approx 4m, some light deadwood in
crown, no visual signs of

	Point, main stem breaks to give stage horn crown at approx 4m, some light deadwood in
crown, no visual signs of

	Point, main stem breaks to give stage horn crown at approx 4m, some light deadwood in
crown, no visual signs of


	Span

	Disease, vigour very low, little seasonal extension growth made in recent years

	Disease, vigour very low, little seasonal extension growth made in recent years

	Disease, vigour very low, little seasonal extension growth made in recent years


	Span


	 
	HABITAT VALUE

	HABITAT VALUE

	HABITAT VALUE

	HABITAT VALUE


	Span

	Low sparse crown giving little nesting potential, no cavities likely to give bat roost.

	Low sparse crown giving little nesting potential, no cavities likely to give bat roost.

	Low sparse crown giving little nesting potential, no cavities likely to give bat roost.


	Span

	 
	 
	 

	Span

	 
	 
	 

	Span


	 
	VISUAL AMENITY VALUE

	VISUAL AMENITY VALUE

	VISUAL AMENITY VALUE

	VISUAL AMENITY VALUE


	Span

	Medium tree generally on its own poor, but grouped with other neighbouring minor stems it
give some back drop screening to the site, which is visual from a lengthy distance.

	Medium tree generally on its own poor, but grouped with other neighbouring minor stems it
give some back drop screening to the site, which is visual from a lengthy distance.

	Medium tree generally on its own poor, but grouped with other neighbouring minor stems it
give some back drop screening to the site, which is visual from a lengthy distance.


	Span

	 
	 
	 

	Span

	 
	 
	 

	Span


	 
	CLIMBING INSPECTION REQUIRED

	CLIMBING INSPECTION REQUIRED

	CLIMBING INSPECTION REQUIRED

	CLIMBING INSPECTION REQUIRED


	Span

	YES 
	YES 
	YES 

	NO X

	NO X


	Span


	 
	 
	 
	Possible next
inspection date

	Possible next
inspection date

	Possible next
inspection date

	Possible next
inspection date


	May-August 09 
	May-August 09 

	Importance

	Importance

	 
	Low Med X High


	TPO

	TPO

	Yes No X

	Span


	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	GRID REFERENCE WITHIN 5M

	GRID REFERENCE WITHIN 5M

	GRID REFERENCE WITHIN 5M

	GRID REFERENCE WITHIN 5M


	 
	 

	Span

	SP 04047

	SP 04047

	SP 04047


	 
	 

	Span


	BNG 62499

	BNG 62499

	BNG 62499

	BNG 62499


	 
	 

	Span


	 
	Recommendation of work

	Recommendation of work

	Recommendation of work

	Recommendation of work


	Span

	None No access possible below canopy, possible fell if pocket of decay in main stem
worsens.
	None No access possible below canopy, possible fell if pocket of decay in main stem
worsens.
	None No access possible below canopy, possible fell if pocket of decay in main stem
worsens.

	Span

	 
	 
	 

	Span

	 
	 
	 

	Span

	 
	 
	 

	Span

	 
	 
	 

	Span

	 
	 
	 

	Span

	 
	 
	 

	Span

	 
	 
	 

	Span

	 
	 
	 

	Span

	 
	 
	 

	Span

	 
	 
	 

	Span


	 
	 
	 
	InlineShape

	 
	TREE SURVEY SHEET

	 
	Location Astwood Bank Park Inspection by G.Boyes Date 21 /
4 / 2008

	 
	Species 
	Species 
	Species 
	Species 

	Age 
	Age 

	Vigour 
	Vigour 

	Condition 
	Condition 

	Stem/Diameter
at 1m up stem

	Stem/Diameter
at 1m up stem


	Height 
	Height 

	Crown

	Crown

	Span


	Span


	Ash /
Fraxinus

	Ash /
Fraxinus

	Ash /
Fraxinus

	Ash /
Fraxinus

	Excelsior


	100-
120yrs

	100-
120yrs


	Low 
	Low 

	Poor 
	Poor 

	23-30” 
	23-30” 

	8-10m 
	8-10m 

	10-12m

	10-12m


	Span


	 
	 
	DETAILS OF LOCATION

	DETAILS OF LOCATION

	DETAILS OF LOCATION

	DETAILS OF LOCATION


	Span

	Ground Conditions 
	Ground Conditions 
	Ground Conditions 
	 
	 

	Good fertile undisturbed soil around complete circumference of
tree, pool to

	Good fertile undisturbed soil around complete circumference of
tree, pool to


	Span

	North side of tree.

	TD
	North side of tree.

	North side of tree.


	Span

	 
	TD
	 
	 

	Span

	Exposure 
	Exposure 
	Exposure 
	 
	 

	Open ground low level vegetation to North / South and West
side neighbouring

	Open ground low level vegetation to North / South and West
side neighbouring


	Span

	Tree cover to East side.

	TD
	Tree cover to East side.

	Tree cover to East side.


	Span

	 
	TD
	 
	 

	Span

	Proximity to building 
	Proximity to building 
	Proximity to building 
	 
	 

	Well Clear

	Well Clear


	Span

	 
	TD
	 
	 

	Span

	 
	TD
	 
	 

	Span

	Surrounding vegetation 
	Surrounding vegetation 
	Surrounding vegetation 
	 
	 

	Holly and Hawthorn 4m high, heavy native weed cover

	Holly and Hawthorn 4m high, heavy native weed cover


	Span

	 
	TD
	 
	 

	Span

	 
	TD
	 
	 

	Span


	 
	CONDITION

	CONDITION

	CONDITION

	CONDITION


	Span

	Asymmetrical crown due to affect on growth habit of neighbouring trees, main stem has
broken to stag horn crown

	Asymmetrical crown due to affect on growth habit of neighbouring trees, main stem has
broken to stag horn crown

	Asymmetrical crown due to affect on growth habit of neighbouring trees, main stem has
broken to stag horn crown


	Span

	At approximately 2m, there has been a structural failure at this point allowing both stems to
lean out. Cavities

	At approximately 2m, there has been a structural failure at this point allowing both stems to
lean out. Cavities

	At approximately 2m, there has been a structural failure at this point allowing both stems to
lean out. Cavities


	Span

	And pockets of rot have developed in both stems.

	And pockets of rot have developed in both stems.

	And pockets of rot have developed in both stems.


	Span


	 
	HABITAT VALUE

	HABITAT VALUE

	HABITAT VALUE

	HABITAT VALUE


	Span

	Low bird nesting value, sparse crown, potential bat roost due to cavities in main stems, good
insect habitat value

	Low bird nesting value, sparse crown, potential bat roost due to cavities in main stems, good
insect habitat value

	Low bird nesting value, sparse crown, potential bat roost due to cavities in main stems, good
insect habitat value


	Span

	 
	 
	 

	Span

	 
	 
	 

	Span


	 
	VISUAL AMENITY VALUE

	VISUAL AMENITY VALUE

	VISUAL AMENITY VALUE

	VISUAL AMENITY VALUE


	Span

	Very poor, tree has no potential to mature to quality tree, crown shape / structure has been
lost due to earlier

	Very poor, tree has no potential to mature to quality tree, crown shape / structure has been
lost due to earlier

	Very poor, tree has no potential to mature to quality tree, crown shape / structure has been
lost due to earlier


	Span

	Structural failure

	Structural failure

	Structural failure


	Span

	 
	 
	 

	Span


	 
	CLIMBING INSPECTION REQUIRED

	CLIMBING INSPECTION REQUIRED

	CLIMBING INSPECTION REQUIRED

	CLIMBING INSPECTION REQUIRED


	Span

	YES 
	YES 
	YES 

	NO X

	NO X


	Span


	 
	 
	 
	Possible next
inspection date

	Possible next
inspection date

	Possible next
inspection date

	Possible next
inspection date


	May – August 09 
	May – August 09 

	Importance

	Importance

	 
	Low Med X High


	TPO

	TPO

	Yes No X

	Span


	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	GRID REFERENCE WITHIN 5M

	GRID REFERENCE WITHIN 5M

	GRID REFERENCE WITHIN 5M

	GRID REFERENCE WITHIN 5M


	 
	 

	Span

	SP 04089

	SP 04089

	SP 04089


	 
	 

	Span


	BNG 62505

	BNG 62505

	BNG 62505

	BNG 62505


	 
	 

	Span


	 
	Recommendation of work

	Recommendation of work

	Recommendation of work

	Recommendation of work


	Span

	Overall crown reduction of 30% to manage risk of future structural failure of main stem, or
Fell.
	Overall crown reduction of 30% to manage risk of future structural failure of main stem, or
Fell.
	Overall crown reduction of 30% to manage risk of future structural failure of main stem, or
Fell.

	Span

	 
	 
	 

	Span

	 
	 
	 

	Span

	 
	 
	 

	Span

	 
	 
	 

	Span

	 
	 
	 

	Span

	 
	 
	 

	Span

	 
	 
	 

	Span

	 
	 
	 

	Span

	 
	 
	 

	Span

	 
	 
	 

	Span


	 
	 
	 
	InlineShape

	 
	 
	 
	InlineShape

	 
	 
	 
	TREE SURVEY SHEET

	 
	Location Astwood Bank Park Inspection by G. Boyes Date 21 / 4/2008

	 
	Species 
	Species 
	Species 
	Species 

	Age 
	Age 

	Vigour 
	Vigour 

	Condition 
	Condition 

	Stem/Diameter
at 1m up main
stem

	Stem/Diameter
at 1m up main
stem


	Height 
	Height 

	Crown

	Crown

	Span


	Span

	Ash /
Fraxinus
Excelsior

	Ash /
Fraxinus
Excelsior

	Ash /
Fraxinus
Excelsior


	90-
110yrs

	90-
110yrs


	Low 
	Low 

	Fair-Poor 
	Fair-Poor 

	24-30” 
	24-30” 

	10m 
	10m 

	12-14m

	12-14m


	Span


	 
	 
	DETAILS OF LOCATION

	DETAILS OF LOCATION

	DETAILS OF LOCATION

	DETAILS OF LOCATION


	Span

	Ground Conditions 
	Ground Conditions 
	Ground Conditions 
	 
	 

	Good open undisturbed ground around full circumference of
tree, ground in

	Good open undisturbed ground around full circumference of
tree, ground in


	Span

	Area generally fertile

	TD
	Area generally fertile

	Area generally fertile


	Span

	 
	TD
	 
	 

	Span

	Exposure 
	Exposure 
	Exposure 
	 
	 

	Protected to East / West by neighbouring trees, open to North /
South

	Protected to East / West by neighbouring trees, open to North /
South


	Span

	 
	TD
	 
	 

	Span

	 
	TD
	 
	 

	Span

	Proximity to building 
	Proximity to building 
	Proximity to building 
	 
	 

	Well Clear

	Well Clear


	Span

	 
	TD
	 
	 

	Span

	 
	TD
	 
	 

	Span

	Surrounding vegetation 
	Surrounding vegetation 
	Surrounding vegetation 
	 
	 

	Holly, Hawthorn and light Elam regeneration to 4m height
around base of tree

	Holly, Hawthorn and light Elam regeneration to 4m height
around base of tree


	Span

	 
	TD
	 
	 

	Span

	 
	TD
	 
	 

	Span


	 
	CONDITION

	CONDITION

	CONDITION

	CONDITION


	Span

	Large dead vein on Northern side of main stem to 2m, crown is heavily asymmetrical, major
weight to South and

	Large dead vein on Northern side of main stem to 2m, crown is heavily asymmetrical, major
weight to South and

	Large dead vein on Northern side of main stem to 2m, crown is heavily asymmetrical, major
weight to South and


	Span

	Into the proposed park site. Main stem breaks to stage horn crown at approx 3m, crown in
good growth containing

	Into the proposed park site. Main stem breaks to stage horn crown at approx 3m, crown in
good growth containing

	Into the proposed park site. Main stem breaks to stage horn crown at approx 3m, crown in
good growth containing


	Span

	Only growth habit deadwood, low vigour little recent seasonal extension growth made.

	Only growth habit deadwood, low vigour little recent seasonal extension growth made.

	Only growth habit deadwood, low vigour little recent seasonal extension growth made.


	Span


	 
	HABITAT VALUE

	HABITAT VALUE

	HABITAT VALUE

	HABITAT VALUE


	Span

	Medium, crown is large and fairly dense giving some nesting potential, good insect habitat
value

	Medium, crown is large and fairly dense giving some nesting potential, good insect habitat
value

	Medium, crown is large and fairly dense giving some nesting potential, good insect habitat
value


	Span

	 
	 
	 

	Span

	 
	 
	 

	Span


	 
	VISUAL AMENITY VALUE

	VISUAL AMENITY VALUE

	VISUAL AMENITY VALUE

	VISUAL AMENITY VALUE


	Span

	Low, It is a very prominent tree, visual from distance to South / North, however is form is very
poor

	Low, It is a very prominent tree, visual from distance to South / North, however is form is very
poor

	Low, It is a very prominent tree, visual from distance to South / North, however is form is very
poor


	Span

	 
	 
	 

	Span

	 
	 
	 

	Span


	 
	CLIMBING INSPECTION REQUIRED

	CLIMBING INSPECTION REQUIRED

	CLIMBING INSPECTION REQUIRED

	CLIMBING INSPECTION REQUIRED


	Span

	YES 
	YES 
	YES 

	NO X

	NO X


	Span


	 
	 
	 
	Possible next
inspection date

	Possible next
inspection date

	Possible next
inspection date

	Possible next
inspection date


	May –August 09 
	May –August 09 

	Importance

	Importance

	 
	Low Med X High


	TPO

	TPO

	Yes No X

	Span


	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	GRID REFERENCE WITHIN 5M

	GRID REFERENCE WITHIN 5M

	GRID REFERENCE WITHIN 5M

	GRID REFERENCE WITHIN 5M


	 
	 

	Span

	SP 04101

	SP 04101

	SP 04101


	 
	 

	Span

	BNG 62510

	BNG 62510

	BNG 62510


	 
	 

	Span


	 
	Recommendation of work

	Recommendation of work

	Recommendation of work

	Recommendation of work


	Span

	30-40% overall crown reduction required to balance / shape crown & manage risk of
structural failure / wind throw

	30-40% overall crown reduction required to balance / shape crown & manage risk of
structural failure / wind throw

	30-40% overall crown reduction required to balance / shape crown & manage risk of
structural failure / wind throw


	Span

	Due to damaged main stem. Possible Future Fell if the condition of the core wood at this
point of damage

	Due to damaged main stem. Possible Future Fell if the condition of the core wood at this
point of damage

	Due to damaged main stem. Possible Future Fell if the condition of the core wood at this
point of damage


	Span

	Deteriorates, monitor on regular basis
	Deteriorates, monitor on regular basis
	Deteriorates, monitor on regular basis

	Span

	 
	 
	 

	Span

	 
	 
	 

	Span

	 
	 
	 

	Span

	 
	 
	 

	Span

	 
	 
	 

	Span

	 
	 
	 

	Span

	 
	 
	 

	Span

	 
	 
	 

	Span


	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	InlineShape
	InlineShape

	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	TREE SURVEY SHEET

	 
	Location Astwood Bank Park Inspection by G.Boyes Date 21 / 4 / 2008

	 
	Species 
	Species 
	Species 
	Species 

	Age 
	Age 

	Vigour 
	Vigour 

	Condition 
	Condition 

	Stem/Diameter
at 1m up main
stem

	Stem/Diameter
at 1m up main
stem


	Height 
	Height 

	Crown

	Crown

	Span


	Span

	Ash /
Fraxinus
Excelsior

	Ash /
Fraxinus
Excelsior

	Ash /
Fraxinus
Excelsior


	80-
100

	80-
100


	Low 
	Low 

	Poor 
	Poor 

	24-28” 
	24-28” 

	8-10m 
	8-10m 

	10-12m

	10-12m


	Span


	 
	 
	DETAILS OF LOCATION

	DETAILS OF LOCATION

	DETAILS OF LOCATION

	DETAILS OF LOCATION


	Span

	Ground Conditions 
	Ground Conditions 
	Ground Conditions 
	 
	 

	Open ground around full circumference of tree some partly
included to garden

	Open ground around full circumference of tree some partly
included to garden


	Span

	End property in Overdale Close, Active ditch line to North side

	TD
	End property in Overdale Close, Active ditch line to North side

	End property in Overdale Close, Active ditch line to North side


	Span

	Ground in area generally fertile, good

	TD
	Ground in area generally fertile, good

	Ground in area generally fertile, good


	Span

	Exposure 
	Exposure 
	Exposure 
	 
	 

	Open to North / South / East on North / Eastern corner of the
plot

	Open to North / South / East on North / Eastern corner of the
plot


	Span

	 
	TD
	 
	 

	Span

	 
	TD
	 
	 

	Span

	Proximity to building 
	Proximity to building 
	Proximity to building 
	 
	 

	Estimated 40m to nearest building line of end property in
Overdale Close

	Estimated 40m to nearest building line of end property in
Overdale Close


	Span

	 
	TD
	 
	 

	Span

	 
	TD
	 
	 

	Span

	Surrounding vegetation 
	Surrounding vegetation 
	Surrounding vegetation 
	 
	 

	Hawthorn / Holly around base of tree approx 3-4m in height

	Hawthorn / Holly around base of tree approx 3-4m in height


	Span

	 
	TD
	 
	 

	Span

	 
	TD
	 
	 

	Span


	 
	CONDITION

	CONDITION

	CONDITION

	CONDITION


	Span

	Very Poor, crown is in heavy die back, main stem breaks to give stage horn crown at
approximately 3m, no sign

	Very Poor, crown is in heavy die back, main stem breaks to give stage horn crown at
approximately 3m, no sign

	Very Poor, crown is in heavy die back, main stem breaks to give stage horn crown at
approximately 3m, no sign


	Span

	Of new growth with any vigour in crown or at base, tree clearly in decline

	Of new growth with any vigour in crown or at base, tree clearly in decline

	Of new growth with any vigour in crown or at base, tree clearly in decline


	Span

	 
	 
	 

	Span


	 
	HABITAT VALUE

	HABITAT VALUE

	HABITAT VALUE

	HABITAT VALUE


	Span

	Medium, good insect value, low bird nesting potential

	Medium, good insect value, low bird nesting potential

	Medium, good insect value, low bird nesting potential


	Span

	 
	 
	 

	Span

	 
	 
	 

	Span


	 
	VISUAL AMENITY VALUE

	VISUAL AMENITY VALUE

	VISUAL AMENITY VALUE

	VISUAL AMENITY VALUE


	Span

	Low, it is in very prominent position but is in heavy decline and likely to be removed in near
future.
	Low, it is in very prominent position but is in heavy decline and likely to be removed in near
future.
	Low, it is in very prominent position but is in heavy decline and likely to be removed in near
future.

	Span

	 
	 
	 

	Span


	 
	 
	 
	 

	Span


	 
	CLIMBING INSPECTION REQUIRED

	CLIMBING INSPECTION REQUIRED

	CLIMBING INSPECTION REQUIRED

	CLIMBING INSPECTION REQUIRED


	Span

	YES 
	YES 
	YES 

	NO X

	NO X


	Span


	 
	 
	 
	Possible next
inspection date

	Possible next
inspection date

	Possible next
inspection date

	Possible next
inspection date


	May –August 09 
	May –August 09 

	Importance

	Importance

	 
	Low X Med High


	TPO

	TPO

	Yes No X


	Span


	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	GRID REFERENCE WITHIN 5M

	GRID REFERENCE WITHIN 5M

	GRID REFERENCE WITHIN 5M

	GRID REFERENCE WITHIN 5M


	 
	 

	Span

	SP 04109

	SP 04109

	SP 04109


	 
	 

	Span

	BNG 62510

	BNG 62510

	BNG 62510


	 
	 

	Span


	 
	Recommendation of work

	Recommendation of work

	Recommendation of work

	Recommendation of work


	Span

	Crown is only small well balanced containing no major long heavy boughs , main stem, first
pole stage wood look in

	Crown is only small well balanced containing no major long heavy boughs , main stem, first
pole stage wood look in

	Crown is only small well balanced containing no major long heavy boughs , main stem, first
pole stage wood look in


	Span

	Condition. Limit access below tree and retain accepting it will decline for its habitat value or
Fell.
	Condition. Limit access below tree and retain accepting it will decline for its habitat value or
Fell.
	Condition. Limit access below tree and retain accepting it will decline for its habitat value or
Fell.

	Span

	 
	 
	 

	Span

	 
	 
	 

	Span

	 
	 
	 

	Span

	 
	 
	 

	Span

	 
	 
	 

	Span

	 
	 
	 

	Span

	 
	 
	 

	Span

	 
	 
	 

	Span

	 
	 
	 

	Span


	 
	 
	 
	 
	InlineShape

	 
	 
	   
	 
	   
	11.2 Tree Survey overview

	 
	Site Inspection Date: 21st April 2008

	 
	Site Description

	  
	Positioned centrally within the Northern half of Astwood bank.

	The site is bordered by the residential sites of Overdale Close to the East,
Chapel Road to the South, used allotments to the Northern side and formally
a maintained grass area to the West. Formally an old allotment site of
approximately 4400square metres that has been in disuse for a lengthy period
of time estimated to be around 20-30years. The boundaries of the site are
defined by a mix of native trees and hedge lines typical of this area.

	 
	The main surface area is covered in heavy vegetative growth consisting of
native weed / grass cover, self set trees and some cultivated species of
plants, surviving from its earlier use as allotments.

	 
	Heavy fly tipping of generally biodegradable waste has been taking place in
some areas.
	 
	The ground slopes slightly from South to North with an active water course at
the base of the tree / hedge lines on the Northern boundary. On the Western
boundary there is a shallow ditch line, which could potentially become active
in per longed wet spells. The main area of the site appears well drained to
these boundaries. There are two small ponds one in the North Western corner
and one to the centre of the Northern boundary.

	 
	Tree survey sheets attached give inspection details for all the major trees
within the hedge line boundaries. In addition to these there are a number of
small groups of trees or sections of hedge line worthy of inclusion / comment
on within this survey. These groups would have potential to be included as
features within any proposed development of the site and could be improved
with some maintenance pruning. The descriptions of these groups of trees
or hedges are as follows:

	 
	 
	Group 1

	 
	On boundary of Overdale Close, there is a multi stem stand of an unknown
variety of Prunus, varying in height from 2-4m. They are creating an informal
hedge / screen to this boundary, giving a good habitat value for nesting birds
and cover for mammals. This stand has potential to become an improved
hedge / screen to this boundary

	 
	 
	 
	InlineShape

	 
	Group 2

	 
	Along the Southern boundary there is a mature Hawthorn hedge, there are
some gaps that need replanting. It would also benefit from some formative
pruning to shape it by removing the excessive weight and overhang from the
upper canopy. It offers a high habitat and amenity value to the site.
	 
	    
	    
	InlineShape

	 
	Group 3

	 
	There is a large number of Ash self sets that have established within the lower
section of the Hawthorn hedge line on the Southern boundary. Some stems
are of very poor quality and they are too many in number. If they are all
allowed to develop further they will have a detrimental affect on the Hawthorn
hedge. They will need thinning to balance the benefits of retaining some
better stems to progress into maturity while allowing room and light for the
hedge to survive and improve below.

	 
	 
	 
	InlineShape

	   
	Group 4
	 
	On the Western boundary there is a group of Elm regeneration, either from
ground seed stock or basal epicormic growth from stumps of trees lost earlier
to Dutch Elm disease. The stems are currently approximately 4m in height
and at a girth of 2”. New regeneration can die out at a size slightly larger than
this due to a re-occurrence of this disease. But they are worthy retention and
as much protection as possible.

	 
	  
	Figure
	Group 5

	 
	To the centre of the plot there is a mixture of self set trees and shrubs, Willow,
Ash, Laurel and Cotoneaster. Some are of very poor quality and will need to
be removed, others are worthy of retention and could be included in the
structure for the design of the park.
	 
	 
	 
	InlineShape

	 
	Conclusion:

	 
	L
	LI
	LBody
	Span
	The site has great potential to be developed and used as a high quality
amenity public open space while retaining good habitat value for local
wild life



	LI
	LBody
	Span
	The general overall quality and condition of the trees and hedge lines
on the site is poor.



	LI
	LBody
	Span
	The major trees especially, require extensive work to make them safe
and improve there appearance if public access is to be encouraged to
the site (see recommendations on survey sheets)



	LI
	LBody
	Span
	The growth vigour and long term life span of trees especially the Ash,
on the Northern and Western boundary of the plot have been affected
by the wetness of the ground as both of these tree / hedge lines are
close to active water courses.




	 
	Recommendations:

	 
	L
	LI
	LBody
	Span
	Carryout maintenance pruning work on all major tree as recommended
on survey sheets



	LI
	LBody
	Span
	Remove trees in very poor condition with potentially short future life
spans



	LI
	LBody
	Span
	Replant varieties of trees suited to the wet ground conditions on the
Northern and Western boundaries i.e. Alder or Willow



	LI
	LBody
	Span
	Planting of new trees should be carried out to widen variety of trees on
site and improve age structure.



	LI
	LBody
	Span
	Renovation pruning work / replanting should be carried out to improve
hedge lines.



	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	Overdale Park Management Plan 2010 – 2015 Year one

	 
	 
	Table
	TR
	TD
	Span
	A Welcoming Place
 
	 

	Span


	 
	 
	Table
	TR
	TD
	Span
	Aim  

	TD
	Span
	Description  

	TD
	Span
	Resource  

	TD
	Span
	Action
Date
 

	TD
	Span
	Responsibility  

	TD
	Span
	Progress
 

	Span

	To provide
relative and
informative
interpretation

	To provide
relative and
informative
interpretation

	To provide
relative and
informative
interpretation


	Develop appropriate signage
within the park

	Develop appropriate signage
within the park


	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	January
2010

	January
2010


	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager

	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager


	Bespoke entrance signs
commissioned due February
2010-Installed

	Bespoke entrance signs
commissioned due February
2010-Installed


	Span

	Explore feasibility of additional
signage at satellite entrances

	TD
	Explore feasibility of additional
signage at satellite entrances

	Explore feasibility of additional
signage at satellite entrances

	 

	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	March 2010 
	March 2010 

	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager

	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager


	Evaluate satisfaction of
entrance signage prior to
commissioning

	Evaluate satisfaction of
entrance signage prior to
commissioning


	Span

	Explore feasibility of
interpretation signage within
park

	TD
	Explore feasibility of
interpretation signage within
park

	Explore feasibility of
interpretation signage within
park

	 

	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	April/May
2010

	April/May
2010


	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager

	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager


	No progress to date,
evaluate maturing park as to
potential interpretation and
potentially link with local
schools

	No progress to date,
evaluate maturing park as to
potential interpretation and
potentially link with local
schools


	Span

	To provide safe,
usable footpaths

	To provide safe,
usable footpaths

	To provide safe,
usable footpaths


	Undertake annual footpath
assessment

	Undertake annual footpath
assessment

	 

	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	Ongoing
(as fits with
annual
inspections)

	Ongoing
(as fits with
annual
inspections)


	Landscape and
Countryside
Officer

	Landscape and
Countryside
Officer


	Visual inspection undertaken

	Visual inspection undertaken


	Span

	Undertake DDA audit 
	TD
	Undertake DDA audit 
	Undertake DDA audit 
	 

	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	As above 
	As above 

	Landscape and
Countryside
Officer

	Landscape and
Countryside
Officer


	Potentially arrange DDA
audit of key green space
venues-To be progressed
	Potentially arrange DDA
audit of key green space
venues-To be progressed

	Span


	Explore potential of increasing
footpath provision to include
meadow area (subject to capital
funding)

	Explore potential of increasing
footpath provision to include
meadow area (subject to capital
funding)

	TD
	Explore potential of increasing
footpath provision to include
meadow area (subject to capital
funding)

	Explore potential of increasing
footpath provision to include
meadow area (subject to capital
funding)

	 

	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	April/May
2010

	April/May
2010


	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager

	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager


	Not considered a priority at
current time as natural
paths have worked well

	Not considered a priority at
current time as natural
paths have worked well


	Span

	To provide
accessible,
welcoming
satellite
entrances

	To provide
accessible,
welcoming
satellite
entrances

	To provide
accessible,
welcoming
satellite
entrances


	Undertake assessment of
access points

	Undertake assessment of
access points


	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	May/June
2010

	May/June
2010


	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager
and Landscape
and Countryside
Officer

	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager
and Landscape
and Countryside
Officer


	Improvements agreed in
conjunction with allotment
site

	Improvements agreed in
conjunction with allotment
site


	Span

	Progress any remedial works to
access points

	TD
	Progress any remedial works to
access points

	Progress any remedial works to
access points


	Officer time and
inclusion into
capital
programme

	Officer time and
inclusion into
capital
programme


	Following
assessment
and if
required

	Following
assessment
and if
required


	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager

	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager


	 
	 

	Span

	To provide
functional and
accessible park
furniture

	To provide
functional and
accessible park
furniture

	To provide
functional and
accessible park
furniture


	Undertake an annual
infrastructure survey

	Undertake an annual
infrastructure survey


	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	Autumn
2010

	Autumn
2010


	Landscape and
Countryside
Officer

	Landscape and
Countryside
Officer


	Not yet completed due to
personnel change

	Not yet completed due to
personnel change


	Span

	Investigate provision of
disabled friendly benches

	TD
	Investigate provision of
disabled friendly benches

	Investigate provision of
disabled friendly benches

	(Evaluate need through user
group)


	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	Autumn
2010

	Autumn
2010


	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager

	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager


	Preliminary discussions with
community forum to raise
green space issues as a set
agenda item and feedback

	Preliminary discussions with
community forum to raise
green space issues as a set
agenda item and feedback

	to appropriate officers

	Span


	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	Overdale Park Management Plan 2010 – 2015 Year one

	 
	 
	Table
	TR
	TD
	Span
	Healthy, safe and secure
 

	Span


	 
	 
	Table
	TR
	TD
	Span
	Aim  

	TD
	Span
	Description  

	TD
	Span
	Resource  

	TD
	Span
	Action
Date
 

	TD
	Span
	Responsibility  

	TD
	Span
	Progress
 

	Span

	To provide a
safe park for
visitors

	To provide a
safe park for
visitors

	To provide a
safe park for
visitors


	Undertake annual park risk
assessment

	Undertake annual park risk
assessment


	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	September
2010

	September
2010


	Landscape and
Countryside
Officer

	Landscape and
Countryside
Officer


	Not yet completed due to
personnel change

	Not yet completed due to
personnel change


	Span

	To reduce the
occurrence of
Dog Fouling

	To reduce the
occurrence of
Dog Fouling

	To reduce the
occurrence of
Dog Fouling


	Investigate the appropriateness
of additional signage

	Investigate the appropriateness
of additional signage


	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	September
2010

	September
2010


	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager

	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager


	Progressing with allotment
site

	Progressing with allotment
site


	Span

	Increase the awareness of
users to enforcement legislation

	TD
	Increase the awareness of
users to enforcement legislation

	Increase the awareness of
users to enforcement legislation


	Officer time�advertising
budget

	Officer time�advertising
budget


	Annually 
	Annually 

	Area
Enforcement
Officer

	Area
Enforcement
Officer


	Undertaken, new signage
and increased patrol

	Undertaken, new signage
and increased patrol


	Span

	Increase physical enforcement
presence within the park

	TD
	Increase physical enforcement
presence within the park

	Increase physical enforcement
presence within the park

	 

	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	Ongoing
and need
driven

	Ongoing
and need
driven


	Area
Enforcement
Officer

	Area
Enforcement
Officer


	As above

	As above


	Span

	To reduce
dangers from
natural water
features

	To reduce
dangers from
natural water
features

	To reduce
dangers from
natural water
features


	Undertake an assessment of
ponds and water features

	Undertake an assessment of
ponds and water features


	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	Annually 
	Annually 

	Landscape and
Countryside
Officer

	Landscape and
Countryside
Officer


	Not yet completed due to
personnel change
	Not yet completed due to
personnel change

	Span


	 
	 
	 
	 
	Overdale Park Management Plan 2010 – 2015 Year one

	 
	 
	 
	Table
	TR
	TD
	Span
	Clean and Well Maintained
 

	Span


	 
	Table
	TR
	TD
	Span
	Aim  

	TD
	Span
	Description  

	TD
	Span
	Resource  

	TD
	Span
	Action
Date
 

	TD
	Span
	Responsibility  

	TD
	Span
	Progress
 

	Span

	To achieve a
high standard of
maintenance

	To achieve a
high standard of
maintenance

	To achieve a
high standard of
maintenance


	Monitor and review annual
grounds maintenance schedule

	Monitor and review annual
grounds maintenance schedule


	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	Review
March
2010

	Review
March
2010


	Landscape &
Countryside
Officer

	Landscape &
Countryside
Officer


	Not yet completed due to
personnel change

	Not yet completed due to
personnel change


	Span

	To achieve a
high standard of
cleanliness

	To achieve a
high standard of
cleanliness

	To achieve a
high standard of
cleanliness


	Monitor and review annual
cleansing schedule

	Monitor and review annual
cleansing schedule


	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	Review
March

	Review
March

	2010


	Waste
Management
Officer�Landscape and
Countryside
Officer

	Waste
Management
Officer�Landscape and
Countryside
Officer


	Achieved

	Achieved


	Span

	To reduce the
occurrence of
dog fouling

	To reduce the
occurrence of
dog fouling

	To reduce the
occurrence of
dog fouling


	Undertake aims ‘Healthy, safe
and secure’.

	Undertake aims ‘Healthy, safe
and secure’.


	/ 
	/ 

	/ 
	/ 

	/ 
	/ 

	/
	/

	Span


	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	Overdale Park Management Plan 2010 – 2015 Year one

	 
	 
	Table
	TR
	TD
	Span
	Sustainability
 

	Span


	 
	Table
	TR
	TD
	Span
	Aim  

	TD
	Span
	Description  

	TD
	Span
	Resource  

	TD
	Span
	Action
Date
 

	TD
	Span
	Responsibility  

	TD
	Span
	Progress
 

	Span

	To promote
sustainable
management of
the park

	To promote
sustainable
management of
the park

	To promote
sustainable
management of
the park

	 
	 
	 
	 
	 

	Evaluate maintenance schedule
with relation to environmental
concerns

	Evaluate maintenance schedule
with relation to environmental
concerns


	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	Review
March
2010

	Review
March
2010


	Landscape and
Countryside
Manager

	Landscape and
Countryside
Manager


	Ongoing evaluation slightly
hampered by service
restructure

	Ongoing evaluation slightly
hampered by service
restructure


	Span

	Evaluate the use of heavy
mulches within shrub beds

	TD
	Evaluate the use of heavy
mulches within shrub beds

	Evaluate the use of heavy
mulches within shrub beds


	Officer time,
recycled bark
and chipped
mulch

	Officer time,
recycled bark
and chipped
mulch


	March
2010

	March
2010


	Landscape and
Countryside
Officer

	Landscape and
Countryside
Officer


	Heavy mulch used in
development

	Heavy mulch used in
development


	Span

	Evaluate the use and potential
eradication of herbicide use

	TD
	Evaluate the use and potential
eradication of herbicide use

	Evaluate the use and potential
eradication of herbicide use


	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	March
2010

	March
2010


	Landscape and
Countryside
Officer

	Landscape and
Countryside
Officer


	No chemicals used to date on
site

	No chemicals used to date on
site


	Span

	To promote
sustainable
procurement
within the park

	To promote
sustainable
procurement
within the park

	To promote
sustainable
procurement
within the park


	Evaluate procurement procedure 
	Evaluate procurement procedure 

	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	Ongoing 
	Ongoing 

	Landscape and
Countryside
Officer�Landscape and
Countryside
Manager

	Landscape and
Countryside
Officer�Landscape and
Countryside
Manager


	Robust procurement protocol
now in place
	Robust procurement protocol
now in place
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	Conservation and Heritage
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	Aim  
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	Span
	Description  
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	Span
	Resource  

	TD
	Span
	Action
Date
 

	TD
	Span
	Responsibility  

	TD
	Span
	Progress
 

	Span

	To promote the
local heritage of
the park

	To promote the
local heritage of
the park

	To promote the
local heritage of
the park


	Explore the possibilities of local
heritage interpretation within
the park

	Explore the possibilities of local
heritage interpretation within
the park


	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	June 2010 
	June 2010 

	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager

	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager


	Not completed

	Not completed


	Span

	Explore the possibilities of local
heritage interpretation within
other corporate venues

	TD
	Explore the possibilities of local
heritage interpretation within
other corporate venues

	Explore the possibilities of local
heritage interpretation within
other corporate venues


	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	June 2010 
	June 2010 

	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager

	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager


	Not completed

	Not completed


	Span

	To conserve and
enhance wild
fauna

	To conserve and
enhance wild
fauna

	To conserve and
enhance wild
fauna


	Undertake sensitive
management and aim to
enhance biodiversity of park

	Undertake sensitive
management and aim to
enhance biodiversity of park

	 

	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	Ongoing 
	Ongoing 

	Countryside and
Biodiversity
Officer

	Countryside and
Biodiversity
Officer


	Management of mature
hedgerows during
development and retention
of mature tree stock
enhanced with selected
variety of planting

	Management of mature
hedgerows during
development and retention
of mature tree stock
enhanced with selected
variety of planting


	Span

	To conserve and
enhance wildlife
habitat

	To conserve and
enhance wildlife
habitat

	To conserve and
enhance wildlife
habitat


	Record and report on current
status of habitat

	Record and report on current
status of habitat

	 

	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	Annually 
	Annually 

	Countryside and
Biodiversity
Officer

	Countryside and
Biodiversity
Officer


	Initial ecological survey
undertaken prior to park
development
	Initial ecological survey
undertaken prior to park
development

	Span
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	Community Involvement
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	Span
	Aim  
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	Span
	Description  

	TD
	Span
	Resource  
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	Span
	Action
Date
 

	TD
	Span
	Responsibility  

	TD
	Span
	Progress
 

	Span

	To promote
community
participation and
involvement

	To promote
community
participation and
involvement

	To promote
community
participation and
involvement


	Commence plans to develop an
active friends group through
focused event

	Commence plans to develop an
active friends group through
focused event


	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	Spring
2010

	Spring
2010


	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager

	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager


	Now planned for Spring 2011

	Now planned for Spring 2011


	Span

	To promote the
park as an
educational
resource

	To promote the
park as an
educational
resource

	To promote the
park as an
educational
resource


	Investigate need and
requirement of local schools

	Investigate need and
requirement of local schools


	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	June
2010

	June
2010


	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager

	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager


	Not completed service
restructure has hampered
progression

	Not completed service
restructure has hampered
progression


	Span

	To evaluate
community need

	To evaluate
community need

	To evaluate
community need


	Corporate and park surveys
(continuing satisfaction with
space following extensive
consultation)

	Corporate and park surveys
(continuing satisfaction with
space following extensive
consultation)


	Officer time/
corporate
services

	Officer time/
corporate
services


	Annually 
	Annually 

	Corporate and
Landscape and
Countryside
Manager

	Corporate and
Landscape and
Countryside
Manager


	A new process of surveying
and measuring satisfaction to
be developed by Spring 2011

	A new process of surveying
and measuring satisfaction to
be developed by Spring 2011


	Span

	To encourage
community
involvement
within local
event marketing

	To encourage
community
involvement
within local
event marketing

	To encourage
community
involvement
within local
event marketing


	Investigate feasibility of
marketing outside events from
the local area

	Investigate feasibility of
marketing outside events from
the local area


	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	June
2010

	June
2010


	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager

	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager


	Achieved, park used in 2010
for local events and
celebrations
	Achieved, park used in 2010
for local events and
celebrations

	Span
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	TD
	Span
	Progress
 

	Span

	To market the
Park in relation
to local context

	To market the
Park in relation
to local context

	To market the
Park in relation
to local context

	 
	 

	Update web based information 
	Update web based information 

	IT Services 
	IT Services 

	February
2010

	February
2010


	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager

	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager


	Some generic improvements
made to webpage
predominantly biodiversity
related

	Some generic improvements
made to webpage
predominantly biodiversity
related


	Span

	Promote the park as a potential
venue for community based
events in Astwood Bank

	TD
	Promote the park as a potential
venue for community based
events in Astwood Bank

	Promote the park as a potential
venue for community based
events in Astwood Bank


	Funding and
Officer time

	Funding and
Officer time


	Ongoing 
	Ongoing 

	Countryside and
Biodiversity
Officer

	Countryside and
Biodiversity
Officer


	 
	 

	Span

	To improve initial
perception of the
park

	To improve initial
perception of the
park

	To improve initial
perception of the
park


	As ‘evaluate community need’
	As ‘evaluate community need’

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	Span
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	Management
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	Aim  
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	Span
	Description  
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	Resource  

	TD
	Span
	Action
Date
 

	TD
	Span
	Responsibility  

	TD
	Span
	Progress
 

	Span

	To provide a well
managed park to
set national
criteria

	To provide a well
managed park to
set national
criteria

	To provide a well
managed park to
set national
criteria


	Apply for Green Flag Award 
	Apply for Green Flag Award 

	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	January
10

	January
10


	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager

	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager


	Application submitted

	Application submitted


	Span

	To work to and
develop a
management
prescription.

	To work to and
develop a
management
prescription.

	To work to and
develop a
management
prescription.


	Revise landscape and
countryside service plan

	Revise landscape and
countryside service plan


	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	Annually 
	Annually 

	Management
team

	Management
team


	Ongoing

	Ongoing


	Span

	Discuss potential improvements
with friends group (to be
established)

	TD
	Discuss potential improvements
with friends group (to be
established)

	Discuss potential improvements
with friends group (to be
established)


	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	Annually 
	Annually 

	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager

	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager


	Not achieved
	Not achieved
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	A Welcoming Place
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	Description  
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	Resource  
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	Span
	Action
Date
 

	TD
	Span
	Responsibility  

	TD
	Span
	Progress
 

	Span

	To provide
relative and
informative
interpretation

	To provide
relative and
informative
interpretation

	To provide
relative and
informative
interpretation


	Monitor appropriate signage
within the park

	Monitor appropriate signage
within the park


	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	January
2011

	January
2011


	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager

	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager


	Monitored with no additional
requirements

	Monitored with no additional
requirements


	Span

	Explore feasibility of additional
signage at satellite entrances

	TD
	Explore feasibility of additional
signage at satellite entrances

	Explore feasibility of additional
signage at satellite entrances

	 

	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	March 2011 
	March 2011 

	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager

	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager


	No progress to date

	No progress to date


	Span

	To provide safe,
usable footpaths

	To provide safe,
usable footpaths

	To provide safe,
usable footpaths


	Undertake annual footpath
assessment

	Undertake annual footpath
assessment

	 

	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	Ongoing
(as fits with
annual
inspections)

	Ongoing
(as fits with
annual
inspections)


	Landscape and
Countryside
Officer

	Landscape and
Countryside
Officer


	Undertaken

	Undertaken


	Span

	Undertake DDA audit 
	TD
	Undertake DDA audit 
	Undertake DDA audit 
	 

	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	As above 
	As above 

	Landscape and
Countryside
Officer

	Landscape and
Countryside
Officer


	Paths compliant and in
sound condition, some
improvements to gate
fixings required

	Paths compliant and in
sound condition, some
improvements to gate
fixings required


	Span

	To provide
accessible,
welcoming
satellite
entrances

	To provide
accessible,
welcoming
satellite
entrances

	To provide
accessible,
welcoming
satellite
entrances


	Undertake assessment of
access points

	Undertake assessment of
access points


	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	May/June
2011

	May/June
2011


	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager
and Landscape
and Countryside

	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager
and Landscape
and Countryside


	Undertaken with no
resulting actions
	Undertaken with no
resulting actions

	Span


	Officer

	Officer

	TD
	TD
	TD
	TD
	Officer

	Officer


	TD
	Span

	Progress any remedial works to
access points

	TD
	Progress any remedial works to
access points

	Progress any remedial works to
access points


	Officer time and
inclusion into
capital
programme

	Officer time and
inclusion into
capital
programme


	Following
assessment
and if
required

	Following
assessment
and if
required


	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager

	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager


	 
	 

	Span

	To provide
functional and
accessible park
furniture

	To provide
functional and
accessible park
furniture

	To provide
functional and
accessible park
furniture


	Undertake an annual
infrastructure survey

	Undertake an annual
infrastructure survey


	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	Autumn
2011

	Autumn
2011


	Landscape and
Countryside
Officer

	Landscape and
Countryside
Officer


	Completed visual inspection,
majority of new equipment
in good condition

	Completed visual inspection,
majority of new equipment
in good condition


	Span

	Evaluate provision of disabled
seating

	TD
	Evaluate provision of disabled
seating

	Evaluate provision of disabled
seating


	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	Autumn
2011

	Autumn
2011


	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager

	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager


	Not progressed at this time
	Not progressed at this time

	Span
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	Span
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	Progress
 

	Span

	To provide a
safe park for
visitors

	To provide a
safe park for
visitors

	To provide a
safe park for
visitors


	Undertake annual park risk
assessment

	Undertake annual park risk
assessment


	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	September
2011

	September
2011


	Landscape and
Countryside
Officer

	Landscape and
Countryside
Officer


	Undertaken and available to
judges

	Undertaken and available to
judges


	Span

	To reduce the
occurrence of
Dog Fouling

	To reduce the
occurrence of
Dog Fouling

	To reduce the
occurrence of
Dog Fouling


	Investigate the appropriateness
of current signage

	Investigate the appropriateness
of current signage


	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	September
2011

	September
2011


	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager

	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager


	Not progressed

	Not progressed


	Span

	Increase the awareness of
users to enforcement legislation

	TD
	Increase the awareness of
users to enforcement legislation

	Increase the awareness of
users to enforcement legislation


	Officer time�advertising
budget

	Officer time�advertising
budget


	Annually 
	Annually 

	Area
Enforcement
Officer

	Area
Enforcement
Officer


	Strong public campaigns and
advertisement of
enforcement

	Strong public campaigns and
advertisement of
enforcement


	Span

	Increase physical enforcement
presence within the park

	TD
	Increase physical enforcement
presence within the park

	Increase physical enforcement
presence within the park

	 

	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	Ongoing
and need
driven

	Ongoing
and need
driven


	Area
Enforcement
Officer

	Area
Enforcement
Officer


	Some targeted enforcement
within vicinity

	Some targeted enforcement
within vicinity


	Span

	To reduce
dangers from
natural water
features

	To reduce
dangers from
natural water
features

	To reduce
dangers from
natural water
features


	Undertake an assessment of
ponds and water features

	Undertake an assessment of
ponds and water features


	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	Annually 
	Annually 

	Landscape and
Countryside
Officer

	Landscape and
Countryside
Officer


	Undertaken
	Undertaken

	Span
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	Span
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	Span
	Action
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	TD
	Span
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	TD
	Span
	Progress
 

	Span

	To achieve a
high standard of
maintenance

	To achieve a
high standard of
maintenance

	To achieve a
high standard of
maintenance


	Monitor and review annual
grounds maintenance schedule

	Monitor and review annual
grounds maintenance schedule


	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	Review
March
2011

	Review
March
2011


	Landscape &
Countryside
Officer

	Landscape &
Countryside
Officer


	Positive review undertaken
and good level of
maintenance achieved

	Positive review undertaken
and good level of
maintenance achieved


	Span

	To achieve a
high standard of
cleanliness

	To achieve a
high standard of
cleanliness

	To achieve a
high standard of
cleanliness


	Monitor and review annual
cleansing schedule

	Monitor and review annual
cleansing schedule


	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	Review
March

	Review
March

	2011


	Waste
Management
Officer�Landscape and
Countryside
Officer

	Waste
Management
Officer�Landscape and
Countryside
Officer


	Achieved

	Achieved


	Span

	To reduce the
occurrence of
dog fouling

	To reduce the
occurrence of
dog fouling

	To reduce the
occurrence of
dog fouling


	Undertake aims ‘Healthy, safe
and secure’.

	Undertake aims ‘Healthy, safe
and secure’.
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	Span
	Sustainability
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	Span
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	Span
	Description  
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	Span
	Resource  
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	Span
	Action
Date
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	Span
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	Span
	Progress
 

	Span

	To promote
sustainable
management of
the park

	To promote
sustainable
management of
the park

	To promote
sustainable
management of
the park

	 
	 
	 
	 
	 

	Evaluate maintenance schedule
with relation to environmental
concerns

	Evaluate maintenance schedule
with relation to environmental
concerns


	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	Review
March
2011

	Review
March
2011


	Landscape and
Countryside
Manager

	Landscape and
Countryside
Manager


	Schedule working well with o
use of herbicides on site to
date

	Schedule working well with o
use of herbicides on site to
date


	Span

	Evaluate the use of heavy
mulches within shrub beds/seek
alternative methods if
appropriate

	TD
	Evaluate the use of heavy
mulches within shrub beds/seek
alternative methods if
appropriate

	Evaluate the use of heavy
mulches within shrub beds/seek
alternative methods if
appropriate


	Officer time,
recycled bark
and chipped
mulch/other
mediums

	Officer time,
recycled bark
and chipped
mulch/other
mediums


	March
2011

	March
2011


	Landscape and
Countryside
Officer

	Landscape and
Countryside
Officer


	Mulch used in ornamental
beds with reasonable success

	Mulch used in ornamental
beds with reasonable success


	Span

	Evaluate the use and potential
eradication of herbicide use

	TD
	Evaluate the use and potential
eradication of herbicide use

	Evaluate the use and potential
eradication of herbicide use


	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	March
2011

	March
2011


	Landscape and
Countryside
Officer

	Landscape and
Countryside
Officer


	N/A as not currently used on
site

	N/A as not currently used on
site


	Span

	To promote
sustainable
procurement
within the park

	To promote
sustainable
procurement
within the park

	To promote
sustainable
procurement
within the park


	Evaluate procurement procedure 
	Evaluate procurement procedure 

	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	Ongoing 
	Ongoing 

	Landscape and
Countryside
Officer�Landscape and
Countryside
Manager

	Landscape and
Countryside
Officer�Landscape and
Countryside
Manager


	Ongoing, strong procurement
procedures in place
	Ongoing, strong procurement
procedures in place

	Span
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	Aim  
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	Span
	Description  
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	Span
	Resource  
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	Span
	Action
Date
 

	TD
	Span
	Responsibility  

	TD
	Span
	Progress
 

	Span

	To promote the
local heritage of
the park

	To promote the
local heritage of
the park

	To promote the
local heritage of
the park


	Explore the possibilities of local
heritage interpretation within
the park

	Explore the possibilities of local
heritage interpretation within
the park


	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	June 2011 
	June 2011 

	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager

	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager


	Not currently progressed

	Not currently progressed


	Span

	Explore the possibilities of local
heritage interpretation within
other corporate venues

	TD
	Explore the possibilities of local
heritage interpretation within
other corporate venues

	Explore the possibilities of local
heritage interpretation within
other corporate venues


	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	June 2011 
	June 2011 

	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager

	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager


	Not currently progressed

	Not currently progressed


	Span

	To conserve and
enhance wild
fauna

	To conserve and
enhance wild
fauna

	To conserve and
enhance wild
fauna


	Undertake sensitive
management and aim to
enhance biodiversity of park

	Undertake sensitive
management and aim to
enhance biodiversity of park

	 

	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	Ongoing 
	Ongoing 

	Countryside and
Biodiversity
Officer

	Countryside and
Biodiversity
Officer


	Undertaken

	Undertaken


	Span

	To conserve and
enhance wildlife
habitat

	To conserve and
enhance wildlife
habitat

	To conserve and
enhance wildlife
habitat


	Record and report on current
status of habitat

	Record and report on current
status of habitat

	 

	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	Annually 
	Annually 

	Countryside and
Biodiversity
Officer

	Countryside and
Biodiversity
Officer


	Not achieved – response to
judges required
	Not achieved – response to
judges required

	Span
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	Aim  

	TD
	Span
	Description  

	TD
	Span
	Resource  

	TD
	Span
	Action
Date
 

	TD
	Span
	Responsibility  

	TD
	Span
	Progress
 

	Span

	To promote
community
participation and
involvement

	To promote
community
participation and
involvement

	To promote
community
participation and
involvement


	Progress development of friends
group and organise annual event

	Progress development of friends
group and organise annual event


	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	Spring
2011

	Spring
2011


	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager

	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager


	Progressing well with key
projects achieved

	Progressing well with key
projects achieved


	Span

	To promote the
park as an
educational
resource

	To promote the
park as an
educational
resource

	To promote the
park as an
educational
resource


	Continue efforts to include park
as a local educational resource

	Continue efforts to include park
as a local educational resource


	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	June
2011

	June
2011


	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager

	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager


	Continuing with engagement
of local schools

	Continuing with engagement
of local schools


	Span

	To evaluate
community need

	To evaluate
community need

	To evaluate
community need


	Corporate and park surveys 
	Corporate and park surveys 

	Officer time/
corporate
services

	Officer time/
corporate
services


	Annually 
	Annually 

	Corporate and
Landscape and
Countryside
Manager

	Corporate and
Landscape and
Countryside
Manager


	Park surveys not progressed�response to judges required

	Park surveys not progressed�response to judges required


	Span

	To encourage
community
involvement
within local
event marketing

	To encourage
community
involvement
within local
event marketing

	To encourage
community
involvement
within local
event marketing


	Investigate feasibility of
marketing outside events from
the local area

	Investigate feasibility of
marketing outside events from
the local area


	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	June
2011

	June
2011


	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager

	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager


	Achieved with some success
	Achieved with some success

	Span
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	Marketing
 

	Span


	 
	Table
	TR
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	Aim  

	TD
	Span
	Description  

	TD
	Span
	Resource  

	TD
	Span
	Action
Date
 

	TD
	Span
	Responsibility  

	TD
	Span
	Progress
 

	Span

	To market the
Park in relation
to local context

	To market the
Park in relation
to local context

	To market the
Park in relation
to local context

	 
	 

	Update web based information 
	Update web based information 

	IT Services 
	IT Services 

	February
2011

	February
2011


	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager

	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager


	Review of all web based
information held corporately
pending

	Review of all web based
information held corporately
pending


	Span

	Promote the park as a potential
venue for community based
events in Astwood Bank

	TD
	Promote the park as a potential
venue for community based
events in Astwood Bank

	Promote the park as a potential
venue for community based
events in Astwood Bank


	Funding and
Officer time

	Funding and
Officer time


	Ongoing 
	Ongoing 

	Countryside and
Biodiversity
Officer

	Countryside and
Biodiversity
Officer


	Not progressed – response to
judges required

	Not progressed – response to
judges required


	Span

	To improve initial
perception of the
park

	To improve initial
perception of the
park

	To improve initial
perception of the
park


	As ‘evaluate community need’
	As ‘evaluate community need’

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	Span
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	Span
	Management
 

	Span


	 
	Table
	TR
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	Span
	Aim  

	TD
	Span
	Description  

	TD
	Span
	Resource  

	TD
	Span
	Action
Date
 

	TD
	Span
	Responsibility  

	TD
	Span
	Progress
 

	Span

	To provide a well
managed park to
set national
criteria

	To provide a well
managed park to
set national
criteria

	To provide a well
managed park to
set national
criteria


	Apply for Green Flag Award 
	Apply for Green Flag Award 

	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	January
11

	January
11


	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager

	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager


	Applied

	Applied


	Span

	To work to and
develop a
management
prescription.

	To work to and
develop a
management
prescription.

	To work to and
develop a
management
prescription.


	Revise landscape and
countryside service plan

	Revise landscape and
countryside service plan


	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	Annually 
	Annually 

	Management
team

	Management
team


	Plan revised following GF
comment

	Plan revised following GF
comment


	Span

	Discuss potential improvements
with friends group

	TD
	Discuss potential improvements
with friends group

	Discuss potential improvements
with friends group


	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	Annually 
	Annually 

	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager

	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager


	Not progressed
	Not progressed

	Span
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	Table
	TR
	TD
	Span
	A Welcoming Place
 
	 

	Span


	 
	 
	Table
	TR
	TD
	Span
	Aim  

	TD
	Span
	Description  

	TD
	Span
	Resource  

	TD
	Span
	Action
Date
 

	TD
	Span
	Responsibility  

	TD
	Span
	Progress
 

	Span

	To provide
relative and
informative
interpretation

	To provide
relative and
informative
interpretation

	To provide
relative and
informative
interpretation


	Monitor appropriate signage
within the park

	Monitor appropriate signage
within the park


	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	January
2012

	January
2012


	Green Space
Inspectors

	Green Space
Inspectors


	Monitored as part of
inspection routine

	Monitored as part of
inspection routine


	Span

	Explore feasibility of additional
signage at satellite entrances

	TD
	Explore feasibility of additional
signage at satellite entrances

	Explore feasibility of additional
signage at satellite entrances

	 

	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	March 2012 
	March 2012 

	Parks and Green
Spaces Manager

	Parks and Green
Spaces Manager


	Potential for additional
signage, look to fund
through parks budget

	Potential for additional
signage, look to fund
through parks budget


	Span

	To provide safe,
usable footpaths

	To provide safe,
usable footpaths

	To provide safe,
usable footpaths


	Undertake annual footpath
assessment and plan remedial
works including redressing of
gravel finish

	Undertake annual footpath
assessment and plan remedial
works including redressing of
gravel finish

	 

	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	Ongoing
(as fits with
annual
inspections)

	Ongoing
(as fits with
annual
inspections)


	Green Space
Inspectors

	Green Space
Inspectors


	Monitored with remedial
works to repair and restore
breedon gravel footpaths

	Monitored with remedial
works to repair and restore
breedon gravel footpaths


	Span

	Undertake DDA audit 
	TD
	Undertake DDA audit 
	Undertake DDA audit 
	 

	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	As above 
	As above 

	Landscape and
Countryside
Officer/Green
Space
Inspectors

	Landscape and
Countryside
Officer/Green
Space
Inspectors


	Main entrance and paths
compliant

	Main entrance and paths
compliant


	Span

	To provide
accessible,
welcoming

	To provide
accessible,
welcoming

	To provide
accessible,
welcoming


	Undertake assessment of
access points

	Undertake assessment of
access points


	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	May/June
2012

	May/June
2012


	Green Space
Inspectors and
Landscape and

	Green Space
Inspectors and
Landscape and


	As part of green space
inspections
	As part of green space
inspections

	Span


	satellite
entrances

	satellite
entrances

	satellite
entrances

	satellite
entrances


	TD
	TD
	TD
	Countryside
Officer

	Countryside
Officer


	TD
	Span

	Progress any remedial works to
access points

	TD
	Progress any remedial works to
access points

	Progress any remedial works to
access points


	Officer time and
inclusion into
capital
programme

	Officer time and
inclusion into
capital
programme


	Following
assessment
and if
required

	Following
assessment
and if
required


	Parks and Green
Spaces Manager

	Parks and Green
Spaces Manager


	 
	 

	Span

	To provide
functional and
accessible park
furniture

	To provide
functional and
accessible park
furniture

	To provide
functional and
accessible park
furniture


	Undertake an annual
infrastructure survey

	Undertake an annual
infrastructure survey


	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	Autumn
2012

	Autumn
2012


	Parks and Green
Spaces Manager

	Parks and Green
Spaces Manager


	Completed

	Completed


	Span

	Evaluate provision of disabled
seating

	TD
	Evaluate provision of disabled
seating

	Evaluate provision of disabled
seating


	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	Autumn
2012

	Autumn
2012


	Parks and Green
Spaces Manager

	Parks and Green
Spaces Manager


	Not completed

	Not completed


	Span
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	Table
	TR
	TD
	Span
	Healthy, safe and secure
 

	Span


	 
	 
	Table
	TR
	TD
	Span
	Aim  

	TD
	Span
	Description  

	TD
	Span
	Resource  

	TD
	Span
	Action
Date
 

	TD
	Span
	Responsibility  

	TD
	Span
	Progress
 

	Span

	To provide a
safe park for
visitors

	To provide a
safe park for
visitors

	To provide a
safe park for
visitors


	Undertake annual park risk
assessment

	Undertake annual park risk
assessment


	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	September
2012

	September
2012


	Green Space
Inspectors

	Green Space
Inspectors


	Completed as part of green
space inspection

	Completed as part of green
space inspection


	Span

	To reduce the
occurrence of
Dog Fouling

	To reduce the
occurrence of
Dog Fouling

	To reduce the
occurrence of
Dog Fouling


	Investigate the appropriateness
of current signage

	Investigate the appropriateness
of current signage


	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	September
2012

	September
2012


	Parks and Green
Spaces Manager

	Parks and Green
Spaces Manager


	Dog fouling not currently an
issue within the park

	Dog fouling not currently an
issue within the park


	Span

	Increase the awareness of
users to enforcement legislation

	TD
	Increase the awareness of
users to enforcement legislation

	Increase the awareness of
users to enforcement legislation


	Officer time�advertising
budget

	Officer time�advertising
budget


	Annually 
	Annually 

	Area
Enforcement
Officer

	Area
Enforcement
Officer


	As above

	As above


	Span

	Increase physical enforcement
presence within the park

	TD
	Increase physical enforcement
presence within the park

	Increase physical enforcement
presence within the park

	 

	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	Ongoing
and need
driven

	Ongoing
and need
driven


	Area
Enforcement
Officer

	Area
Enforcement
Officer


	Not required at this current
time

	Not required at this current
time


	Span

	To reduce
dangers from
natural water
features

	To reduce
dangers from
natural water
features

	To reduce
dangers from
natural water
features


	Undertake an assessment of
ponds and water features

	Undertake an assessment of
ponds and water features


	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	Annually 
	Annually 

	Green Space
inspectors

	Green Space
inspectors


	Visual inspection as part of
regular park inspection

	Visual inspection as part of
regular park inspection


	Span
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	Table
	TR
	TD
	Span
	Clean and Well Maintained
 

	Span


	 
	Table
	TR
	TD
	Span
	Aim  

	TD
	Span
	Description  

	TD
	Span
	Resource  

	TD
	Span
	Action
Date
 

	TD
	Span
	Responsibility  

	TD
	Span
	Progress
 

	Span

	To achieve a
high standard of
maintenance

	To achieve a
high standard of
maintenance

	To achieve a
high standard of
maintenance


	Monitor and review annual
grounds maintenance schedule

	Monitor and review annual
grounds maintenance schedule


	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	Review
March
2012

	Review
March
2012


	Landscape &
Countryside
Officer/Parks
and Green
Space
Inspectors

	Landscape &
Countryside
Officer/Parks
and Green
Space
Inspectors


	Completed with on site
inspection and monitoring of
grounds maintenance –
monthly meetings through
May to September

	Completed with on site
inspection and monitoring of
grounds maintenance –
monthly meetings through
May to September


	Span

	To achieve a
high standard of
cleanliness

	To achieve a
high standard of
cleanliness

	To achieve a
high standard of
cleanliness


	Monitor and review annual
cleansing schedule

	Monitor and review annual
cleansing schedule


	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	Review
March

	Review
March

	2012


	Waste
Management
Officer-Green
Space
Inspectors

	Waste
Management
Officer-Green
Space
Inspectors


	As above

	As above


	Span

	To reduce the
occurrence of
dog fouling

	To reduce the
occurrence of
dog fouling

	To reduce the
occurrence of
dog fouling


	Undertake aims ‘Healthy, safe
and secure’.

	Undertake aims ‘Healthy, safe
and secure’.


	/ 
	/ 

	/ 
	/ 

	/ 
	/ 

	/
	/

	Span
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	Table
	TR
	TD
	Span
	Sustainability
 

	Span


	 
	Table
	TR
	TD
	Span
	Aim  

	TD
	Span
	Description  

	TD
	Span
	Resource  

	TD
	Span
	Action
Date
 

	TD
	Span
	Responsibility  

	TD
	Span
	Progress
 

	Span

	To promote
sustainable
management of
the park

	To promote
sustainable
management of
the park

	To promote
sustainable
management of
the park

	 
	 
	 
	 
	 

	Evaluate maintenance schedule
with relation to environmental
concerns

	Evaluate maintenance schedule
with relation to environmental
concerns


	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	Review
March
2012

	Review
March
2012


	Parks and Green
Spaces Manager

	Parks and Green
Spaces Manager


	Ongoing and in regard to
monthly operational meetings

	Ongoing and in regard to
monthly operational meetings


	Span

	Monitor use of mulch and/or
weed suppressant regarding
shrub beds

	TD
	Monitor use of mulch and/or
weed suppressant regarding
shrub beds

	Monitor use of mulch and/or
weed suppressant regarding
shrub beds


	Officer time,
recycled bark
and chipped
mulch/other
mediums

	Officer time,
recycled bark
and chipped
mulch/other
mediums


	March
2012

	March
2012


	Green Space
Inspectors

	Green Space
Inspectors


	Continued and refreshed
annually

	Continued and refreshed
annually


	Span

	Evaluate the use and potential
eradication of herbicide use

	TD
	Evaluate the use and potential
eradication of herbicide use

	Evaluate the use and potential
eradication of herbicide use


	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	March
2012

	March
2012


	Parks and Green
Space Manager

	Parks and Green
Space Manager


	Currently minimal use of
herbicides on hard standing

	Currently minimal use of
herbicides on hard standing


	Span

	To promote
sustainable
procurement
within the park

	To promote
sustainable
procurement
within the park

	To promote
sustainable
procurement
within the park


	Evaluate procurement procedure 
	Evaluate procurement procedure 

	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	Ongoing 
	Ongoing 

	All relevant
officers

	All relevant
officers


	Corporate action and ongoing

	Corporate action and ongoing


	Span
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	Table
	TR
	TD
	Span
	Conservation and Heritage
 

	Span


	 
	Table
	TR
	TD
	Span
	Aim  

	TD
	Span
	Description  

	TD
	Span
	Resource  

	TD
	Span
	Action
Date
 

	TD
	Span
	Responsibility  

	TD
	Span
	Progress
 

	Span

	To promote the
local heritage of
the park

	To promote the
local heritage of
the park

	To promote the
local heritage of
the park


	Explore the possibilities of local
heritage interpretation within
the park

	Explore the possibilities of local
heritage interpretation within
the park


	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	June 2012 
	June 2012 

	Parks and Green
Space Manager

	Parks and Green
Space Manager


	Limited heritage
interpretation within the park
but local contact still ongoing

	Limited heritage
interpretation within the park
but local contact still ongoing


	Span

	Explore the possibilities of local
heritage interpretation within
other corporate venues

	TD
	Explore the possibilities of local
heritage interpretation within
other corporate venues

	Explore the possibilities of local
heritage interpretation within
other corporate venues


	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	June 2012 
	June 2012 

	Parks and Green
Space Manager

	Parks and Green
Space Manager


	Forming part of the wider
Leisure and Cultural
objectives and continued
promotion required

	Forming part of the wider
Leisure and Cultural
objectives and continued
promotion required


	Span

	To conserve and
enhance wild
fauna

	To conserve and
enhance wild
fauna

	To conserve and
enhance wild
fauna


	Undertake sensitive
management and aim to
enhance biodiversity of park

	Undertake sensitive
management and aim to
enhance biodiversity of park

	 

	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	Ongoing 
	Ongoing 

	Parks Team 
	Parks Team 

	Achieved

	Achieved


	Span

	To conserve and
enhance wildlife
habitat

	To conserve and
enhance wildlife
habitat

	To conserve and
enhance wildlife
habitat


	Record and report on current
status of habitat

	Record and report on current
status of habitat

	 

	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	Annually 
	Annually 

	Parks and Green
Space Manager 
	Parks and Green
Space Manager 

	 
	 
	Not currently achieved

	 
	 

	Span

	Evaluate current status of
habitat against initial ecological
survey pre site development

	TD
	Evaluate current status of
habitat against initial ecological
survey pre site development

	Evaluate current status of
habitat against initial ecological
survey pre site development


	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	September
2012

	September
2012


	Parks and Green
Space
Manager/Parks
and Green
Space
Development
Officer

	Parks and Green
Space
Manager/Parks
and Green
Space
Development
Officer


	 
	 
	Not currently achieved

	Span
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	Table
	TR
	TD
	Span
	Community Involvement
 

	Span


	 
	Table
	TR
	TD
	Span
	Aim  

	TD
	Span
	Description  

	TD
	Span
	Resource  

	TD
	Span
	Action
Date
 

	TD
	Span
	Responsibility  

	TD
	Span
	Progress
 

	Span

	To promote
community
participation and
involvement

	To promote
community
participation and
involvement

	To promote
community
participation and
involvement


	Progress development of friends
group and organise annual event

	Progress development of friends
group and organise annual event


	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	Spring
2012

	Spring
2012


	Parks and Green
Spaces Manager

	Parks and Green
Spaces Manager


	Progressed-parks team are
working with a local Parks
Forum who have a wide remit
for all g/s in Redditch and
include key focus groups such
as angling and equestrian

	Progressed-parks team are
working with a local Parks
Forum who have a wide remit
for all g/s in Redditch and
include key focus groups such
as angling and equestrian


	Span

	To promote the
park as an
educational
resource

	To promote the
park as an
educational
resource

	To promote the
park as an
educational
resource


	Continue efforts to include park
as a local educational resource

	Continue efforts to include park
as a local educational resource


	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	June
2012

	June
2012


	Parks Team 
	Parks Team 

	Not currently progressed

	Not currently progressed


	Span

	To evaluate
community need

	To evaluate
community need

	To evaluate
community need


	Corporate and park surveys 
	Corporate and park surveys 

	Officer time/
corporate
services

	Officer time/
corporate
services


	Annually 
	Annually 

	Corporate and
Parks and Green
Spaces Manager

	Corporate and
Parks and Green
Spaces Manager


	New survey methods
currently being introduced as
part of transformation
process-Park
survey/questions feature
heavily within the Worc’s
viewpoint survey

	New survey methods
currently being introduced as
part of transformation
process-Park
survey/questions feature
heavily within the Worc’s
viewpoint survey


	Span

	To encourage
community
involvement

	To encourage
community
involvement

	To encourage
community
involvement


	Investigate feasibility of
marketing outside events from
the local area

	Investigate feasibility of
marketing outside events from
the local area


	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	June
2012

	June
2012


	Parks and Green
Spaces Manager

	Parks and Green
Spaces Manager


	Achieved-park is used as a
local event venue by local
groups
	Achieved-park is used as a
local event venue by local
groups

	Span


	within local
event marketing

	within local
event marketing

	within local
event marketing

	within local
event marketing


	TD
	TD
	TD
	TD
	TD
	Span
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	Table
	TR
	TD
	Span
	Marketing
 

	Span


	 
	Table
	TR
	TD
	Span
	Aim  

	TD
	Span
	Description  

	TD
	Span
	Resource  

	TD
	Span
	Action
Date
 

	TD
	Span
	Responsibility  

	TD
	Span
	Progress
 

	Span

	To market the
Park in relation
to local context

	To market the
Park in relation
to local context

	To market the
Park in relation
to local context

	 
	 

	Update web based information 
	Update web based information 

	IT Services 
	IT Services 

	February
2012

	February
2012


	Business
Services
Manager

	Business
Services
Manager


	Ongoing-some improvements
to both internet and social
networking.

	Ongoing-some improvements
to both internet and social
networking.


	Span

	Promote the park as a potential
venue for community based
events in Astwood Bank

	TD
	Promote the park as a potential
venue for community based
events in Astwood Bank

	Promote the park as a potential
venue for community based
events in Astwood Bank


	Funding and
Officer time

	Funding and
Officer time


	Ongoing 
	Ongoing 

	Parks and Green
Space
Development
Officer

	Parks and Green
Space
Development
Officer


	Achieved- park well used as a
community venue

	Achieved- park well used as a
community venue


	Span

	To improve initial
perception of the
park

	To improve initial
perception of the
park

	To improve initial
perception of the
park


	As ‘evaluate community need’
	As ‘evaluate community need’

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	Span
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	Table
	TR
	TD
	Span
	Management
 

	Span


	 
	Table
	TR
	TD
	Span
	Aim  

	TD
	Span
	Description  

	TD
	Span
	Resource  

	TD
	Span
	Action
Date
 

	TD
	Span
	Responsibility  

	TD
	Span
	Progress
 

	Span

	To provide a well
managed park to
set national
criteria

	To provide a well
managed park to
set national
criteria

	To provide a well
managed park to
set national
criteria


	Apply for Green Flag Award 
	Apply for Green Flag Award 

	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	January
2012

	January
2012


	Parks and Green
Space Manager

	Parks and Green
Space Manager


	Achieved

	Achieved


	Span

	To work to and
develop a
management
prescription.

	To work to and
develop a
management
prescription.

	To work to and
develop a
management
prescription.


	Revise landscape and
countryside service plan

	Revise landscape and
countryside service plan


	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	Annually 
	Annually 

	Management
team

	Management
team


	Revised through shared
service arrangement and new
management regime

	Revised through shared
service arrangement and new
management regime


	Span

	Discuss potential improvements
with friends group

	TD
	Discuss potential improvements
with friends group

	Discuss potential improvements
with friends group


	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	Annually 
	Annually 

	Parks and Green
Space Manager

	Parks and Green
Space Manager


	Achieved and ongoing
	Achieved and ongoing

	Span
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	Table
	TR
	TD
	Span
	A Welcoming Place
 
	 

	Span


	 
	 
	Table
	TR
	TD
	Span
	Aim  

	TD
	Span
	Description  

	TD
	Span
	Resource  

	TD
	Span
	Action
Date
 

	TD
	Span
	Responsibility  

	TD
	Span
	Progress
 

	Span

	To provide
relative and
informative
interpretation

	To provide
relative and
informative
interpretation

	To provide
relative and
informative
interpretation


	Monitor appropriate signage
within the park

	Monitor appropriate signage
within the park


	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	January
2013

	January
2013


	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager

	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager


	 
	 

	Span

	Explore feasibility of additional
signage at satellite entrances

	TD
	Explore feasibility of additional
signage at satellite entrances

	Explore feasibility of additional
signage at satellite entrances

	 

	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	March 2013 
	March 2013 

	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager

	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager


	 
	 

	Span

	To provide safe,
usable footpaths

	To provide safe,
usable footpaths

	To provide safe,
usable footpaths


	Undertake annual footpath
assessment

	Undertake annual footpath
assessment

	 

	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	Ongoing
(as fits with
annual
inspections)

	Ongoing
(as fits with
annual
inspections)


	Landscape and
Countryside
Officer

	Landscape and
Countryside
Officer


	 
	 

	Span

	Undertake DDA audit 
	TD
	Undertake DDA audit 
	Undertake DDA audit 
	 

	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	As above 
	As above 

	Landscape and
Countryside
Officer

	Landscape and
Countryside
Officer


	 
	 

	Span

	To provide
accessible,
welcoming

	To provide
accessible,
welcoming

	To provide
accessible,
welcoming


	Undertake assessment of
access points

	Undertake assessment of
access points


	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	May/June
2013

	May/June
2013


	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager
	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager

	 
	 

	Span


	satellite
entrances

	satellite
entrances

	satellite
entrances

	satellite
entrances


	TD
	TD
	TD
	and Landscape
and Countryside
Officer

	and Landscape
and Countryside
Officer


	TD
	Span

	Progress any remedial works to
access points

	TD
	Progress any remedial works to
access points

	Progress any remedial works to
access points


	Officer time and
inclusion into
capital
programme

	Officer time and
inclusion into
capital
programme


	Following
assessment
and if
required

	Following
assessment
and if
required


	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager

	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager


	 
	 

	Span

	To provide
functional and
accessible park
furniture

	To provide
functional and
accessible park
furniture

	To provide
functional and
accessible park
furniture


	Undertake an annual
infrastructure survey

	Undertake an annual
infrastructure survey


	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	Autumn
2013

	Autumn
2013


	Landscape and
Countryside
Officer

	Landscape and
Countryside
Officer


	 
	 

	Span

	Evaluate provision of disabled
seating

	TD
	Evaluate provision of disabled
seating

	Evaluate provision of disabled
seating


	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	Autumn
2013

	Autumn
2013


	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager
	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager

	 
	 

	Span
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	Table
	TR
	TD
	Span
	Healthy, safe and secure
 

	Span


	 
	 
	Table
	TR
	TD
	Span
	Aim  

	TD
	Span
	Description  

	TD
	Span
	Resource  

	TD
	Span
	Action
Date
 

	TD
	Span
	Responsibility  

	TD
	Span
	Progress
 

	Span

	To provide a
safe park for
visitors

	To provide a
safe park for
visitors

	To provide a
safe park for
visitors


	Undertake annual park risk
assessment

	Undertake annual park risk
assessment


	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	September
2013

	September
2013


	Landscape and
Countryside
Officer

	Landscape and
Countryside
Officer


	 
	 

	Span

	To reduce the
occurrence of
Dog Fouling

	To reduce the
occurrence of
Dog Fouling

	To reduce the
occurrence of
Dog Fouling


	Investigate the appropriateness
of current signage

	Investigate the appropriateness
of current signage


	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	September
2013

	September
2013


	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager

	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager


	 
	 

	Span

	Increase the awareness of
users to enforcement legislation

	TD
	Increase the awareness of
users to enforcement legislation

	Increase the awareness of
users to enforcement legislation


	Officer time�advertising
budget

	Officer time�advertising
budget


	Annually 
	Annually 

	Area
Enforcement
Officer

	Area
Enforcement
Officer


	 
	 

	Span

	Increase physical enforcement
presence within the park

	TD
	Increase physical enforcement
presence within the park

	Increase physical enforcement
presence within the park

	 

	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	Ongoing
and need
driven

	Ongoing
and need
driven


	Area
Enforcement
Officer

	Area
Enforcement
Officer


	 
	 

	Span

	To reduce
dangers from
natural water

	To reduce
dangers from
natural water

	To reduce
dangers from
natural water


	Undertake an assessment of
ponds and water features

	Undertake an assessment of
ponds and water features


	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	Annually 
	Annually 

	Landscape and
Countryside
Officer
	Landscape and
Countryside
Officer

	 
	 

	Span


	features

	features

	features

	features


	TD
	TD
	TD
	TD
	TD
	Span
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	Table
	TR
	TD
	Span
	Clean and Well Maintained
 

	Span


	 
	Table
	TR
	TD
	Span
	Aim  

	TD
	Span
	Description  

	TD
	Span
	Resource  

	TD
	Span
	Action
Date
 

	TD
	Span
	Responsibility  

	TD
	Span
	Progress
 

	Span

	To achieve a
high standard of
maintenance

	To achieve a
high standard of
maintenance

	To achieve a
high standard of
maintenance


	Monitor and review annual
grounds maintenance schedule

	Monitor and review annual
grounds maintenance schedule


	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	Review
March
2013

	Review
March
2013


	Landscape &
Countryside
Officer

	Landscape &
Countryside
Officer


	 
	 

	Span

	To achieve a
high standard of
cleanliness

	To achieve a
high standard of
cleanliness

	To achieve a
high standard of
cleanliness


	Monitor and review annual
cleansing schedule

	Monitor and review annual
cleansing schedule


	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	Review
March

	Review
March

	2013


	Waste
Management
Officer�Landscape and
Countryside
Officer

	Waste
Management
Officer�Landscape and
Countryside
Officer


	 
	 

	Span

	To reduce the
occurrence of
dog fouling

	To reduce the
occurrence of
dog fouling

	To reduce the
occurrence of
dog fouling


	Undertake aims ‘Healthy, safe
and secure’.

	Undertake aims ‘Healthy, safe
and secure’.


	/ 
	/ 

	/ 
	/ 

	/ 
	/ 

	/
	/

	Span
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	Table
	TR
	TD
	Span
	Sustainability
 

	Span


	 
	Table
	TR
	TD
	Span
	Aim  

	TD
	Span
	Description  

	TD
	Span
	Resource  

	TD
	Span
	Action
Date
 

	TD
	Span
	Responsibility  

	TD
	Span
	Progress
 

	Span

	To promote
sustainable
management of
the park

	To promote
sustainable
management of
the park

	To promote
sustainable
management of
the park

	 
	 
	 
	 
	 

	Evaluate maintenance schedule
with relation to environmental
concerns

	Evaluate maintenance schedule
with relation to environmental
concerns


	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	Review
March
2013

	Review
March
2013


	Landscape and
Countryside
Manager

	Landscape and
Countryside
Manager


	 
	 

	Span

	Evaluate the use of heavy
mulches within shrub beds/seek
alternative methods if
appropriate

	TD
	Evaluate the use of heavy
mulches within shrub beds/seek
alternative methods if
appropriate

	Evaluate the use of heavy
mulches within shrub beds/seek
alternative methods if
appropriate


	Officer time,
recycled bark
and chipped
mulch/other
mediums

	Officer time,
recycled bark
and chipped
mulch/other
mediums


	March
2013

	March
2013


	Landscape and
Countryside
Officer

	Landscape and
Countryside
Officer


	 
	 

	Span

	Evaluate the use and potential
eradication of herbicide use

	TD
	Evaluate the use and potential
eradication of herbicide use

	Evaluate the use and potential
eradication of herbicide use


	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	March
2013

	March
2013


	Landscape and
Countryside
Officer

	Landscape and
Countryside
Officer


	 
	 

	Span

	To promote
sustainable
procurement
within the park

	To promote
sustainable
procurement
within the park

	To promote
sustainable
procurement
within the park


	Evaluate procurement procedure 
	Evaluate procurement procedure 

	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	Ongoing 
	Ongoing 

	Landscape and
Countryside
Officer�Landscape and
	Landscape and
Countryside
Officer�Landscape and

	 
	 

	Span


	Countryside
Manager

	Countryside
Manager

	TD
	TD
	TD
	TD
	Countryside
Manager

	Countryside
Manager


	TD
	Span
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	Table
	TR
	TD
	Span
	Conservation and Heritage
 

	Span


	 
	Table
	TR
	TD
	Span
	Aim  

	TD
	Span
	Description  

	TD
	Span
	Resource  

	TD
	Span
	Action
Date
 

	TD
	Span
	Responsibility  

	TD
	Span
	Progress
 

	Span

	To promote the
local heritage of
the park

	To promote the
local heritage of
the park

	To promote the
local heritage of
the park


	Explore the possibilities of local
heritage interpretation within
the park

	Explore the possibilities of local
heritage interpretation within
the park


	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	June 2013 
	June 2013 

	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager

	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager


	 
	 

	Span

	Explore the possibilities of local
heritage interpretation within
other corporate venues

	TD
	Explore the possibilities of local
heritage interpretation within
other corporate venues

	Explore the possibilities of local
heritage interpretation within
other corporate venues


	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	June 2013 
	June 2013 

	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager

	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager


	 
	 

	Span

	To conserve and
enhance wild
fauna

	To conserve and
enhance wild
fauna

	To conserve and
enhance wild
fauna


	Undertake sensitive
management and aim to
enhance biodiversity of park

	Undertake sensitive
management and aim to
enhance biodiversity of park

	 

	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	Ongoing 
	Ongoing 

	Countryside and
Biodiversity
Officer

	Countryside and
Biodiversity
Officer


	 
	 

	Span

	To conserve and
enhance wildlife
habitat

	To conserve and
enhance wildlife
habitat

	To conserve and
enhance wildlife
habitat


	Record and report on current
status of habitat

	Record and report on current
status of habitat

	 

	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	Annually 
	Annually 

	Countryside and
Biodiversity
Officer
	Countryside and
Biodiversity
Officer

	 
	 

	Span
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	Table
	TR
	TD
	Span
	Community Involvement
 

	Span


	 
	Table
	TR
	TD
	Span
	Aim  

	TD
	Span
	Description  

	TD
	Span
	Resource  

	TD
	Span
	Action
Date
 

	TD
	Span
	Responsibility  

	TD
	Span
	Progress
 

	Span

	To promote
community
participation and
involvement

	To promote
community
participation and
involvement

	To promote
community
participation and
involvement


	Progress development of friends
group and organise annual event

	Progress development of friends
group and organise annual event


	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	Spring
2013

	Spring
2013


	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager

	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager


	 
	 

	Span

	To promote the
park as an
educational
resource

	To promote the
park as an
educational
resource

	To promote the
park as an
educational
resource


	Continue efforts to include park
as a local educational resource

	Continue efforts to include park
as a local educational resource


	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	June
2013

	June
2013


	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager

	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager


	 
	 

	Span

	To evaluate
community need

	To evaluate
community need

	To evaluate
community need


	Corporate and park surveys 
	Corporate and park surveys 

	Officer time/
corporate
services

	Officer time/
corporate
services


	Annually 
	Annually 

	Corporate and
Landscape and
Countryside
Manager

	Corporate and
Landscape and
Countryside
Manager


	 
	 

	Span

	To encourage
community
involvement

	To encourage
community
involvement

	To encourage
community
involvement


	Investigate feasibility of
marketing outside events from
the local area

	Investigate feasibility of
marketing outside events from
the local area


	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	June
2013

	June
2013


	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager
	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager

	 
	 

	Span


	within local
event marketing

	within local
event marketing

	within local
event marketing

	within local
event marketing


	TD
	TD
	TD
	TD
	TD
	Span
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	Table
	TR
	TD
	Span
	Marketing
 

	Span


	 
	Table
	TR
	TD
	Span
	Aim  

	TD
	Span
	Description  

	TD
	Span
	Resource  

	TD
	Span
	Action
Date
 

	TD
	Span
	Responsibility  

	TD
	Span
	Progress
 

	Span

	To market the
Park in relation
to local context

	To market the
Park in relation
to local context

	To market the
Park in relation
to local context

	 
	 

	Update web based information 
	Update web based information 

	IT Services 
	IT Services 

	February
2013

	February
2013


	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager

	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager


	 
	 

	Span

	Promote the park as a potential
venue for community based
events in Astwood Bank

	TD
	Promote the park as a potential
venue for community based
events in Astwood Bank

	Promote the park as a potential
venue for community based
events in Astwood Bank


	Funding and
Officer time

	Funding and
Officer time


	Ongoing 
	Ongoing 

	Countryside and
Biodiversity
Officer

	Countryside and
Biodiversity
Officer


	 
	 

	Span

	To improve initial
perception of the
park

	To improve initial
perception of the
park

	To improve initial
perception of the
park


	As ‘evaluate community need’
	As ‘evaluate community need’

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	Span
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	Table
	TR
	TD
	Span
	Management
 

	Span


	 
	Table
	TR
	TD
	Span
	Aim  

	TD
	Span
	Description  

	TD
	Span
	Resource  

	TD
	Span
	Action
Date
 

	TD
	Span
	Responsibility  

	TD
	Span
	Progress
 

	Span

	To provide a well
managed park to
set national
criteria

	To provide a well
managed park to
set national
criteria

	To provide a well
managed park to
set national
criteria


	Apply for Green Flag Award 
	Apply for Green Flag Award 

	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	January
2013

	January
2013


	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager

	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager


	 
	 

	Span

	To work to and
develop a
management
prescription.

	To work to and
develop a
management
prescription.

	To work to and
develop a
management
prescription.


	Revise landscape and
countryside service plan

	Revise landscape and
countryside service plan


	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	Annually 
	Annually 

	Management
team

	Management
team


	 
	 

	Span

	Discuss potential improvements
with friends group

	TD
	Discuss potential improvements
with friends group

	Discuss potential improvements
with friends group


	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	Annually 
	Annually 

	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager
	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager

	 
	 

	Span
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	Table
	TR
	TD
	Span
	A Welcoming Place
 
	 

	Span


	 
	 
	Table
	TR
	TD
	Span
	Aim  

	TD
	Span
	Description  

	TD
	Span
	Resource  

	TD
	Span
	Action
Date
 

	TD
	Span
	Responsibility  

	TD
	Span
	Progress
 

	Span

	To provide
relative and
informative
interpretation

	To provide
relative and
informative
interpretation

	To provide
relative and
informative
interpretation


	Monitor appropriate signage
within the park

	Monitor appropriate signage
within the park


	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	January
2014

	January
2014


	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager

	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager


	 
	 

	Span

	Explore feasibility of additional
signage at satellite entrances

	TD
	Explore feasibility of additional
signage at satellite entrances

	Explore feasibility of additional
signage at satellite entrances

	 

	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	March 2014 
	March 2014 

	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager

	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager


	 
	 

	Span

	To provide safe,
usable footpaths

	To provide safe,
usable footpaths

	To provide safe,
usable footpaths


	Undertake annual footpath
assessment

	Undertake annual footpath
assessment

	 

	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	Ongoing
(as fits with
annual
inspections)

	Ongoing
(as fits with
annual
inspections)


	Landscape and
Countryside
Officer

	Landscape and
Countryside
Officer


	 
	 

	Span

	Undertake DDA audit 
	TD
	Undertake DDA audit 
	Undertake DDA audit 
	 

	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	As above 
	As above 

	Landscape and
Countryside
Officer
	Landscape and
Countryside
Officer

	 
	 

	Span


	To provide
accessible,
welcoming
satellite
entrances

	To provide
accessible,
welcoming
satellite
entrances

	To provide
accessible,
welcoming
satellite
entrances

	To provide
accessible,
welcoming
satellite
entrances


	Undertake assessment of
access points

	Undertake assessment of
access points


	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	May/June
2014

	May/June
2014


	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager
and Landscape
and Countryside
Officer

	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager
and Landscape
and Countryside
Officer


	 
	 

	Span

	Progress any remedial works to
access points

	TD
	Progress any remedial works to
access points

	Progress any remedial works to
access points


	Officer time and
inclusion into
capital
programme

	Officer time and
inclusion into
capital
programme


	Following
assessment
and if
required

	Following
assessment
and if
required


	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager

	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager


	 
	 

	Span

	To provide
functional and
accessible park
furniture

	To provide
functional and
accessible park
furniture

	To provide
functional and
accessible park
furniture


	Undertake an annual
infrastructure survey

	Undertake an annual
infrastructure survey


	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	Autumn
2014

	Autumn
2014


	Landscape and
Countryside
Officer

	Landscape and
Countryside
Officer


	 
	 

	Span

	Evaluate provision of disabled
seating

	TD
	Evaluate provision of disabled
seating

	Evaluate provision of disabled
seating


	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	Autumn
2014

	Autumn
2014


	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager
	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager

	 
	 

	Span
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	TR
	TD
	Span
	Healthy, safe and secure
 

	Span


	 
	 
	Table
	TR
	TD
	Span
	Aim  

	TD
	Span
	Description  

	TD
	Span
	Resource  

	TD
	Span
	Action
Date
 

	TD
	Span
	Responsibility  

	TD
	Span
	Progress
 

	Span

	To provide a
safe park for
visitors

	To provide a
safe park for
visitors

	To provide a
safe park for
visitors


	Undertake annual park risk
assessment

	Undertake annual park risk
assessment


	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	September
2014

	September
2014


	Landscape and
Countryside
Officer

	Landscape and
Countryside
Officer


	 
	 

	Span

	To reduce the
occurrence of
Dog Fouling

	To reduce the
occurrence of
Dog Fouling

	To reduce the
occurrence of
Dog Fouling


	Investigate the appropriateness
of current signage

	Investigate the appropriateness
of current signage


	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	September
2014

	September
2014


	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager

	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager


	 
	 

	Span

	Increase the awareness of
users to enforcement legislation

	TD
	Increase the awareness of
users to enforcement legislation

	Increase the awareness of
users to enforcement legislation


	Officer time�advertising
budget

	Officer time�advertising
budget


	Annually 
	Annually 

	Area
Enforcement
Officer

	Area
Enforcement
Officer


	 
	 

	Span

	Increase physical enforcement
presence within the park

	TD
	Increase physical enforcement
presence within the park

	Increase physical enforcement
presence within the park

	 

	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	Ongoing
and need
driven

	Ongoing
and need
driven


	Area
Enforcement
Officer
	Area
Enforcement
Officer

	 
	 

	Span


	To reduce
dangers from
natural water
features

	To reduce
dangers from
natural water
features

	To reduce
dangers from
natural water
features

	To reduce
dangers from
natural water
features


	Undertake an assessment of
ponds and water features

	Undertake an assessment of
ponds and water features


	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	Annually 
	Annually 

	Landscape and
Countryside
Officer

	Landscape and
Countryside
Officer


	 
	 

	Span
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	TR
	TD
	Span
	Clean and Well Maintained
 

	Span


	 
	Table
	TR
	TD
	Span
	Aim  

	TD
	Span
	Description  

	TD
	Span
	Resource  

	TD
	Span
	Action
Date
 

	TD
	Span
	Responsibility  

	TD
	Span
	Progress
 

	Span

	To achieve a
high standard of
maintenance

	To achieve a
high standard of
maintenance

	To achieve a
high standard of
maintenance


	Monitor and review annual
grounds maintenance schedule

	Monitor and review annual
grounds maintenance schedule


	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	Review
March
2014

	Review
March
2014


	Landscape &
Countryside
Officer

	Landscape &
Countryside
Officer


	 
	 

	Span

	To achieve a
high standard of
cleanliness

	To achieve a
high standard of
cleanliness

	To achieve a
high standard of
cleanliness


	Monitor and review annual
cleansing schedule

	Monitor and review annual
cleansing schedule


	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	Review
March

	Review
March

	2014


	Waste
Management
Officer�Landscape and
Countryside
Officer

	Waste
Management
Officer�Landscape and
Countryside
Officer


	 
	 

	Span

	To reduce the
occurrence of

	To reduce the
occurrence of

	To reduce the
occurrence of


	Undertake aims ‘Healthy, safe
and secure’.

	Undertake aims ‘Healthy, safe
and secure’.


	/ 
	/ 

	/ 
	/ 

	/ 
	/ 

	/
	/

	Span


	dog fouling

	dog fouling

	dog fouling

	dog fouling


	TD
	TD
	TD
	TD
	TD
	Span
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	Table
	TR
	TD
	Span
	Sustainability
 

	Span


	 
	Table
	TR
	TD
	Span
	Aim  

	TD
	Span
	Description  

	TD
	Span
	Resource  

	TD
	Span
	Action
Date
 

	TD
	Span
	Responsibility  

	TD
	Span
	Progress
 

	Span

	To promote
sustainable
management of
the park

	To promote
sustainable
management of
the park

	To promote
sustainable
management of
the park

	 
	 
	 
	 
	 

	Evaluate maintenance schedule
with relation to environmental
concerns

	Evaluate maintenance schedule
with relation to environmental
concerns


	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	Review
March
2014

	Review
March
2014


	Landscape and
Countryside
Manager

	Landscape and
Countryside
Manager


	 
	 

	Span

	Evaluate the use of heavy
mulches within shrub beds/seek
alternative methods if
appropriate

	TD
	Evaluate the use of heavy
mulches within shrub beds/seek
alternative methods if
appropriate

	Evaluate the use of heavy
mulches within shrub beds/seek
alternative methods if
appropriate


	Officer time,
recycled bark
and chipped
mulch/other
mediums

	Officer time,
recycled bark
and chipped
mulch/other
mediums


	March
2014

	March
2014


	Landscape and
Countryside
Officer

	Landscape and
Countryside
Officer


	 
	 

	Span

	Evaluate the use and potential
eradication of herbicide use

	TD
	Evaluate the use and potential
eradication of herbicide use

	Evaluate the use and potential
eradication of herbicide use


	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	March
2014

	March
2014


	Landscape and
Countryside
Officer

	Landscape and
Countryside
Officer


	 
	 

	Span

	To promote
sustainable

	To promote
sustainable

	To promote
sustainable


	Evaluate procurement procedure 
	Evaluate procurement procedure 

	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	Ongoing 
	Ongoing 

	Landscape and
Countryside
	Landscape and
Countryside

	 
	 

	Span


	procurement
within the park

	procurement
within the park

	procurement
within the park

	procurement
within the park


	TD
	TD
	TD
	Officer�Landscape and
Countryside
Manager

	Officer�Landscape and
Countryside
Manager


	TD
	Span
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	Table
	TR
	TD
	Span
	Conservation and  Heritage
 

	Span


	 
	Table
	TR
	TD
	Span
	Aim  

	TD
	Span
	Description  

	TD
	Span
	Resource  

	TD
	Span
	Action
Date
 

	TD
	Span
	Responsibility  

	TD
	Span
	Progress
 

	Span

	To promote the
local heritage of
the park

	To promote the
local heritage of
the park

	To promote the
local heritage of
the park


	Explore the possibilities of local
heritage interpretation within
the park

	Explore the possibilities of local
heritage interpretation within
the park


	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	June 2014 
	June 2014 

	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager

	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager


	 
	 

	Span

	Explore the possibilities of local
heritage interpretation within
other corporate venues

	TD
	Explore the possibilities of local
heritage interpretation within
other corporate venues

	Explore the possibilities of local
heritage interpretation within
other corporate venues


	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	June 2014 
	June 2014 

	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager

	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager


	 
	 

	Span

	To conserve and
enhance wild
fauna

	To conserve and
enhance wild
fauna

	To conserve and
enhance wild
fauna


	Undertake sensitive
management and aim to
enhance biodiversity of park

	Undertake sensitive
management and aim to
enhance biodiversity of park

	 

	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	Ongoing 
	Ongoing 

	Countryside and
Biodiversity
Officer
	Countryside and
Biodiversity
Officer

	 
	 

	Span


	To conserve and
enhance wildlife
habitat

	To conserve and
enhance wildlife
habitat

	To conserve and
enhance wildlife
habitat

	To conserve and
enhance wildlife
habitat


	Record and report on current
status of habitat

	Record and report on current
status of habitat

	 

	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	Annually 
	Annually 

	Countryside and
Biodiversity
Officer

	Countryside and
Biodiversity
Officer


	 
	 

	Span

	Monitor current status of habitat
against initial ecological survey
and status year three

	TD
	Monitor current status of habitat
against initial ecological survey
and status year three

	Monitor current status of habitat
against initial ecological survey
and status year three

	 
	 

	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	September
2014

	September
2014


	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager
and Countryside
and Biodiversity
Officer

	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager
and Countryside
and Biodiversity
Officer


	 
	 

	Span
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	Table
	TR
	TD
	Span
	Community Involvement
 

	Span


	 
	Table
	TR
	TD
	Span
	Aim  

	TD
	Span
	Description  

	TD
	Span
	Resource  

	TD
	Span
	Action
Date
 

	TD
	Span
	Responsibility  

	TD
	Span
	Progress
 

	Span

	To promote
community
participation and
involvement

	To promote
community
participation and
involvement

	To promote
community
participation and
involvement


	Progress development of friends
group and organise annual event

	Progress development of friends
group and organise annual event


	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	Spring
2014

	Spring
2014


	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager

	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager


	 
	 

	Span

	To promote the
park as an
educational
resource

	To promote the
park as an
educational
resource

	To promote the
park as an
educational
resource


	Continue efforts to include park
as a local educational resource

	Continue efforts to include park
as a local educational resource


	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	June
2014

	June
2014


	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager

	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager


	 
	 

	Span

	To evaluate 
	To evaluate 
	To evaluate 

	Corporate and park surveys 
	Corporate and park surveys 

	Officer time/ 
	Officer time/ 

	Annually 
	Annually 

	Corporate and
	Corporate and

	 
	 

	Span


	community need 
	community need 
	community need 
	community need 

	TD
	corporate
services

	corporate
services


	TD
	Landscape and
Countryside
Manager

	Landscape and
Countryside
Manager


	TD
	Span

	To encourage
community
involvement
within local
event marketing

	To encourage
community
involvement
within local
event marketing

	To encourage
community
involvement
within local
event marketing


	Investigate feasibility of
marketing outside events from
the local area

	Investigate feasibility of
marketing outside events from
the local area


	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	June
2014

	June
2014


	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager

	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager


	 
	 

	Span
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	TR
	TD
	Span
	Marketing
 

	Span


	 
	Table
	TR
	TD
	Span
	Aim  

	TD
	Span
	Description  

	TD
	Span
	Resource  

	TD
	Span
	Action
Date
 

	TD
	Span
	Responsibility  

	TD
	Span
	Progress
 

	Span

	To market the
Park in relation
to local context

	To market the
Park in relation
to local context

	To market the
Park in relation
to local context

	 
	 

	Update web based information 
	Update web based information 

	IT Services 
	IT Services 

	February
2014

	February
2014


	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager

	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager


	 
	 

	Span

	Promote the park as a potential
venue for community based
events in Astwood Bank

	TD
	Promote the park as a potential
venue for community based
events in Astwood Bank

	Promote the park as a potential
venue for community based
events in Astwood Bank


	Funding and
Officer time

	Funding and
Officer time


	Ongoing 
	Ongoing 

	Countryside and
Biodiversity
Officer

	Countryside and
Biodiversity
Officer


	 
	 

	Span

	To improve initial
perception of the
park

	To improve initial
perception of the
park

	To improve initial
perception of the
park


	As ‘evaluate community need’
	As ‘evaluate community need’

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	Span
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	Table
	TR
	TD
	Span
	Management
 

	Span


	 
	Table
	TR
	TD
	Span
	Aim  

	TD
	Span
	Description  

	TD
	Span
	Resource  

	TD
	Span
	Action
Date
 

	TD
	Span
	Responsibility  

	TD
	Span
	Progress
 

	Span

	To provide a well
managed park to
set national
criteria

	To provide a well
managed park to
set national
criteria

	To provide a well
managed park to
set national
criteria


	Apply for Green Flag Award 
	Apply for Green Flag Award 

	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	January
2014

	January
2014


	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager

	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager


	 
	 

	Span

	To work to and
develop a
management
prescription.

	To work to and
develop a
management
prescription.

	To work to and
develop a
management
prescription.


	Revise landscape and
countryside service plan

	Revise landscape and
countryside service plan


	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	Annually 
	Annually 

	Management
team

	Management
team


	 
	 

	Span

	Discuss potential improvements
with friends group

	TD
	Discuss potential improvements
with friends group

	Discuss potential improvements
with friends group


	Officer time 
	Officer time 

	Annually 
	Annually 

	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager
	Capital Projects
and Green
Space Manager
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